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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Statement of the Problem 

Change in this era of globalization is inevitable. It is a vast complicated and multifaceted 

process which involves innumerable causes and bearing consequences thereof. It is 

needless to say that change occurs in all societies irrespective of their structure, 

compactness, integrity and stages of development. Traditional faiths and customs are 

slowly changing as modern lifestyle is becoming a priority to all human beings. However, 

the magnitude of change is not equal among all the communities. It is different among 

different social groups and also in spatial context. Many age old rituals and beliefs are still 

conserved by almost all the ethnic communities all over the world, though they vary in 

degree and kind. 

The state of Assam in India is unique for its diverse population groups. People of 

different races, linguistic groups and religions have migrated to the fertile valley of Assam 

and have been living side by side together. Each community is unique in its own culture 

and tradition and each of the community has preserved their customs at varying degree. 

Some traditions are equally shared by all the communities as Assamese while some 

traditions are specific to certain communities. Assimilation of culture has also occurred 

with the passage of time which gave birth to some new amalgamated culture.  

In Assam the Tai communities have always played an important role in the socio-

political scenario since ages. The Tai communities of Assam are the western branch of the 

larger Tai group which extends from Assam in the west to Kwangsi and Hainan in the east 

and from interior of Yunnan in the north to southern extremity of Thailand in the south 

(Gogoi, 2001). They are known by different names in different parts of the world. In Assam 

they are distributed all over the upper Assam districts of Tinsukia, Dibrugarh, Sibsagar, 

Charaideo, Jorhat, Golaghat, Lakhimpur and Bokajan sub-division of Karbi Anglong. At 

present there are six Tai communities in Assam- Ahom, Khamyang, Aiton, Turung, Phake 

and Khamti. Among all the six communities the Ahoms shares the largest proportion of the 

entire Tai population in Assam although their exact population is not known. They 
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migrated to Assam much earlier than the other five communities. They came as conquerors 

under the leadership of Suu-Kaa-Faa in 1228 A.D. and ruled over most of the part of the 

present Assam for the next 600 years till 1826 when the Burmese attacked the erstwhile 

Ahom Kingdom and when the British annexed the kingdom after the Treaty of Yandaboo. 

Majority of the Ahoms are Hindus but they don‟t belong to the caste Hindu group. Most of 

them still profess their ancient animistic faith Phuralung along with Hinduism. The other 

five latter Tai communities migrated to Assam at different points of 18
th

 century because of 

the oppression from the Burmese King Alaungphra (Gohain, 2001). These five 

communities are all Theravada Buddhist and are now concentrated in small villages all over 

upper Assam. The population strength of these five communities is very weak in 

comparison with the Ahoms. The population of each of the individual communities would 

not surpass 5000 individuals. However, despite of being an ethnic minority, majority of 

them have retained their age old beliefs, life styles, language and practices in the midst of a 

large different society and a rapidly changing world scenario.  

Thus, the main aim of this project work was to reveal the facts on how and in what 

degree the Buddhist Tai communities in Assam are preserving their age old cultural 

heritage in the midst the ongoing process of change. It has also attempted to explore the 

present demographic status of these communities.  

Origin of the Research Problem 

The Tai population of Assam has always contributed in enriching the ethnic diversity of the 

state as well as of the country. The Buddhist Tai communities in particularly are well 

known for their conservative attitude towards their culture and tradition. But the process of 

change has also been able to cast its impact on these communities in varying degrees. The 

responses of all the five communities are different in this regard. All these communities are 

very rich in their ethnic tradition because of which many researchers from Southeast Asia 

as well as from west have been attracted towards extracting information about them.  Many 

good literary pieces have been worked out on the Ahoms but one can find only a few good 

pieces of works on the Buddhist Tai communities of Assam. These communities have 

mostly been hidden in a thick blanket of ignorance and negligence. Many general Assamese 
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people have not even heard the names of these communities though they have a tapestry of 

a rich cultural heritage. Moreover, the demographic structure of these communities was not 

explored as most of them lives in the plain districts of Assam and they have been accorded 

with the Scheduled Tribe (Hills) status in Assam. Research work on these communities in 

the state is done in piecemeal basis based on old historical records. Thus, the present 

research work was undertaken so that it can fill the gap in the area so far untouched. This 

work would contribute greatly to the general fund of geographical knowledge by throwing 

new light on these lesser known Tai communities of Assam. 

Interdisciplinary Relevance 

This research work will be useful to all the humanistic and social sciences. Social sciences 

like sociology, history, social anthropology, demography, etc. will be greatly benefitted 

from this project work. Moreover, for proper execution of this project work the 

fundamentals of these social sciences has been followed without which the undertaken 

research work would have given only a partial picture of the real scenario. Modern 

mapping technologies have been used with the help of GPS and GIS technologies to give 

an accurate picture of the spatial distribution of the Tai communities concerned. Perceptual 

questions have also been asked to have a firm understanding of the behavioural 

environment of the present Tai culture in Assam.  

1.2 Review of Research and Development in the Subject 

Change has attracted the attention of thinkers and philosophers since time immemorial. But 

along with change some traces of past cultures and traditions seem to be in continuity 

among the human civilizations around the world. This dual process of change and 

continuity of culture is predominant among the ethnic communities around the world. 

Many noteworthy works on this phenomenon has been done by various social scientists and 

humanists.  

Collocott (1945) did a theoretical work on the concept of social change. According 

to him, the customs and traditions of a group of people reflects the difficulties which the 
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group has gone through in the past and thus, there is always a tendency among us to seek 

the explanation of our present customs and traditions by going through the pages of history. 

A praiseworthy work on the concept and types of social change was done by Bardis 

(1959). In his work he made a theoretical classification of social change into eight 

categories on the basis of the pattern of social change. According to him the eight 

categories are: 1) Unlinear Social Change; 2) Discontinued Evolutionism; 3) Dichotomy 

School; 4) Telic Social Change; 5) Zig-Zag Social Change; 6) Irregular Social Change; 7) 

Spiral Social Change and 8) Cyclical Social Change. 

One of the major works on social change was done by Ginsberg (1958). His work is 

mainly based on the theoretical aspect of social change. According to him, social change 

refers to the change in the structure of the society, faith and material culture of a society. 

He also stressed that social change must also include the attitudes of the people concerned. 

He stressed on the fact that social change occurs mainly because of mental evolution rather 

than laws of nature. 

Srinivas (1969) published a book on social change in India. In his work he mainly 

focused on how sanskritization, westernization and secularization played a dominant role in 

changing the social scenario in India.  In his book he discussed how in India the tribal and 

socially backward class of the society changes their customs and traditions to uplift their 

positions in the caste hierarchy. 

Lieberman (1977) did a work on the relationship that exists between education and 

social change. According to him it is education which plays an important role as a tool in 

changing the society. His work was based on how the American schools have played a 

significant role in helping the students to respond to social change by modifying the social 

environment by enhancing their decision making skills. 

Roy (1981) carried out a work on the changing social and material culture among 

the Jaintias of Meghalaya. His book deals on the clan, family life, community life, ancestor 

worship, beliefs and faiths, festivals, etc. of the Jaintias.  

Social change is closely related with the development in the education system. An 

important work in this factor was done by Kamat (1982). His work is basically a conceptual 
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framework in the Indian context of how spread of education is accelerating the rate of 

social change among the group of people. 

Singh (2000) published a book on cultural change in India. In his book he discussed 

on how globalization has become a threat to regional and local identities in India and 

emerging challenges that the Indian society has to face because of it.  

Sen (2003) published an editorial work on different types of changes that different 

tribes of India are undergoing. In her work she has edited a number of papers related to the 

changing way of life among the tribes of India.  

From the field of social geography an important work on social change was done by 

Das (2008). Her work was mainly concentrated on the tribal women of eight major tribal 

groups of Assam. Her work mainly stressed on how education and occupational pattern 

among the tribal women of Assam are contributing towards social change.  

Subba, Puthenpurakal and Puykunnel (2009) published an edited book on different 

research works focusing on how Christianity has brought a change in Northeast India. Their 

work mainly concentrated on the tribes and women of Northeast India. Longkumer (2009) 

also published a book on continuity and change in the tribal villages of Nagaland. Her work 

was based on the Changki sub-group of the Ao Naga tribe of Nagaland. In her book she has 

largely focused on kinship and marriage, political institutions, tribal economy and religious 

institutions. Her work was basically a village level study. 

Weinstein (2010) published an important book on social change. In his book he 

focused on the various components of social change; the processes of social change; and 

how social change occurs at different levels.  

There are also few pieces of good works done on the Tai communities of Southeast Asia 

both on regional, national and international level. An important work on the Tai 

communities in the valley of Sheuli, in western Yunnan was done by Elias (1875). The 

work was actually a report on the experiences and observations of the author when he 

visited the valley. 

Cottam (1877) published a work on the itinerary of his journey to Yunnan via 

Assam through the Khamti and Singphoo country across the Irrawaddi River of the then 

Myanmar (Burma). 
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 T‟ien (1949) work on the Pai cults that were prevalent among the Tai tribes of 

Yunnan-Myanmar frontier was based on various religious activities which were associated 

with the worship of Buddha among the Tao tribes. 

 Briggs (1949) published a work on the origin of the terms Tai, Dai, Thai, Siamese 

and Lao. According to him, in the past, it was the term Dai, which was used to refer the Tai 

communities as a whole. 

LeBar (1964) in his book on ethnic groups of mainland Southeast Asia made a brief 

explanation on majority of the Tai communities of the region. Tanabe (1988) published a 

paper on the guardian cults prevalent among the Tai Lu communities of Yunnan. 

Gogoi (1968) published an important work on the Tai kingdoms. His work was 

based on the origin of the Tai peoples and their migration throughout history. His work 

dealt with a detailed explanation on the various chronicles that occurred during the reign of 

Ahom kingdom in Assam. This book contains a detailed explanation of migration of the 

various later Buddhist Tai communities in Assam during the rule of different Ahom kings.  

Terweil‟s (1979) work on the various archaic customs prevalent in Tai funerals was 

a comparative study among different Tai groups. Gurdon (1985) published a work on the 

Khamti peoples. His work was based on the social and cultural life of the Khamti people. 

Jonsson (1991) conducted a research work on the proto southwestern Tai languages. 

Her study was mainly a comparative study between two Tai groups. One group consisted of 

the Siamese, Lao, Red Tai, Khamti, Burmese Shan, Lue, Tai Neua and Ahom while the 

other group comprised the White Tai, Black Tai and the Chinese Shan (Tao Maw). 

 Tannenbaum‟s (1992) work on the political and ritual structures of the Tai 

communities in household and village level was a comparative study among the Northern 

Thai group and the Central Thai group.  

Compton and Hartmann (1995) did a work on the Tai languages, linguistics and 

literatures in honour of William J. Gedney. Li (1997) wrote a handbook of comparative Tai 

languages spoken all over Southeast Asia. In his work, he divided the Tai language into 

four major sub category viz. Siamese, Lungchow dialect, Po-Ai dialect and other Tai 

languages and dialects.  
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 Formoso (1998) carried on a work on the folk beliefs of the Tai people. His work 

was mainly based on the various malevolent sprits which the Tai people believe and how 

the Tai communities relate the spirits to the people who did not die in a natural manner. In 

his work he discussed about the various cults which are practiced to appease these spirits. 

There are some few works done on the Tai communities of Assam. One of the 

milestone works on the Khamti people of Northeast India was done by Gogoi (1971). His 

work dealt with their origin, religion, society, culture, political relations, trade and 

commerce, myths, legends and language.  

There are some important works conducted on the Phakes too. Sharma Thakur‟s 

(1982) book on the Phakes of Assam which deals with the history, religion, indigenous 

practices, literature, language, architecture, social and cultural systems of the Phakes of 

Namphake and Tipam Phake villages of the Phake people. A physical anthropological 

study on the Phakes was done by Baruah (1991). Her study was based on the demographic, 

morphological, genetic and dermatological characteristics of the Phakes. 

Very few works on the Aitons and Turungs have been done till date. Gogoi (1994) 

did a research work on the socio-cultural life of the Turungs of Assam and Buragohain 

(1991) did a work on the changing social structure of the Aitons of Assam.  

Phookan and Singh‟s (1994) work on the genetic structure of the Tai communities 

of Assam found that the Tai population of Assam is no longer a homogeneous entity. There 

is a close affinity between the Aitons and Turungs from the genetic point of view. They 

found that the Ahoms stand apart from all the other Tai communities of Assam. 

Gohain (2001) published a paper on the Phakes of Assam. The paper dealt mainly 

on the origin of the Phakes, their migration history to Assam.  

An introductory work on the various Tai languages spoken in Assam along with the 

scripts used was done by Boruah (2001). In his research work he made a comparative study 

of the various Tai languages and scripts used in Assam and also between the Thai script of 

Thailand and the Shan script of Myanmar. 

Prapandvidya (2001) published a research paper on how Sanskrit has influenced the 

Thai language in Thailand throughout ages.  Another work on the state of Tai culture 
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among the Ahoms was done by Phukon (2001). In his work, he focused on the various 

tradition and rituals which the Ahoms still retains.  

Sarmah (2001) wrote a book on change and continuity among the Khamyangs of 

Assam. His book deals with the economic profile, social and religious life of the 

Khamyangs. He did his study on the basis of the data collected from two Khamyang 

villages namely Powai Mukh and Disangpani.  

Nartsupha (2002) published a research work on the various Tai societies and 

cultures outside Thailand. The main focus of his work was to find possible ways how a 

harmonious relationship could be established among the various Tai communities spread 

across various countries in Southeast Asia.  

Terwiel (2002) did an important work on the process of revivalism among the 

Ahoms of Assam. His research work dealt on how the sense of revivalism was fostered 

among the Ahoms and what are the steps taken by the Ahoms to revive the Tai culture 

among them from the view point of language and culture. 

Another important work on the Khamtis was done by Konwar (2002). His study 

was based on the Tai Khamti language and various aspects of the Khamti socio-cultural in 

Assam and Arunachal Pradesh. 

Morey (2002, 2004 and 2010) has done tremendous research work on the language 

and grammar of the Tai people of Assam with a few works on the socio-cultural life of the 

communities. He published a work on the process of revival of the Ahom language. His 

work focused mainly on the current state of the Ahom language, difficulties faced during 

the revival of the language, tones in the Ahom language. In his paper he also directed few 

possible ways for the successful revival of the Ahom language. 

A phonological study of the Tai Phake language was done by Konwar (2002). This 

paper is concerned with the phonetics used in the Tai Phake language.  

Tun (2004) did an important research work on the history of the Khamtis in the 

Khamti Long region of Myanmar. His work focused on how the Khamtis first settled in the 

Khamti Long region and what were the difficulties they had to face in the area. But his 

work mentioned that the ruler of Mogaung Sao Sam Long conqured the whole of Assam 

from Sadiya to Kamrup by managing his way from Cachar after subjugating Manipur, 
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Cachar and Tripura, which is in fact not correct.  In 2005, he again published a paper on the 

cultural heritage of the Shan communities in the Shan State of Myammar where he focused 

on the on the different ceremonies and festivals, arts and other customs of the Shans in 

Myanmar. In the same year Stephan Morey also published a work on the different tones 

which are used in the different Tai languages spoken in Assam.  

Burusphat and Xiaohang (2005) have done an important work on the Zhuang 

minorities of China. Zhuang minorities are actually a sub-group of the Tai community in 

China. Their work mainly concentrated on the Zhuang population and distribution, villages, 

house-types, dress and ornaments, food and drink, marriage, family, religion, festivals, 

literatures, music, dances and language. According to them the Zhuang language belongs to 

the Kam-Tai language group of the Tai-Kadai language family to which the Tai languages 

of spoken in Assam also belongs.  

A comparative study between the Khamtis of Assam and Arunachal Pradesh was 

done by Gogoi and Borbora (2005). They focused mainly on the degree of assimilation 

among the Khamtis of Assam and Arunachal Pradesh. They found that the Khamtis of 

Narayanpur in the Lakhimpur district of Assam have assimilated much with the culture of 

the neighbouring communities. They also found that the inter-community marriage between 

the Khamtis and Ahoms in the area is acceptable and a number of marriages have occurred 

among both the communities. 

Phukan‟s (2005) research work on the Phakes dealt with their history, society, 

political history, economy, religion, language and literature, material life and their role of 

conserving nature.  

Saikia (2006) published a paper on the religion and nostalgia of the Tai Ahoms. Her 

paper was mainly concerned with the revival process of the lost Ahom identity in Assam 

and also in Thailand. Her work was mainly based on the ancient Phra-Lung religion of the 

Ahoms which is again on the process of revival.  

Baruah (2006) again did a comparative study on the morphometric characteristics of 

the Phakes in Assam with the neighbouring communities like Ahoms, Deuri, Chutia, 

Mishing and Moran. Her work was based on various anthropometric measures such as 

sitting height, head length, head breadth, etc. 
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Phukan and Phukon (2009) have done a work on the Tais of Northeast India. Their 

work was based on the origin, belief system, language, material culture of the Tai 

communities and their distribution in Southeast Asia. 

A study focusing on the change in the ethnic culture of the Dais in China was 

conducted by Yun (2009). His work was based on how the Dai community of 

Xishuangbanna in the Yunnan province of China has faced change in their ethnic culture. 

The work mainly focused on the changes in Dai society, changes in economic activities and 

life styles, changes in religious aspects and changes in marriage and family. One important 

finding in his work was that, most of the young and the middle age-group Dai populations 

have greatly changed their belief towards Buddhism. For them one should be careful while 

donating. For them, rather than devoting too much time in religious issues one should work 

hard to live a happy life. Moreover, the Dai parents are unwilling to send their boys in the 

temples to be monks now-a-days. According to them they are backward because they are 

poorly educated and thus they want to send their children to schools rather than temples. 

Ghosh‟s (2009) excellent work on the popular Tai beliefs in Phii (spirit), Khwan 

(eternal souls) and ritualistic sacrifices which are prevalent among the Thais of Thailand 

gives a detail explanation of the different types of phiis which are popularly believed in 

Thai societies.  She also made a comparative study on the different ritualistic sacrifices that 

were prevalent among the Central Thai, Southern Thai and the Northeast Thai groups. 

Sethakul (2011) published a research paper on the rituals of spirit worshiping 

performed by the Tai Lue people in Sipsong Panna and Lan na. According to him spirit 

beliefs were traditional beliefs of the Tai peoples even before the adoption of Buddhism 

and Hinduism. 

Singh (2013) published a book on the Khamtis of Northeast India. His book also 

deals with the history, religion, indigenous practices, literature, language, architecture and 

sculpture, social and cultural systems of the Khamptis. 

 From the geographical perspective very few research works has been done. An 

M.Phil dissertation on the Tai population was done by Baruah (1988). The study was based 

on the demographic structure and socio-economic structure of the Tai people in Sibsabar 

district. Another M.Phil dissertation on the Tai Ahom population of the then undivided 
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Lakhimpur district was done by Buragohain (1990). The study was mainly based on the 

demography, social bases and economy of the Ahoms.  

1.3 Objectives of the Project Work 

The main objectives of the research project are: 

a. to understand the distribution and concentration pattern of the Buddhist Tai 

communities of Assam; 

b. to understand the demographic pattern of the communities; 

c. to analyse the educational and economic status of these Tai communities; 

d. to know the culture, customs and traditions of these ethnic groups and explore the 

pattern of cultural continuity and extent of social change and development among 

them; 

e. to know the degree and extent of inter and intra community variation in social 

change among the different Buddhist Tai groups; 

f. to understand how the concerned Tai communities view their own position in 

relation to others in the society in terms of ethnicity and culture; 

g. to explore the process of acculturation and assimilation among the Buddhist Tai 

communities and understand how it emboldens the growth of greater Assamese 

society; 

h. to evolve possible measures for their overall socio-economic upliftment. 

1.4 Database and Methodology 

The present study is based mainly on primary data, as secondary information from the 

census of India is not available for majority of the villages. The primary data has been 

collected through census survey in three selected settlement clusters of each Buddhist Tai 

communities on the basis of accessibility and convenience. But care has been taken to 

include the villages having the highest numbers households in each of the communities. 

Some of these Buddhist Tai settlements are within a single administrative village, while 

some settlements cover more than one administrative village. In the present study the 
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settlements which are under a single administrative unit are recognized with the name of 

the village in which the settlements are located. But the settlements which shares more than 

one village are referred here in accordance with the name with which the villagers 

commonly recognize their settlement. Thus, all together fifteen clusters have been selected. 

But in Balipathar village both the Aiton and Turung community live side by side. Thus, it 

has been considered as a common cluster for both the Aiton and the Turung community. 

But in the sample survey area map Balipathar has been shown as an Aiton village since 

Aiton population in the village is double than the Turung population (Figure 1.2). 

 After this, census surveys are conducted with the help of well structured 

questionnaire cum schedules in the selected Buddhist Tai settlements belonging to the five 

communities. Data on various demographic and socio-economic aspects like: age-sex 

composition; fertility; mortality; marital status; family type; literacy and education; 

occupational structure; income; house type; wealth and facilities; various cultural aspects; 

perception of the people, etc. has been collected with the help of the questionnaire. 

However, prior to data collection a pilot survey was conducted and a brief review of 

literature has been done to construct an effective questionnaire so that detailed information 

can be collected. 

 In addition to the household questionnaire, a village schedule has also been 

prepared to collect information regarding the number of Tai households in the village, 

number of households belonging to other communities and facilities and amenities 

available in the village. This schedule is filled with the help of the village headman. 

Information regarding the various socio-cultural aspects like: origin, clan, traditional 

beliefs, religion, dress, festivals, traditional knowledge, etc. have been collected with in-

depth discussion with the village elders through interview method. Information regarding 

origin and distribution and other socio-cultural elements has also been collected from 

various secondary sources like books, journals and other relevant publications.  
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Figure 1.1: Location of the Study Area 

 

Figure 1.2: Sample Survey Areas 
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But before any survey, a prior connection with any one of the three selected villages has 

always been established with at least one of the villager or a person belonging to the 

concerned communities. It has become easy on the part of the researcher when a person 

belonging to a particular Buddhist Tai community is personally known to the researcher but 

it there is no personal acquaintance in a particular community then social media like 

facebook has been used to make personal contact with any one of the individual belonging 

to the community. For this literature review has been done regarding the various clans and 

types of names among the Buddhist Tai communities. Thus, people belonging to these 

communities are searched in the search engine of the facebook app and an attempt is made 

to come in confidence with them. After this the village is visited with the help of the 

facebook friend who also acts as the field assistant. This helps the researcher to be a part 

and parcel of the community in order to learn the customs and traditions.  

 

Table 1.1: Sample Design for Primary Data Collection 

Buddhist Tai 

Communities 

Sample Survey 

Villages 
District 

Location of the Village 

from the Nearest Town 

Total 

Number of 

Households 

Percentage 

of 

Households 

Surveyed 

Khamyang 

1. Chalapathar 

2. Disangpani 

3. No.2 Powai Mukh 

Charaidew 

Charaidew 

Tinsukia 

12 km from Sonari  

16 km from Sonari 

10 km from Margherita 

108 

70 

50 

100 

100 

100 

Aiton 

4. Balipathar 

5. Ahomoni 

6. Bhitor Kalioni 

Karbi Anglong 

Karbi Anglong 

Karbi Anglong 

14 km from Bokajan 

1 km from Silonijan 

12 km from Rangajan 

80 

41 

22 

100 

100 

100 

Turung 

7. No. 1 Rajapukhuri 

8. Basapathar 

9. Balipathar 

Golaghat 

Golaghat 

Karbi Anglong 

15 km from Sarupathar 

9 km from Borpathar 

14 km from Bokajan 

92 

40 

39 

100 

100 

100 

Phake 

10. Namphake 

11. Borfakial 

12. No.1 Ningam 

Dibrugarh 

Tinsukia 

Tinsukia 

6 km from Naharkatia 

10 km from Margherita 

26 km from Margherita 

76 

37 

25 

100 

100 

100 

Khamti 

13. Borkhamti 

14. No. 1 Borpathar 

15. Sri Bhuyan 

Lakhimpur 

Lakhimpur 

Lakhimpur 

0.5 km from Narayanpur 

7 km from Narayanpur 

6 km from Narayanpur 

35 

16 

12 

100 

100 

100 

  

 After one village of a community is surveyed, snowball sampling is used to select 

the other two villages of the community with the help of the field assistant or any other 
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villager who have good acquaintances in other villages. Since, the number of villages and 

population strength of these communities is very low thus there is a compact relation 

among all the villages within the community. Thus, it has become easier to come in contact 

with other two villages of the same community. 

In this study an emphasis has been made to use the humanistic and behavioral 

approaches which give much emphasis to human emotions and human sentiments and how 

humans perceive their physical and social environment. These approaches are used so that 

an accurate picture of how these communities perceive their traditional culture and beliefs 

and how they reacted to the changing social-cultural environment could be portrayed. 

According to Inkeles (1969), a prominent sociologist, “All aspects of human change cannot 

be described with the use of quantitative methods and techniques…….barring apart, 

correlation and regression analysis used basically for defining the level of interrelationship 

must not be viewed absolute. There prevail some aspects which cannot be understood by 

these mechanics, but where correlation exists. Therefore, merely based upon these aspects 

makes a lame man more critical”. Moreover, the topic itself is based on ethnicity which in 

many occasions cannot be measured statistically, as there are multiple complex factors 

which determines on how human beings perceive the existing traditions and the slow 

gradual phenomena of change. Data collected on the various aspects of population, socio-

economic aspects, traditions, etc. are mainly to validate the findings.   

 The data collected from the field have been processed and analyzed using simple 

and meaningful quantitative techniques for logical interpretation. The quantitative 

techniques applied in this study are simple ratios and percentages, Kundu and Rao‟s 

Disparity Index and statistical measures like composite Z-score. The application of these 

techniques has helped in exposing a clear picture of the state of continuity and change of 

ethnic tradition among the Buddhist Tai communities in Assam and also the various factors 

which are responsible for the ongoing processes of change and continuity. Simple 

cartographic techniques like pie diagrams and bar graphs have been extensively used 

throughout the study to show the distribution of various attributes for proper illustration of 

various attributes. 
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 The numbers of maps used in this study is not many since the populations of these 

communities are clustered only in some specific locations of Assam. Map of the study area, 

sample survey areas and a few distribution have been prepared by using GPS and GIS 

technologies.  

1.5 Brief Geographical Background of the Sample Villages 

As already discussed, the primary data for the five Buddhist Tai communities has been 

collected from three settlement clusters or villages of each community in random basis. The 

survey has been conducted on a census basis for each of the selected area. Thus for the 

Khamyang community Chalapathar cluster which includes Chalapathar, Chala Bongaon 

and Moniting villages and Disangpani cluster which includes Dhemaji Bill, Mohan 

Deodhai and Laiseng villages of Charaideo district and No. 2 Powai Mukh village of 

Tinsukia district have been selected.  For the Aiton community, Balipathar cluster which 

includes Balipathar, Pathar Gaon, Hansora and Bannu villages, Ahomoni village and Bhitor 

Kalioni village of Karbi Anglong district have been surveyed. For the Turung community, 

No. 1 Rajapukhuri and Basapathar villages of Golaghat and Balipathar village of Karbi 

Anglong have been surveyed. For the Phake community, Namphake cluster which includes 

Phakial, Manipuri Bam, Long Jong and Serepajan villages of Dibrigarh district, Borfakial 

village and No. 1 Ningam village of Tinsukia district have been surveyed. For the Tai 

Khamti community, Borkhamti, No. 1 Borpathar and Sri Bhuyan villages of Lakhimpur 

district have been selected.  

 An attempt is made here to present a brief geographical account of the sample 

survey units- 

1. Chalapathar: Chalapathar is a cluster of three villages namely, Chalapathar, Moniting 

and Chala Bon Gaon. It is a Khamyang village and is located in the Charaidew district. It 

has a total of one hundred and eight Khamyang households and is currently the largest Tai 

Khamyang village in Assam. Its geographical co-ordinate is 27
o
01

/
41

//
 N latitude and 

94
o
54

/
37

//
 E longitude. This village was established in the year 1918. It falls under No. 4 

Chala Gram Panchayat of Silakuti Mouza and Lakwa Development Block of Sonari 
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Revenue Circle. The village has a total of three Buddha Vihars of which two are active. It is 

located two kilometres from the Safrai railway station and twelve kilometres from Sonari 

town. There are three metalled PWD roads leading to the village. There are two anganbadi, 

three primary schools, one ME and high school within the village. The nearest higher 

secondary school is in Lakwa. The nearest college is Sonari College. The village has one 

health center and nine small shops. The village also has one Pali school under the Sanskrit 

Board. The adjoining rivers to the villages are Safrai and Disang. This village is mostly 

surrounded by Ahom and Adivasi community. 

2. Disangpani: Disangpani of Cheraideo district is also a Khamyang settlement and is a 

cluster of three villages, namely, Dhemaji Bill, Mohan Deodhai and Laiseng. It has a total 

of seventy Khamyang households. The PWD road divides the village into two parts. Its 

geographical co-ordinates are 27
o
02

/
52

//
 N latitude and 94

o
54

/
42

//
 E longitude. This village 

is located only three kilometres away from Chalapathar and the nearest town is Sonari. 

Both the Dhemaji Bill and Mohan Deodhai villages fall under the Disangpani Gaon 

Panchayat of Mahmora Mouza while Laiseng village falls under Khaloi Ghugura Panchayat 

of Khaloi Ghugura Mouza. All the three villages fall under the Mahmora Development 

Block of Charaideo Revenue Circle. This Khamyang settlement near the bank of the river 

Disang started in the year 1836. The Buddha Vihar of the village was newly reconstructed 

in the year 2016 demolishing the old one which was constructed in the year 1954.  The 

village has one gravelled PWD road. It has two anganbadi, one primary and one ME, High 

and Higher Secondary school. It also has one dispensary. The nearest college is the 

Mahmora college. This village is mostly surrounded by the priestly class of the Ahom 

community.  

3. No.2 Powai Mukh: It is a Khamyang village and is isolate to the other Khamyang 

villages. It is located in the Margherita sub-division of Tinsukia district. It geographical co-

ordinate is 27
o
17

/
20

// 
N latitude and 95

o
34

/
23

//
 E longitude. This village was established in 

the year 1922 and its Vihar was established in the year 1953. There are total fifty 

Khamyang households in the village. This village is located at a distance of ten kilometres 

from Margherita town. It falls under the Bheetor Powai Gaon Panchayat of Makum Mouza 
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and Margherita Development Block of Margherita Revenue Circle. The adjoining river to 

the village is the river Buri Dihing. The village has one metalled PWD road and the houses 

are situated in a linear pattern along the road.  It has one anganbadi, two primary and one 

M.E. school. The nearest higher secondary school and college is located in Margherita. It 

also has one dispensary. This village is mostly surrounded by the Adivasi, Nepali and 

scheduled caste population. 

4. Balipathar: Balipathar cluster is located about 14 kilometres from Bokajan town. There 

are three villages in the Balipathar cluster and they are Balipathar (Bansai) itself, Pathar 

Gaon (Banseng) and Hansora (Bannü) villages.  In Balipathar both the Aiton and Turung 

communities live side by side. Its geographical co-ordinate is 26
o
07

/
51

//
 N and 93

o
48

/
10

//
 E. 

The village is adjacent to the NH 39. If one goes through the main road they will first 

encounter the Aiton households and then the Turung households and again the Tai Aiton 

households. The Turungs are mostly found in the Balipathar village adjacent to the Aitons. 

The Pathar Gaon and Hansora villages are mostly inhabited by the Aiton community. The 

Pathar Gaon also known as Banseng is adjacent to the NH 39. If one travels from Bokajan, 

the road leading to Balipathar will be encountered first and then the Pathar Gaon road. This 

village is isolated from Balipathar by the paddy field. If one has to travel to Pathar Gaon 

from Balipathar he has to take the highway. However, there are small paddy lanes 

connecting the villages and one can travel by foot and bicycle to shorten the distance. There 

is one temple in Pathar Gaon adjacent to the highway. But it is only used in festivals as 

there is no permanent Vikshoos in that temple. After the Turung settlement is crossed the 

road paves the way to the Hansora village which is intercepted by a long stretch of paddy 

field. Both these communities have their own Buddha Vihar located just at some distance 

from one another. It falls under Langmilli/Notun Sarupathar Mouza of Diphu Council and 

Bokajan Development Block of Diphu Revenue Circle. The entire area comprises of 80 

Aiton households and 39 Turung households. The Balipathar area also comprises of 

households belonging to Chutia and Mech people. The village has one metalled road 

connecting it to Nao Jan town of Golaghat district. It has one anganbadi, one lower primary 
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and one ME school. Nearest college is Sariajan College and is located about 7 kilometres 

from the village. 

5. Ahomani: Ahomani is an Aiton village. This village is popularly known as „Banhin‟ by 

the Aiton people. Here, „ban‟ means „village‟ and „hin‟ refers to „stone‟ as the village is 

situated over a rocky upland. Its geographical co-ordinate is 26
o
19

/
44

//
 N and 93

o
52

/
9

//
 E. 

This village is an Aiton village and is located just a kilometre away from the Silonijan 

market area of Bokajan sub division of Karbi Anglong. It falls under the Barpathar Mouza 

of Bokajan sub-division and Bokajan Development Block of Silonijan Revenue Circle. It 

has two Turung households within the village. It is mostly surrounded by households 

belonging to Nepali and Karbi community. The village has two metalled road and one 

kutcha road. It has one lower primary school. Nearest ME school is located about 900 

metres from the village. Nearest high school is located just 1 kilometre from the village. 

Nearest higher secondary school is Balipathar Higher Secondary School and is located 

about 27 kilometres from the village. Nearest college is Barpathar College and is located 

about 35 kilometres from the village. 

6. Bhitor Kalioni: It is an Aiton village and is located about 12 kilometres from Rangajan 

of Golaghat district. It is located in an interior undulated region of Karbi Anglong. It is the 

oldest of all the existing Tai Aiton villages. Its geographical co-ordinate is 26
o
28

/
33

//
 N and 

93
o
46

/
29

//
 E. Its Buddhist monastery is also the oldest among all the other Aiton 

monasteries and is annually visited by all the Buddhist communities of Assam and 

Arunachal Pradesh. This village falls under the Nilip Development Block of Silonijan 

Revenue Circle and East Rengma Mouza of Bokajan sub-division. There are 22 Tai Aiton 

households in this village.  There are two PWD roads leading to this village, one is through 

Silonijan and the other is through Rangajan. The road through Silonijan is in a deplorable 

condition. To reach the village from both the roads one has to cross the river Kalioni 

because few years back the river bifurcated into two parts and again joined after some few 

distance. Both the channels are active and thus the village came within the bifurcation. 

There is no bridge if one comes from the Silonijan road and thus a person has to cross the 

river on foot. On the other hand if one comes from the Rangajan road he has to cross the 
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river through scattered culverts placed over the river. But in case of heavy rainfall the 

culverts remain inundated. Thus, people have to face lots of difficulties during rainy 

seasons. Moreover, wild elephants often create havoc within the village. The village has 

one anganbadi and one lower primary school. The nearest high and ME school is located 

about 3 kilometres away from the village.  Nearest college to the village is Morongi 

College and is located about 10 kms from the village. The nearest town to the village is 

Golaghat and is located 27 kms away. Electricity was made available in the village only in 

2013. The other communities adjacent to the village are mostly Karbi, Thengal Kachari, 

Adivasi and Nepali. 

7. No. 1 Rajapukhuri: This village is popularly known as Rengmai because of the 

Rengmai river adjacent to it and is a Turung village. This village is in Golaghat and is 

located 15 kilometers away from Sarupathar town. Its geographical co-ordinate is 26
o
08

/
54

//
 

N latitude and 93
o
55

/
27

//
 E longitude. The nearest town to the village is Uriamghat and is 

located five kilometers away from the village. One can visit this village using the line cars 

from Sarupathar Town. This village is mostly inhabited by the Lugung clan of the Turung 

community. This village falls under the Rajapukhuri Gaon Panchayat of Sarupathar Mouza 

and Sarupathar (Dakshin Golaghat) Development Block of Sarupathar Revenue Circle. The 

village has one metalled PWD road passing through it and three kutch roads. There is one 

anganbadi and one primary school and three shops. Distance to the nearest high and higher 

secondary school is two kilometres. There are ninety-two Turung households in the village. 

The neighbouring communities are Khamyangs, Kacharis, general Assamese and Adivasi 

communities. The village has one Buddha Vihar having one Bhante and three Shramans. 

8. Basapathar: This village is located in Golaghat district and is a Turung village. It has 

forty Turung households. It geographical co-ordination is 26
o
19

/
18

//
 N latitude and 

93
o
57

/
15

//
 E longitude. It falls under the Ratanpur/Pub-Borpathar Gaon Panchayat under 

Borpathar Mouza and Sarupathar Development Block of Sarupathar Revenue Circle. It was 

established in the year 1947. Its Buddha Vihar was established in the following year. At 

present there are no monks in the temple and thus it remains closed and is used only in 

festivals and other religious occasions. There are five roads leading to the village out of 
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which one is PWD but it is in a deplorable condition. Line cars are easily available from 

Borpathar town which is 9 kilometres away. The neighbouring communities are mostly 

Nepali and thus most the villagers can easily speak Nepali. Apart from Nepali there are 

some Mishing population in proximity to the village. There is one dispensary in the village 

and one anganbadi and one primary school. Both M.E. and high school are located at a 

distance of one kilometre in a locality called Dohpathar. For higher secondary and college 

one has to go Borpathar. The river adjacent to the village is Doyang. 

9. Namphake: In this study Namphake has been considered as a cluster and is comprised 

of the Phakial, Manipuri Bam, Serapajan and Long jong villages. It is the largest of all the 

Phake clusters and is located in the Dibrugarh district of Assam by the bank of the river 

Buri Dihing. Its geographical co-ordination is 27
o
21

/
11

//
 N and 95

o
20

/
 E. It was established 

in the year 1850 (Gohain, 2001). It is about six kilometres from the Naharkatia town. It 

falls under the Tipam Phakial Panchayat of Joypur Development Block and Phakial Mouza 

of Naharkatia Revenue Circle. This village along with its adjacent villages has 76 Tai 

Phake households accounting to 378 Phake souls. For convenience in this study the 8 

households located around the Namphake village have been considered to be under 

Namphake.  It is surrounded by villages of many other communities like Bengali, Nocte 

Naga and Assamese. The village has a lower primary and one high school. It also has a 

village dispensary. Naharkatia College is located just at the vicinity of the village. The 

village has one PWD road and one metalled road leading to the temple. There after the 

other roads to the left and right of the temples are kutcha road and people have to face 

many problems during the rainy season.  

The village was severely damaged by the river Buri Dihing in the recent past due to 

its continuous lateral erosion towards the river. Many households have completely lost their 

land and home because of it. Those households have thus moved to the road side to the 

adjacent villages of Manipuri Bam, Serapa Jan and Long Jong. At present flood protection 

measures have been applied in the villages by blanketing the banks with boulders and 

fencing. 
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10. Borfakial: Borfakial or Borphake is a Phake village and is located in the Tinsukia 

district of Assam by the bank of the River Buri Dihing. Its geographical co-ordinate is 

27
o
19

/
46

//
 N and 95

o
42

/
33

//
 E. It was established in the year 1830 (Gohain, 2001) and is the 

oldest of all the present Phake villages. It has a total of 37 Phake households accounting for 

163 Phake souls. This village is about 10 kilometers from Margherita town. It falls under 

the Ketetong Panchayat of Margherita Development Block and Makum Mouza of 

Margherita Revenue Circle. There are four Khamyang households within this village. This 

village is surrounded mostly by the villages of Singpho community. The village has two 

kutcha roads. It has one lower primary school. Ketetong higher secondary school is just 

located in the outskirts of the village. The nearest college is Margherita College and is 

located about 7 kilometres from the village. 

Like the Namphake village the Borphake village has also been severely affected by 

the Buri Dihing river. The river divided the village in to two parts. The households whose 

lands were eroded by the river went to the other part of the paddy field. Thus, within the 

village there are two clusters of settlements both situated in the either parts of the paddy 

field. The monsoon of 2017 has severely affected the village after the Buri Dihing eroded 

the bank and reached the vicinity of the village. Even the village headman had to shift his 

house for this reason. 

11. No. 1 Ningam: It is a small Phake village and is too located in the Tinsukia district of 

Assam. It falls under the Kumchai Panchayat of Margherita Development Block and Tirap 

Mouza of Margherita Revenue circle. Its geographical co-ordinate is 27
o
22

/
49

//
 N and 

95
o
49

/
44

//
 E. It was established in 1951 by the Chakhap clans of Namphake village. It has a 

total of 25 Phake households. It is located 26 kilometers from the Margherita town. This 

village is surrounded mostly by the villages of Tangsa Naga, Nepali and Mishing 

communities. Even the head monk of the village belongs to the Tangsa Naga community. 

The village has one lower primary school. Nearest high school is Longtong High School 

and is located 7 kilometres from the village. The nearest college is Ledo College and is 

located about 15 kilometres from the village. The village has no metalled road and has only 

two kutcha road. There are two PWD road but they do not join the village. 
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12. Borkhamti: Borkhamti is a Khamti village and is located in Narayanpur sub-division 

of Lakhimpur district and is located at a distance of half kilometres from the Narayanpur 

town. Its geographical co-ordinate is 26
o
57

/
50

//
 N latitude and 93

o
51

/
46

//
 E longitude. It was 

established in the year 1841 and has a total of thirty five Khamti households. It is the 

largest of all the Khamti villages in Assam. The number of Khamti households in 

Borkhamti and other Khamti villages is constantly decreasing because of the mass 

migration to the Namsai district of Arunachal Pradesh which houses the major Khamti 

population in North-East. Borkhamti is half town and half village. The town section falls 

under the ward No. 3 of Narayanpur Town and the village section falls under the Panbari 

Gaon Panchayat of Kherajkhat Mouza and Narayanpur Development Block of Narayanpur 

Revenue Circle. The village has two metalled PWD road. The Buddha Vihar of the village 

was established in the year 1843. After constant emigration of Khamti households the lands 

were purchased mostly by the Mishings, Deori and other communities who are culturally 

much different to the Khamtis. The village has two anganbadis and two primary schools. 

Nearest high school is one kilometre away from the village. Nearest college is Madhavdev 

College and is located at a distance of one kilometre. The nearest river is the Mori Dikrong. 

13. No. 1 Barpathar: It is the second largest Khamti village in Assam and has sixteen 

Khamti households. Barpathar is located at a distance of seven kilometres from the 

Narayanpur town. The geographical co-ordinate of the village is 27
o
00

/
44

//
 N latitude and 

93
o
50

/
39

//
 E longitude. This village is located on the banks of the Mori Dikrong river which 

is now an abandoned channel. It falls under the Pichala Panchayat of Kherajkhat Mouza 

and Narayanpur Development Block of Narayanpur Revenue Circle. This village was 

established in the year 1850 and its Buddha Vihar was established in the year 1999. There 

are two metalled PWD road leading to the village and one gravelled road. There is one 

anganbadi in the village which is located near the Vihar. The nearest school is located at a 

distance of one kilometre and the nearest college is the Kherajkhat College which is located 

at a distance of three kilometres from the village. The Gossaibari Khamti village is located 

just opposite of the Mori Dikrong which houses about ten Khamti households. The 

neighbouring communities are mostly Kotch, Keot, Adivasi, Mishing, Ahom and Deori. 
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14. Sri Bhuyan: This Khamti village is also located in the Narayanpur sub-division of 

Lakhimpur. It is only six kilometres away from Narayanpur Town. It has twelve Khamti 

households. It falls under the Borbali Gaon Panchayat of Kherajkhat Mouza and 

Narayanpur Development Block of Narayanpur Revenue Circle. Its geographical co-

ordinate is 27
o
00

/
01

//
 N latitude and 93

o
51

/
36

//
 E longitude. This village was also 

established during the 1850s and the Buddha Vihar was established after a few years. There 

are three roads including one PWD road which leads to the village and one unmetalled 

road. Electricity was made available in the village only in the year 2008. There are no 

schools, dispensaries or shops within the village. The nearest school is located in 

Gossaibari at a distance of one kilometre. Kherajkhat Higher Secondary School is located at 

a distance of two kilometres. The nearest college is the Madhavdev College in Narayanpur 

town. The major neighbouring community of the Khamtis in Sri Bhuyan village is the 

Mech Kachari community. 
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CHAPTER 2 

MIGRATION AND PRESENT DISTRIBTION OF THE BUDDHIST 

TAI COMMUNITIES IN ASSAM 

The Tai people today are distributed in different countries of Southeast Asia like China, 

India, Myanmar, Thailand, Laos and Vietnam and are known by various names in different 

countries and places. It is generally believed that the original habitat of the Tai community 

was in the southern part of China which in now in the Yunnan Province. From there they 

started to migrate further south in northern Myanmar from the 6
th

 century BC and from 

there they started settling along the banks of fertile river for cultivation (Gogoi, 1968). 

However, there are many other assumptions about the origin of the Tai communities and 

each of them has contrasting views. But all of them are of the same opinion that the main 

origin of the Tai people was in China. 

2.1 Migration of Buddhist Tai Communities in Assam 

The Buddhist Tai communities migrated to Assam much later then the Ahoms. They 

migrated from Myanmar because of the oppression by the Burmese ruler Alaungphra who 

levied heavy taxes on them. All the five Buddhist Tai communities migrated to Assam in 

different batches and within time period from the later half of the 18
th

 century to the first 

half of the 19
th

 century. 

Khamyangs 

During the reign of Ahom king Suu-Rem-Faa or Rajeshwar Singha (1751- 1769), an Ahom 

official named Kirti Chandra Barbarua was doubted by Numali Bargohain that his clan of 

Barkatial was an impure Ahom. Thus, in order to prove his purity he brought many 

Khamyang people with him from Myanmar as his distant relatives. Thus, these are the 

small waves of migration of the Tai Khamyangs from the Nora kingdom during the Ahom 

kingdom (Gogoi, 1968).  

 The largest migration of the Khamyangs from Myanmar to Assam started during the 

first half of the 18
th

 century owing to the oppressions of the Singphos (Gogoi, 2001). At 
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first they settled along with the Khamtis who had already migrated from Myanmar before 

them at Sadiya. After that majority of them left for the Ahom capital to meet the Ahom 

king Gaurinath Singha. When the king came to know of their miseries he gave them a 

region near the banks of the Dholi river near Titabor in the year 1794. They were even 

spared of the taxes (Pangyouk and Shyam, 2004). According to the Ahom chronicles, in 

1794 during the reign of Gaurinath Singha the Man-Nam or the lowland Khamyangs along 

with the Phakes, Mishings, Mishimis, Nagas and Abors under the leadership of the Khamti 

Bura Raja attacked Sadiya province of the Ahom kingdom by killing the Sadiya Khowa 

Gohain. They took control of the region by making the Khamti Bura Raja as the ruler. But 

it lasted only for a year. They were attacked back by the Ahom army and were badly 

defeated (Gogoi, 1968). The Khamyangs, prior to the Anglo-Khamti war of 1838 had a 

very big village in Sadiya and it was in a very good condition and they had a very good 

relation with the Abors, Adis and the Mishimis (Hannary, 1847). This makes it clear that 

the Khamyangs who accompanied the Khamtis were the few Khamyangs who were left 

behind in the Chunpura area of Sadiya. Perhaps those Khamyangs later migrated and settled 

in a place called Khanikar Gaon in Dibrugarh town and later established a village called 

Powai Mukh in the year 1922 after Khanikar Gaon was converted for tea plantations. This 

village is located in the Margherita area of the present day Tinsukia district. This is the only 

village of the Khamyangs which still uses the native Tai Khamyang language unlike the 

other villages which adopted Assamese. It may also be that both the Khamyang groups, i.e. 

the large group who left Sadiya before the Anglo-Khamti war and the smaller group who 

left after the Anglo-Khamti war remained separated for many years during which the larger 

group in Jorhat who faced many hardships and epidemics lost their language and the 

smaller retained. Even some Khamyangs of the other villages hold the view that the 

Khamyangs of the Powai-Mukh village belong to the Man-Noi group (highland dwellers) 

of the Khamyangs and they belong to the Man-Nam (lowland dwellers) group. 

 After the East-India‟s occupation in Assam in the year 1826, the company found 

that the Dholi region was suitable for tea cultivation. The company thus forcefully occupied 

the area and the Khamyangs were forced to leave the place with a heavy heart. From there 

they moved towards the south and established a village called Bargaon but after a few years 
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cholera broke out in the village and many lost their lives. The Khamyang population 

decreased considerably and perhaps this was one of the reasons why the Khamyangs had 

even lost their native Tai language and adopted Assamese. Then they established a new 

village called Pani Nora to the east of Borgaon but they deserted it soon after. Then they 

established three new villages namely, Balijan, Betbari and Na-Shyam Gaon in the 

Kharikatia region of Titabar which are still present today. After that they started migrating 

to new areas of the present day Sibsagar district and established few other big villages like 

the Disangpani, Chalapathar and Rahan Shyam Gaon (Pangyouk and Shyam, 2004). 

Aitons 

No proper historical records are available about the migration of the Tai Aiton community 

in Assam. The Aitons believe that most of their written history books were destroyed 

during the Burmese invasions. The information on their migration has been acquired by 

oral interviews with the village elders and a few published articles.  

When King Suu-Kham-Faa of Mogaung (northern Myanmar) came to learn that his 

nephew Prince Suu-ka-faa left Assam because of his ignorance, he felt very sorry for his 

deeds. So, he sent two groups of people to bring his nephew back to Mogaung. The 

members of these groups belonged to the Aiton community. It is said that Ai-Ton was one 

of the two districts along with Ai-Kham of the Khamti province of the Mogaung Nora 

Kingdom (Gogoi, 1968). Perhaps the people whom Suu-Kham-Faa sent belonged to the Ai-

Ton district and they later came to be known as Tai Aiton in Assam in regards to their place 

of origin. 

There were two waves of Aiton migration in Assam. The first wave consisted of 

two groups. The first group consisted of all the important persons. But unfortunately this 

group lost their way to the Ahom kingdom and settled somewhere in the Naga Hills. The 

second group of people could not find the first group but suddenly they reached the Ahom 

kingdom. But because of the lack of a proper leader with proper rank they couldn‟t meet 

the Ahom king Suu-kaa-pha. But they had no intentions of going back to their motherland. 

Thus, they settled in the Ahom kingdom permanently. Since then they have been living 

near the tracts of Nambor forest in Golaghat and Karbi Anglong districts of Assam. Thus, it 
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can be said that the Aitons came to Assam somewhere during the 13
th

 or 14
th

 century after 

the Ahoms. They are thus the oldest Buddhist Tai inhabitants in Assam among the five. 

According to Sarmah, 2001, the Aitons were the Shan interpreters. While they were at 

Mogaung they supplied launches to the Royal Seraglio. They migrated to Assam to avoid 

punishment for some reasons of which they were condemned. The second wave of Aiton 

migration started during the second half of the eighteenth century few years after the 

Khamti migration. With due permission from the Ahom King Rajeshwar Singha alias Suu-

Rem-Faa (1751-1769), they were asked to settle in Sadiya along with the Khamtis. But they 

did not stayed there for many years. They moved further west (Buragohain, 1991). This 

group later merged along with the other Aitons who were living in the Nambor area. But 

the villagers have a different version to say. According to Mr. Ganesh Singpho Lazom, the 

village head of Balipathar Shyam village, after the Aitons entered Assam they first settled 

somewhere near Janji Hansora area of present day Jorhat district. After that they settled at 

Morongi of Golaghat district. But due some misdeeds by the leader of the group and his 

family the villagers abandoned the family and moved towards the interior of Karbi Hills 

and established their village in the bank of the river Kalioni. This village is today called 

Bhitor Kalioni Shyam Gaon located in the Karbi Anglong District of Assam. Later, it was 

from Kalioni, the Aitons started migrating and established new villages like the Borgaon, 

Ahomoni, Balipathar, etc.  

Turungs 

The history of the Turungs before their migration in Assam is not clear. But they are 

believed to be once the inhabitants of the Hukong valley of Myanmar years before their 

migration to the Turungpani region a region which falls before reaching the Nong Yang 

lake or the Lake of No Return (Gogoi, 1994). As mentioned earlier, when Suu-Kaa-Faa 

started migration from Mogaung top Assam he conquered a territory in the bank of the river 

Turungpani or Nam-Tulung after crossing Khamyang. The river Turungpani flows from the 

east through the Hukong valley and falls in the upper Chindwin river. Suu-Kaa-Faa even 

appointed a governor of the Po-Mong Tai clan in Turungpani to administer the region 

(Gogoi, 2001). He even left many Tai people there.  Interestingly even the Phakes were 
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inhabitants of Hukong valley before their migration to Turungpani. Sarmah, 2001 is of the 

view that there were close neighbours to the Phakes. There is possibility that both the 

Phakes and the Turungs were once the same community before entering Assam. According 

to them they originally came from Mung-mang Khau-shang on the North East Upper 

Burma and later settled on the Turungpani river from which they took the name Tai Turung 

(Sarmah, 2001). 

 During the mid eighteenth century Burmese oppressions in the Tai regions of upper 

Myanmar many Tai people started migrating towards the Ahom kingdom for a peaceful life 

which was also a Tai kingdom of the same family. When the Khamyangs started migrating 

from the Khamyang province they reached the Turungpani region which was also inhabited 

by Tai people who migrated earlier. The Khamyangs after reaching the Ahom kingdom in 

Assam invited them to live in Assam along with them.The people readily complied with the 

offer and started moving towards the Ahom kingdom. But on their way they were captured 

by the powereful Singphos and were forced to live as their slaves (Gogoi, 1994). In that 

condition the Turungs lived for about five years (Sarmah, 2001). However, during the 

period of Burmese invasions in Assam the Singphos helped the Burmese. The Burmese 

brought the Turungs somewhere near the bank of the river Na-Dihing. But after the British 

won the Anglo-Burmese war the Turungs along with six thousand Assamese slaves were 

released from the captivity of the Singphos by Captain Nuefville in 1825. After that they 

were made to settle in the Jorhat sub-division (Sarmah, 2001).  

 It is said that the Singpho chiefs or the gams were reluctant to leave the Turungs but 

the latter decided come along with Captain Nuefville to Jorhat. There were sixty Turung 

families who accompanied the Captain. At first they settled in a place called Toklai later 

they left the place in search of a fertile land for wet rice cultivation. They left Toklai in two 

groups. One group settled in Kachukhat near Titabar another at Nagura near Jamuguri 

railway station and the third in Bhitor Kalioni alonh with the Aitons. The Nagura group 

later established the Basapathar village near Borpathat town and the group which settled in 

the Kachukhat later established three new villages namely, Tipomiya, Pahukatia and Pathar 

Shyam Gaon in Titabar. The Kalioni group later started living along with the Aitons of 

Balipathar village (Gogoi, 1994). Then few families of the Turung villages of Titabar 
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belonging to the Lugung clan established the Rengmai village in Sarupathar neighbouring 

the Khamyangs which is also called Rajapukhuri (Morey, 2010). 

Unlike the other Tai communities the Turungs do not speak Tai. Rather they speak a 

dialect of the Singphos with whom they lived for a long time. Grierson was of the view that 

because the Turungs were few in number when they were captivated by the Singphos, they 

in course of time forgot their native Tai language and adopted Singpho as their mother 

tongue along with few Tai words (Morey, 2010).  

Phakes 

The Tai Phakes or Phakes have been in this part of the valley since 1775 after their 

migration from the Hukong Valley of Myanmar. The word Phake has been derived from 

the two Tai words pha and ke where pha refers to the wall of a hill and ke refers to old or 

ancient. Thus, the Phakes were once people who lived near the wall of an ancient hill in 

Myanmar. When they were in Hukong Valley they founded the Moung Phake Kingdom. 

This kingdom had 23 kings and it lasted from 1215 AD to 1774 AD. The Moung Phake 

Kingdom was eventually destroyed by Alongphra, the ruler of the Konbong Dynasty in 

1774. The Burmese King levied heavy taxes and oppressed them to a great extent. Thus, the 

left the valley in search of their long lost cousins i.e. the Tai Ahoms of Assam (Gohain, 

2001). The Phakes started migrating to Assam during the reign of the Ahom monarch Hso-

Nyeu-Hpa alias Lakshmi Singha by crossing the Patkai Hills through the same Pangchow 

Pass which the Ahom used.  

 In the Ahom Buranjis, it was mentioned that Suu-Kaa-Faa during his journey from 

Mogaung to Assam reached a place called Pha-Ke-Che-Ring after crossing Mong-Pan. It 

was the country of the Tai Phake people. The place was to the south of the Doi-Kham Hill 

and to its east was the Loglai river. This was one of the earliest homes of the Phakes. It is 

said that the Phakes originally were from Mong-Mao. From Mong-Mao they migrated to 

Mogaung and finally to that place (Gogoi, 1968). However, it is rather not sure whether the 

people who lived in the Pha-Ke-Chi-Ring were known as Phake or just Tai at that time. 

Perhaps after they entered Assam they introduced themselves as people from Pha-Ke and 

just took the name Phake in due course of time. 
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 Before entering the Ahom Kingdom the Phakes lived on the banks of the river 

Turungpani or Nam Tulung (Gait, 1963). They lived in that part for about sixty years. That 

area was in a very close proximity to the Ahom Kingdom and thus the Phakes would often 

come down to sell their produce. In due course of time an Ahom official came in contact 

with them. After knowing that the Phakes were also Tai he took permission from the king 

brought them along the Brahmaputra and allowed them to settle in the banks of the river 

Disoi. They lived there for the next sixty years until the Burmese invasion (Sharma, 2013). 

However, according to Ngowken Gohain, a prominent Tai Phake personality, the Phakes 

before entering Assam settled in the banks of Nong Tao which is at present in Arunachal 

Pradesh. It was during that stay they came in close contact with the Khamtis who were too 

of the Tai nationality. Thus, they established a good relationship with them. In the year 

1797, the Phakes along with the Khamyangs joined the Khamtis under the leadership of the 

Khamti Bura Raja and revolted against the Sadiya Khowa Gohain of the Ahom Kingdom. 

He was the ruler of the Sadiya tract which is today in the Tinsukia district of Assam. The 

Sadiya Khowa Gohain was defeated and the Khamti Raja took control of Sadiya. But in the 

following year they were defeated by the Ahom army and Sadiya was again taken back by 

the Ahoms. The Phakes were then captured and the Ahoms took them on boats and were 

made to settle in the bank of the river Disoi (Gohain, 2001). 

 It was during the Burmese invasion (1816-1824) that some of the Burmese soldiers 

who happened to be of the same Phake community recognized them. They asked them to 

return with them to Burma. The Phakes gave their consent in that regard. Thus they along 

with the soldiers started moving to Burma. The soldiers took them up to Namchik which is 

at present in the Tirap district of Arunachal Pradesh. But by then monsoon started it its 

highest peak and the roads became very muddy. Thus, the soldiers left them and asked 

them to return in the dry season. But somehow the plans did not materialize (Gohain, 

2001). 

 Aicheng Hung Gohain, the village Chowman of Namphake village said that 

originally there were one thousand clans in the Tai Phake community but when the Phakes 

left Jorhat they were left with less than twenty clans. It may be many of them did not want 

to go along with the Burmese soldiers because of the Burmese autocracies in Burma against 
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the other non Man communities and they in due course of time assimilated with the Ahoms. 

Afterwards the Phakes moved downstream and established a village named Ingthong near 

Margherita in the year 1829. But that settlement did not last a year. Thus, in 1830 they 

established a new village near the Banks of the river Buri Dihing near Margherita and 

named it Borphake. There they made a village head called Thoumong who belonged to the 

royal family. After 1950 many including the royal families started migrating from that 

village and established new villages in and around the present day Dibrugarh and Tinsukia 

districts of Assam mostly along the banks of the Buri Dihing river (Gohain, 2001). 

Khamti 

But prior to eighteenth century the Ahom chronicles mentiones about a small Khamti 

relation with the Ahom kingdom during the reign of the Ahom king Suu-Hum-Mong 

(1497-1539). It is said that Phu-Kloi-Mong a Nara chieftain, who was a Tai Khamti 

invaded Assam in the Sadiya region. But the Ahom legions gave a big blow to the Nora 

army and thus the latter lost the battle. As a peace treaty the Khamti chief gave his sister 

Nang-Kham-Deng and two horses to the Ahom king who readily accepted the proposal in 

the year 1525. Even the Ahom king sent the Khamti chief a girl named Nang-Kham-Pai, an 

elephant and twenty japis (Gogoi, 1968). 

A fresh batch of Tai Khamti left Khamti-Long or Borkhamti made their settlement 

in the banks of the river Tengapani to the south of Sadiya in the year 1751 with due 

permission from the Ahom government during the reign of the Ahom king Rajeshwar 

Singha or Suu-Rem-Faa (1751-1769). They were under the leadership of Chao-Ngi-

Lungking-Kham, who was a descendent of the Lungking dynasty of Lungking principality 

of the Khamti-Long country. Chao-Ngi-Lungking-Kham‟s elder brother was an ambitious 

person and so he killed his father Cham-Lungking-Kham to sit on the throne. As a result of 

the heinous crime committed by his brother Chao-Ngi became insecure of his life and thus 

he left Borkhamti along with two hundred Khamti people and reached Bijoynagar, at Tirap 

district of Arunachal Pradesh (Konwar, 2001). Lila Gogoi pointed out that “The Tai 

Khamti, who are a part of the great Shan race, migrated to Assam only in the second half of 

the 18th century. This happened when Alogphra, King of Burma, caused the final 
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dismemberment of the Shan Empire of Pong, which once touched in its extent Tipperah, 

Yunan and Siam, and had the city called Mongang by the Burmese and Mongmarong by 

the Shans themselves, as its capital”.  

During the reign of Ahom king Gaurinath Singha (1780-1795) when the Ahom 

kingdom was going through tough times the Khamtis took advantage of the situation and 

revolted against the Sadia Khowa Gohain of the Ahom kingdom and took over Sadiya in 

the year 1794 (Gogoi, 1968). The Khamti chief, who belonged to the Namchoom clan, 

himself declared as the Sadiya Khowa Gohain and started governing the region. They were 

so powerful that the Ahoms had to acknowledge the Khamti Sadia Khowa Gohain in the 

year (Konwar, 2001). But during the reign of the Ahom king Kamaleshwar Singha (1795-

1810), the growing power of the Khamtis were suppressed to some extent as a result of 

which the Khamti Bura Raja made a war on the Ahoms at Nibok in the north bank of the 

Brahmaputra in the year 1797. The Khamtis were defeated and many Phakeys and 

Khamyangs who were with the Khamti Bura Raja were deported to other parts of Ahom 

kingdom. The Khamti Bura Raja was kept under strict restrictions and observations near the 

banks of the river Disoi in the Jorhat district (Singh, 2013). 

After that Burmese invasions (1816-1824) started which led to the decline of the 

Ahom monarchy. The Burmese also replaced the Khamti Sadiyakhowa Gohain by 

enthroning their own governor. But after the British came and the Burmese left Assam they 

found that the Sadiya tract was under the control of the Khamtis and thus having no options 

appointed the Khamti chief as the governor of Sadiya in the year 1826. The Khamtis were 

allowed to administer their region independently and had to give own taxes. Moreover, they 

were allowed to collect taxes from the other people living in the region but had to keep an 

army of two hundred soldiers ready for the use of the British (Singh, 2013). 

In the year 1835, after the end of the Ahom kingdom another batch of Khamtis 

arrived from Borkhamti in search of their relatives which consisted of two hundred and 

thirty people (Konwar, 2001). In the same year the Khamti Bura Raja died and his son 

Chau-Ranfat-Gohain took the position. But the new chief lacked farsightedness unlike his 

father and thus decided to make Sadiya an independent from the British (Singh, 2013).  
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In 1938 a conflict took place between the Khamtis and the Muttoks over a place 

called Saikhowa in the south bank of the Brahmaputra and in order to avoid further conflict 

the British officer in-charge of the region took Sadiya within the British administration 

(Choudhary, 1983). This action of the British dissatisfied the Khamti chief to a great extent 

and thus he forcibly took the Saikhowa tract (Mackenzie, 1994). As a result the Khamti 

chief was disposed of his post of Sadiya Khowa Gohain and was deported to Guwahati.  

After that the British officer incharge of Sadiya took control over the duties of the Sadiya 

Khowa Gohain. But the Khamtis were relaxed of taxation (Choudhary, 1983). In the 

beginning everything was alright but slowly a deep hatred started to grow in the minds of 

the Khamtis against the British as the later took from them a position which took almost 

half a century to attain. Thus the Khamtis under the leadership of Ranuwa Gohain rebelled 

in 1839 against the British and killed Col. Adam White who was in command of Sadiya 

during that time. But the British force defeated them successfully and killed one thousand 

and two hundred men, women and children and burned their villages (Singh, 2013). In the 

following year many Khamti returned to Khamti Long or Borkhamti of Myanmar. Those 

Khamti who stayed back were divided into four groups and were made to settle in different 

parts of the then Lakhimpur district like Chunpura, Dhemaji, Narayanpur and 

Saikhowaghat. Many even fled back to Khamti-Long. It is said that many Khamtis also 

merged with the Buragohain and Borgohain clans of the Ahoms. During 1842-43 some 

Khamtis were allowed to stay in the Tengapani valley (Gogoi and Borbora, 2007). In 1850 

a last batch of Khamti under the leadership of Chao-Ching-Thi numbering to 300 migrated 

from Myanmar and settled along with the Khamtis of Assam (Konwar, 2001).  

In due course of time the Khamtis of Dhemaji, Saikhowaghat and Chunpura of 

Sadiya region went back to present day Tengapani valley of present day Chowkham of 

Namsai district of Arunachal Pradesh. The only Khamtis left in Assam were the Khamtis of 

Narayanpur area of Lakhimpur and Mounglang Khamti village of Ledo in Tinsukia along 

with the Phakes. The Narayanpur Khamtis came to the present location in 1843 after the 

rebellion of Sadia. About 500 people were grouped together by the British in a steamship 

down the Brahmaputra and were deported in a place called Kalabari. From that place they 

moved towards the Narayanpur area and settled along the Dikrong river. There were seven 
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villages in the Narayanpur area Borkhamti, Borpathar, Sri Bhuyan, Gossaibari, Deotula, 

Tipling and Tunijan (Gogoi, 1971). But at present there are no Khamti people in Tunijan. 

Both Deotula and Tipling together have only four Khamti households. This is mainly 

because of mass migration of the Khamtis to the Namsai district of Arunachal Pradesh to 

find better employment opportunities and business purposes. But the main reason behind 

this is the presence of a large Khamti population in Namsai area with whom they feel free 

to live with as a same community. This migration is still in continuity in the Borkhamti 

village. Another new Khamti village in Lakhimpur is the Ghunahuti Khamti Gaon located 

in Ghunahuti. It is said that were few Khamti villages in Dhemaji but the Khamtis there 

merged with the Mishings and adopted the Mishing culture. 

2.2 Present Distribution of the Buddhist Tai Villages in Assam 

The Buddhist Tai villages are distributed in most of the upper Assam districts and the hill 

district of Karbi Anglong. The distributions of the Buddhist Tai Villages in Assam are 

shown in the following tables and figures: 

 

Table 2.1: Distribution of Khamyang villages in Assam 

Sl.No. Village District 

1 No. 1 Rajapukhuri Golaghat 

2 Balijan Jorhat 

3 Betbari Jorhat 

4 Na-ShyamGaon Jorhat 

5 Disangpani Sibsagar 

6 Chalapathar Sibsagar 

7 Rahan-ShyamGaon Sibsagar 

8  Powai Mukh Tinsukia 
Source: Sarmah, 2001. 
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Figure 2.1: Location of Khamyang Villages in Assam 

 

 

Table 2.2: Distribution of Aiton villages in Assam 

Sl.No. Village District 

1 Kaliyani Karbi Anglong 

2 Borgaon Karbi Anglong 

3 Barhula Golaghat 

4 Balipathar Karbi Anglong 

5 Ahomani Karbi Anglong 

6 Chakihola Karbi Anglong 

7 Dubarani Golaghat 

8 Tengani Golaghat 
Source: Morey, 2010. 
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Figure 2.2: Location of Aiton Villages in Assam 

 

 

 

Table 2.3: Distribution of Turung villages in Assam 

Sl.No. Village District 

1 Pathargaon Jorhat 

2 Tipomia Jorhat 

3 Pahukatia Jorhat 

4 Gahorisuwa Jorhat 

5 Rengmai/No. 1 Rajapukhuri Golaghat 

6 Basapathar Golaghat 

7 Balipathar Karbi Anglong 
Source: Morey, 2010. 
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Figure 2.3: Location of Turung Villages in Assam 

 

 

Table 2.4: Distribution of Phake villages in Assam 

Sl.No. Phake Villages District 

1 Borphake Tinsukia 

2 Man Mow Tinsukia 

3 Namphake Dibrugarh 

4 Tipam Phake Dibrugarh 

5 Mounglang Tinsukia 

6 Faneng Tinsukia 

7 Nonglai Tinsukia 

8 Long Gaon Tinsukia 

9 Ningam Tinsukia 
Source: Gohain, 2001 
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Figure 2.4: Location of Phake Villages in Assam 

 

 

Table 2.5: Distribution of Khamti villages in Assam 

Sl.No.  Khamti Villages District 

1 Borkhamti Lakhimpur 

2 Sri Bhuyan Lakhimpur 

3 Gosaibari Lakhimpur 

4 Borpathar Lakhimpur 

5 Deotula Lakhimpur 

6 Tipling Lakhimpur 

7 Mounglang Tinsukia 
Source: Gogoi, 1971. 
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Figure 2.5: Location of Khamti Villages in Assam 

 

It has been observed that the Buddhist Tai villages are well spread in majority of the upper 

Assam districts as well as the eastern boundary of Karbi Anglong. While the Aiton villages 

dominate the western part all along the river Dhansiri which almost acts as a natural 

boundary between Karbi Anglong and Golaghat districts, the Phakes dominate the eastern 

part in the Tinsukia and Dibrugarh districts. Almost all the Aiton villages are located in a 

linear pattern along the river Dhansiri. They have five villages in the Karbi Anglong side 

and three villages in the Golaghat side. Likewise, most of the Phake villages are along the 

river Buri Dihing. They have two villages in the Dibrugarh district and seven villages 

Tinsukia district. 
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Figure 2.6: Distribution of all Buddhist Tai Villages in Assam 

The Khamyangs have their villages in four districts of upper Assam except 

Dibrugarh. Though there are many Khamyang households in the OIL township of Duliajan 

located in the district of Dibrugarh but they have not settled in the form of a village. The 

three Khamyang villages, namely: Na Shyam Gaon, Balijan and Betbari of Jorhat are the 

oldest and are located in the form of a cluster. These three villages are located not far from 

the Turung villages. Another three large Khamyang villages (Chalapathar, Disangpani and 

Rahan-Pathar) are located in the newly created Charaidew district which was earlier a part 

of the Sibsagar district. The No. 2 Powai Mukh village of Tinsukia district and the No. 1 

Rajapukhuri Shyam village of Golaghat district are isolated from the rest of the Khamyang 

villages. The No. 1 Rajapukhuri village also have a Turung village within the same revenue 

village boundary.   
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There are four Turung villages in Jorhat district and three out of them i.e. Tipomia, 

Pohukatia and Pathargaon are considered to be the oldest. There are two Turung villages in 

Golaghat district towards its southern part while there is only one Turung village in Karbi 

Anglong district. The Turung village of Karbi Anglong i.e. Balipathar is also inhabited by 

the Aitons. In fact the Turung settlement of this village is bounded by the Aiton settlement.  

Except the Khamtis no villages of other Buddhist Tai communities are found in the 

northern Brahmaputra valley. All these villages are located in the western part of the 

Lakhimpur district and are located near the river Mori Dikrong which is in fact an 

abandoned channel of the river Dikrong. These villages are located at a close proximity to 

each other. There is only one Khamti village (Mounglang) in Tinsukia district. However, 

the Khamti households in this village are very low. This village is mostly dominated by the 

Phakes.  
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CHAPTER 3 

DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE OF THE CONCERNED COMMUNITIES 

 

Demographic characteristics reflect the quality of human population and level of socio-

economic development of a region. These include a number of attributes of population and 

they vary from one place to another and also from one social group to another depending on 

a wide range of factors (Das, 2011). In the present study, attributes like crude birth rate, 

crude death rate, male-female ratio, child-women ratio, total fertility rate, total dependency 

ratio, child dependency ratio, aged dependency ratio and marital status have been analyzed 

in the context of the Buddhist Tai communities of Assam. 

3.1 Crude Birth Rate and Crude Death Rate 

Crude birth rate is the number of births in a year per thousand of the mid-year population 

(Chandna, 2009). As per the primary data collected on the number of birth during the last 

five years the CBR (Crude Birth Rate) for a year is highest among the Phakes (18.86) while 

it is lowest among the Aitons (9.97). The main reason for the high birth rate among the 

Phakes is because of the Ningam village where the birth rate is much higher (31) in 

comparison to the other two villages. On the other hand, the birth rate among the Aitons is 

lowest because majority of the male population are unmarried in the Ahomoni village. 

Moreover, the Balipathar village also has a large number of aged unmarried females. This 

largely affects the overall scenario of the birth rate among the Aitons. It is interesting to 

find out that among the Khamtis, the Sri Bhuyan Khamti village has a CBR of 0. This is 

mainly because of the fact that there are only twelve households in the village and it is not 

an unusual phenomenon for a village of twelve household not to have live births in a time 

span of five years. 

 Crude death rate is the number of deaths per thousand of the mid-year population in 

a year (Chandna, 2009). The overall death rate is highest among the Phakes (7.32) followed 

by the Aitons (6.84) and the Turungs (6.39), while it is lowest among the Khamtis (4.49). 

The low death rate among the Khamtis is probably due to low number of household which 

may have not reflected the original scenario. Improvement in health facilities is also an 
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important reason behind low death cases within the communities. But if the village wise 

data is observed than it is surprising to find out that the Balipathar Turung village has the 

highest death rate (13.07). The high death rate during the period was mostly among the 

male population and was due to unnatural reasons.  

Table 3.1: Crude Birth and Crude Death Rate among the Buddhist Tai Communities of Assam, 

2013-2016 

Sl. No Tai Communities Crude Birth Rate Crude Death Rate 

1. Khamyang 12.88 5.35 

2. Aiton 9.97 6.84 

3. Turung 10.07 6.39 

4. Phake 18.86 7.32 

5. Khamti 10.63 4.49 

Source: Field Survey, 2013-2016. 

3.2 Male-Female Composition 

Sex-ratio is the number of females per thousand males and it has a great impact on the 

demographic structure of a region. In fact, an imbalance in the sex-ratio may lead to the 

emergence of many social and moral evils (Das, 2011). The sex-ratio among the Buddhist 

Tai Communities in Assam is highest among the Khamtis (1069), followed by the Aitons 

(1065) while, it is lowest among the Phakes (903). It can be observed that the sex-ratio of 

the Phakes is even lower than the national ratio of 940 females per 1000 males (Census of 

India, 2011). But main reason behind the low sex-ratio is because of the Ningam village 

where there are just twenty-five households where the male population is 79 and female 

population is 60. Numerically nineteen souls do not make a large difference within the 

village but when a ratio is calculated out of the value it makes a huge difference (759). In 

fact, the Borfakial village had a higher female population than the male population. The 

same is with the Khamtis where the number of households is very low. Sri Bhuyan Khamti 

village has only twelve households so the sex-ratio of 1240 does not makes much 

difference. Among the Aitons, the Balipathar village has the highest sex-ratio because there 

are a number of aged unmarried females. The sex-ratio is also higher among the Aitons of 

Bhitor Kalioni (1066). Among the Turungs also the Balipathar village has the highest sex-
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ratio but the reason behind this is the recent deaths of many male members of the village as 

discussed in the previous discussion. The Khamyangs also bear a satisfactory sign in 

regards to the sex-ratio (Table 3.2). 

Table 3.2: Sex-Ratio among the Buddhist Tai Communities of Assam, 2013-2016 

Sl.No Buddhist Tai Communities Sex-Ratio 

1. Khamyang 1015 

2. Aiton 1065 

3. Turung 956 

4. Phake 903 

5. Khamti 1069 

Source: Field Survey, 2013-2016. 

3.3 Age-Sex Composition 

Age-sex composition is considered to be one of the basic demographic indicators of 

population which influences population growth, employment pattern, education, etc. (Das, 

2011). It is generally analyzed with the help of a commonly used method called the age-sex 

pyramid. In such pyramids the age groups generally of both the sexes are grouped in 

regular interval along the vertical axis. The shape of the pyramid varies from country to 

country and from a particular group to another group based on various factors like standard 

of living, level of education, epidemics, health issues, war, etc. The regions or communities 

which are characterized by high birth rate and death rate will have a broad base and a 

concave pyramid slope and they represent the first stage of demographic transition. 

Similarly, the population groups in the second stage of demographic transition will have an 

angular pyramid slope which signifies low birth rate and declining death rate (Chandna, 

2009). Similarly, there can be many shapes of the pyramid like spindle, barrel, irregular, 

etc. depending on various factors. The age sex composition of all the communities have 

been shown in the form of age-sex pyramids as follows. 
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                           Figure 3.1                                                       Figure 3.2 

  

                Figure 3.3                                                      Figure 3.4 

                         

                                                   Figure 3.5 
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It is relevant from the age pyramids that all the five community has low birth rates 

and low death rates and all the structure of the pyramids shows signs of a developed 

community. The bottom of each of the pyramid is narrow which shows that the population 

is growing but at a very slow rate. But the middle portion of the pyramids are broader 

which shows that though the reproductive population group is higher than the dependent 

group but the birth rate is very low. Thus, the population will increase at a very slow rate. 

But there are some variations between the communities. It can be seen that the bottom of 

the pyramids of the Khamyangs (Figure 3.1) and the Phakes (Figure 3.4) is almost barrel 

shaped which shows that there is a uniform population distribution among the different age 

groups belonging to the child dependent group and independent group i.e. age-group 0-14 

and 15-59. This reveals that there has been an almost uniform population growth or birth 

rate among this two population groups. Whereas, among the Aitons (Figure 3.2), Turungs 

(Figure 3.3) and the Khamtis (Figure 3.5) the younger population groups are much lower in 

comparison to the middle age groups which means that the growth of population among 

these three groups is very slow in comparison to the Phakes and the Khamyangs. One of the 

reasons for the low birth rate among the Aiton is the presence of a large number of 

unmarried aged population. Other reasons for low birth rate among these three communities 

are mainly due to low income and less land ownership because of which the married 

couples refrain from having more than two children. Other important reason is development 

in education because of which the present generation is aware of the demerits of having a 

large family. 

3.4 Dependency Ratio 

Dependency ratio helps one to determine the percentage of dependent population on the 

working population. In simple words dependency ratio relates the child population i.e. 0-14 

years and aged population i.e. above 65 with the working population which normally 

ranges from 15-64 years. Dependency is generally considered as a demographic burden and 

this burden has to be shouldered by the working population group. Dependency ratio can be 

categorized into two types, one is child dependency ratio where only the children are 

considered and aged dependency ratio where the population above 65 years of age are 
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considered. According to the UNO, higher the dependency ratio the higher will be the 

burden faced by the working population to serve the dependent population. Moreover, 

higher child dependency means greater investments on schooling and other child care and 

thus fewer savings.      

 From the data collected it has been found that the percentage of dependent 

population is highest among the Phakes (41.38 per cent) while it is lowest among the 

Aitons (27.05 per cent). The Khamyangs (34.79 per cent), Turungs (33.71 per cent) and 

Khamtis (31.16 per cent) have almost the same dependency ratio. This means that the 

Phakes will have low savings as a result of which their level of well-being will also be 

lower than the other communities. If child dependency ratio is considered than also the 

Phakes have the highest child dependency ratio (31.02 per cent) in comparison to the other 

communities (Table 3.3). This is mainly because of high birth rate among the Phakes 

(Table 3.1). Likewise, it is lowest among the Aitons (19.16 per cent). If aged dependency 

ratio is considered, than Turungs have the highest dependent aged population (11.11 per 

cent) followed by the Khamyangs (10.49 per cent). The aged dependency ratio among the 

Aitons is very low (7.89 per cent) and is mainly because of the Bhitor Kalioni village where 

there were only three persons above the age group of 65. Moreover, the village has only 

twenty-two households. 

Table 3.3: Dependency Ratios among the Buddhist Tai Communities of Assam, 2013-2016 

Sl.No 
Buddhist Tai 

Communities 

Child 

Dependency 

Ratio 

Aged 

Dependency 

Ratio 

Total 

Dependency 

Ratio 

1. Khamyang 24.30 10.49 34.79 

2. Aiton 19.16 7.89 27.05 

3. Turung 22.60 11.11 33.71 

4. Phake 31.02 10.36 41.38 

5. Khamti 20.95 10.21 31.16 

Source: Field Survey, 2013-2016. 
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3.5 Marital Status 

Marital status shows the number of married population, unmarried population, widow and 

separated population living in a community. It is a vital element in studying the 

demographic structure of a community. Table shows the marital status of the concerned 

communities on the basis of the data collected from the surveyed villages. 

Table 3.4: Marital Status among the Buddhist Tai Communities of Assam, 2013-2016 

Sl. 

No 

Buddhist Tai 

Communities 

Married Unmarried Widow/Widower Separated/ 

Divorced 

Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female 

1. Khamyang 52.88 52.48 44.67 37.55 2.29 9.84 0.13 0.11 

2. Aiton 46.45 43.86 51.41 47.86 1.39 8.08 0.74 0.19 

3. Turung 48.59 53.07 49.13 37.31 1.92 9.60 0.35 - 

4. Phake 44.82 49.38 53.30 43.07 1.27 7.35 0.59 0.18 

5. Khamti 54.39 51.16 45.28 35.32 - 13.22 0.32 0.29 

Source: Field Study, 2013-2016. 

 It has been found that the highest percentage of married male population is found 

among the Khamtis (54.39 per cent) followed by the Khamyang (52.88 per cent). On the 

other hand the highest married female population is found among the Turungs (53.07 per 

cent) followed by the Khamyangs (52.48 per cent) and the Khamtis (51.16 per cent) 

whereas the lowest proportion of married population is among the Aitons (43.86 per cent). 

The Aitons have many unmarried aged population as a result of which it has the highest 

proportion of unmarried female population among all the Buddhist Tai communities. The 

main reason behind this is the urge among the parents to marry their daughters within the 

same community but since the community is numerically small and all the males within the 

communities are not well to do, thus the girls remain unmarried. Again, the highest 

percentage of unmarried males is found among the Phakes (53.30 per cent) but this rate is 

not much different than the other communities (Table 3.4).  

 In general a wife is always younger than the husband. Though now-a-days in many 

cases the wife is older than the husband but in villages it is always preferred that the wife 

should be younger than the husband. Thus, in the later stage the husband naturally dies 
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ahead of the wife becomes a widow. A man will become widower naturally only if his wife 

is older than him or if she dies unnaturally during childbirth, accident, or by other ailments. 

Thus, it is a normal phenomenon that the proportion of widows is always higher than the 

proportion of widower. The highest percentage of widows is found among the Khamtis 

(13.22 per cent) followed by the Khamyangs (9.84 per cent) and the Turungs (9.60 per 

cent) whereas it is lowest among the Phakes (7.35 per cent). It has been found that there are 

no widowers among the Khamtis (Table 3.4). But it is possible for a small community of 

just sixty-five households to have no widowers. 

 The cases of divorces and separations among the Buddhist Tai communities are 

rather very negligible. In fact, none of the communities have more than one percent of its 

population having such cases. Rather the Turungs have no cases of separation among the 

females (Table 3.4). However, the few cases here are separation cases in intercommunity 

marriages, elopement of the wife, mutual separation, etc.  
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CHAPTER 4 

SOCIO-ECONOMIC PROFILE OF THE BUDDHIST TAI 

COMMUNITIES IN ASSAM 

Socio-economic characteristics help to determine the level of development. There are 

various indicators to analyze the socio-economic status of a region, country or a particular 

community. These indicators include: family type, literacy, educational pattern, 

occupational structure, work participation, income, etc. Using these indicators the socio-

economic characteristics of the concerned Buddhist Tai Communities has been analyzed. 

4.1 Family Types 

At present a nuclear family is generally preferred by many peoples, as it is economically 

and socially the best kind of family. A good cordial relation can be maintained among the 

family members in a nuclear family. But there are still joint and extended families in the 

surveyed villages. Unitary families are very less in number and are mostly composed of 

unmarried males and females and widows having no child.  

 From the primary survey it has been found that the Turungs have the highest 

percentage of unitary families (7.45 per cent) followed by the Aitons (5.75 per cent) in 

comparison to the other communities and are mostly composed of unmarried males and 

females and widows (Table 3.6) having no child or whose daughter has been married. The 

percentage of nuclear families is highest among the Aitons (71.13 per cent) followed by the 

Turungs (65.94 per cent) and the Phakes (60.03 per cent) because most of the households 

are small and larger families cannot fit in a small house. Majority of the Phakes cannot 

maintain an extended family because the Phakes live in chang-ghars and these house types 

are not big in size (Table 6.8). Moreover, the Phakes believe that two daughter-in-laws 

must not share the same kitchen. Both the Khamyangs and the Khamtis have nuclear 

families less than half of the total households (Table 4.8) because both these communities 

are well to do communities and many of them have big modern households which can 

easily fit large families. One important reason for many Khamti families preferring an 

extended family is because of the fact that the Khamtis are now a minor community in 

Narayanpur area as a result of mass migration and thus they prefer to stay in cluster rather 
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than segregated. Moreover, their uniqueness in terms of cultural affinity and socio-cultural 

practices and distinctiveness from their neighbouring communities binds them together. 

One Khamti family in Borkhamti village has eighteen family members which is the largest 

household surveyed. It has been found that the Khamyangs (36.15 per cent) have the largest 

number of joint families followed by the Phakes (32.04 per cent) while the Turungs (18.27 

per cent) have the least number of joint families (Table 4.1). The number of extended 

families is highest among the Khamtis (25.24 per cent) followed by the Khamyangs (13.19 

per cent). Extended families are least among the Aitons (2.09 per cent) as most of the 

families have small homestead and cannot maintain extended families. In many of the cases 

it is found that the families share a common homestead due to lack of required homestead 

land for the growing families. 

Table 4.1: Family Types among the Buddhist Tai Communities in Assam (percentage of total 

households), 2013-2016   

Sl.No 
Buddhist Tai 

Communities 
Unitary Nuclear Joint Extended 

1. Khamyang 0.78 49.88 36.15 13.19 

2. Aiton  5.75 71.13 21.03 2.09 

3. Turung 7.45 65.94 18.27 8.34 

4. Phake 1.76 60.03 32.04 6.17 

5. Khamti 0.95 47.61 26.20 25.24 

Source: Field Survey, 2013-2016. 

 

 

Figure 4.1: Family Types among the Buddhist Tai Communities, 2013-2016 
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4.2 Literacy and Educational Pattern 

Literacy and educational attainment is considered to be the hallmark of modern society 

(Kar and Sharma, 1994). Literacy is one of the most important elements that hold the key to 

the process of socio-economic development of an area. On the other hand, education is 

considered as an important factor to the process of social change. In all the Buddhist Tai 

villages surveyed so far, a very high literacy rate has been found among all the 

communities. From the data collected it has been found that the highest literacy is found 

among the Khamyangs (98.49 per cent) followed by the Turungs (97.27 per cent), whereas, 

the lowest is among the Aitons (92.02 per cent) but though it is lower it is much higher than 

the total literacy rate of India which is only 74.04 per cent (Census of India, 2011). 

According to a work done by Morey (2010), it was found that the Turungs of Balipathar are 

most advanced of all the other Turungs. It has a very high number of college graduates. 

From the present study also the same result has been found that the out of the total male 

literate population Balipathar Turung village has 20.83 per cent male graduates which is 

much higher than any other villages surveyed. In fact, female literacy rate (97.40 per cent) 

in Balipathar Turung village is slightly higher than the male literacy rate (97.10 per cent). 

From the point of view of gender it has been found that male literacy is highest among the 

Khamtis (99.28 per cent) followed by the Khamyangs (99.19 per cent) and the Turungs 

(98.66 per cent). Male literacy is lowest among the Aitons (95.42 per cent) followed by the 

Phakes (96.62 per cent). Likewise, the female literacy is also lowest among the Aitons 

followed by the Phakes. The Khamyangs have a very high female literacy rate (97.81 per 

cent) in comparison to the other communities followed by the Turungs and the Khamtis 

(Table 4.2). 

To calculate gender disparity between male and female disparity for the study 

Sopher‟s disparity index of 1980 has not been used because according to Kundu and Rao 

the Sopher‟s disparity index fails to satisfy the additive monotonicity axiom (Husain, 2010) 

From the data obtained, disparity between male and female literacy among the Buddhist Tai 

communities has been calculated using the Kundu and Rao‟s Disparity Index of 1986.  

                                             DIKR = log [𝑝×(2−𝑞)

𝑞×(2−𝑝)
] 
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Here, p is the probability of male literate population and q is the probability of 

female population. It has been found that gender disparity in literacy is highest among the 

Aitons whereas it is lowest among the Khamyangs followed by the Turungs (Table 4.9).  

Table 4.2: Literacy Rate (percentage of total male and female population above seven years) 

among the Buddhist Tai Communities in Assam, 2013-2016 

Sl. 

No 
Buddhist Tai Communities Male Female Total 

Gender 

Disparity 

1. Khamyang 99.19 97.81 98.49 0.01 

2. Aiton 95.42 88.93 92.02 0.05 

3. Turung 98.66 95.80 97.27 0.02 

4. Phake 96.62 91.96 94.54 0.04 

5. Khamti 99.28 94.23 96.61 0.04 

Source: Field Survey, 2013-2016. 

However, the real achievement of a region is better understood when the levels of 

educational attainment are undertaken into account. This is because it is the quality and 

skill of literates which count much rather than the quantity (Kar and Sharma, 1994). It has 

been found that the Khamtis have the highest percentage of both male (12.46 per cent) and 

female (8.43 per cent) graduates in comparison to the other communities whereas the 

Aitons have the lowest percentage of both male (4.89 per cent) and female (3.77 per cent) 

graduates. It is required to be mentioned here that the Bhitor Kalioni village of the Aitons 

had no graduates and other higher educational qualifications among its villagers. It is 

mainly because of the location of the village in a very interior part for which it becomes 

difficult for the villagers to pursue the higher degrees. Moreover, the economic conditions 

of the villagers are also not that good to finance their children for higher degrees. The 

Khamtis also have the highest percentage of male post graduates (1.60 per cent) among the 

Buddhist Tai communities (Figure 4.2). Like the Khamtis, the Phakes have the highest 

female post graduates (1.49 per cent). But it is noteworthy that there are no post graduates 

among the Turungs (Figures 4.2 and 4.3). Perhaps the selected villages due to their remote 

locations do not provide a good platform for pursuing such higher educations. But this 

cannot be concluded by saying that Turungs do not have post graduates because there are 

some who are perusing post graduation and there are other Turung villages where there 
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may be post graduates. Interestingly the Aitons have the highest percentage of both male 

(19.95 per cent) and female (15.21 per cent) population who passed their higher secondary 

(Figures 4.2 and 4.3). A very high proportion among the Turungs are under matriculate 

(Figures 4.2 and 4.3) and the very reason for this is that both the Rajapukhuri and 

Basapathar Turung villages are situated in remote location and it becomes very difficult for 

the children to pursue higher education by travelling such great distances. Moreover, 

communication system has developed to some extent only recently. In earlier days it was 

much more difficult for these two villages to travel such distances. Except Khamtis the 

other communities also have a very high proportion of their population under the middle 

education category. The community with the highest proportion of the male population 

having only primary education is Khamyang (20.48 per cent) whereas the Khamtis (29.58 

per cent) have the highest female population under the primary education category. The 

main reason behind this is, in the earlier days except well to do families the daughters were 

not preferred by their parents for having higher education and thus most of them remained 

illiterate or is just dropped out after pursuing the primary education. They are generally 

expected to do the household chores and help their mothers in other household activities. 

The percentage of population in both the technical and medical category of higher 

education is very low among all the communities (Figures 4.2 and 4.3). In technical 

education only a few are engineers whereas most of them are ITI passed. The same is also 

with the medical degree where there are only a few doctors whereas most of them are 

nurses.  
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Figure 4.2: Levels of Educational Attainment among the Male Population of the Buddhist Tai 

Communities in Assam, 2013-2016 

 

 
Figure 4.3: Levels of Educational Attainment among the Female Population of the Buddhist Tai 

Communities in Assam, 2013-2016 
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4.3 Work Participation 

Work participation is vital towards understanding the socio-economic functioning of a 

group of people. The work participation rate and prevailing sex disparity certainly reveal 

their economic status and the system of social organization in it (Das, 2011). But this does 

not mean that higher work participation rate of a community may mean better well-being. 

Sometimes because of poverty even under age children and females has to do hardships to 

earn a livelihood. From the primary data collected it has been found that the work 

participation rate among the males is highest among the Turungs (69.02 per cent) whereas 

it is lowest is among the Phakes (60.23 per cent). The main reason behind the low work 

participation rate among the Phakes is because of high number of population in the younger 

age groups. The Turungs are followed by the Khamyangs (67.89 per cent) who too have a 

very high proportion of working male population (Table 4.3).  

The participation of tribal women in workforce raises the quality of life and exerts 

an effective control on the family size (Kar, 2002). The female work participation rates 

among the Phakes (58.28 per cent), Turungs (60.72 per cent) and Aitons (51.38 per cent) 

are satisfactory (Table 4.3). Majority of the Phake females are engaged in the weaving of 

traditional attires which they sell to the outsiders and tourists and even the Phakes who live 

outside the villages or who no longer practice weaving. These attires fetch them good 

amount of money as they are very expensive. Likewise, the Aitons women especially of 

Balipathar Aiton villages practice weaving as a profession and sell their handloom products 

locally within their community and even whole-sellers who buy from them bulks and sell 

them across Assam where there is a growing demand of Aiton handloom products. The 

same is also with the Turung working women population. But it cannot be said that the 

whole female working force among these communities are engaged in weaving. There are 

also many other professions like teaching, government services, nursing, etc. which are 

undertaken by the women of these communities. But it has been found that the female work 

participation rates among the Khamyangs (31.87 per cent) and the Khamtis (28.05 per cent) 

are much lower than the other three communities (Table 4.3). Moreover, the work 

participation rate among these two communities is less than half of their male counterpart. 
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But this does not mean that these two communities are not economically functioning well. 

Majority of the male population of these two groups earn good amount of money and thus 

it is not that necessary for the women folks of these two communities to force themselves to 

make a living. But there are even families among these two communities also who actively 

participates along with their husbands and sometimes alone to run their households. The 

gender disparity in work participation has also been calculated using the Kundu and Rao‟s 

Disparity Index of 1986. The gender disparity values also show the same results. It has 

been found that gender disparity in work participation is lowest among the Phakes followed 

by the Turungs and Aitons whereas it is highest among the Khamtis and the Khamyangs.  

Table 4.3: Work Participation Rate (percentage of total male and female population) and Gender 

Disparity among the Buddhist Tai Communities in Assam, 2013-2016 

Sl. 

No 

Buddhist Tai 

Communities 
Male Female Gender Disparity 

1. Khamyang 67.89 31.87 0.43 

2. Aiton 64.58 51.38 0.13 

3. Turung 69.02 60.72 0.08 

4. Phake 60.23 58.28 0.02 

5. Khamti 65.56 28.05 0.47 

Source: Field Study, 2013-2016. 

4.4 Occupational Composition 

Like work participation, occupational composition is also very important element which 

shows how much of the total male and female population are engaged in different sectors of 

economy for their livelihood. To study the occupational compostion of the Buddhist Tai 

communities the occupational structure has been categorised into six major categories. The 

first major category is the agricultural and allied activities which include activities like 

paddy cultivation, agricultural labourer, tea plantation and all other activities which are 

related to agrigulture. The second category is the daily wage labourer which includes 

activities related to daily based hired services like construction and other petty jobs. The 

third category is weaving activities which include activities like weaving of traditional 

attires and their trade. It is to be noted that actually weaving should have been included into 

the fourth category i.e. business and trade but as weaving is an essential cultural trait of the 
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Tai communities thus it is shown seperately to show how it has helped the people as an 

earning occupation. The fourth category as mention earlier is the activities related to 

business and trade. It includes activities like running of shops, vegetable vendors, 

government contrat activities, driving professional hired cars, etc. The fifth categoty 

includes all the private company services whereas the sixth category includes the 

government services.  However, depending on the communities concerned some additional 

categories has also been added to show how the communities earn their livelihood like 

traditional crafts and making of herbal medicines. 

From the data collected through primary survey it has been found that within the 

agricultural and allied activities category the Turungs have the highest proportion of both 

male (70.40 per cent) and female (56.30 per cent) population in comparison to the other 

communities. The Turungs are followed by the Phakes. The Khamtis have the least 

population engaged in agricultural activities as most of them are engaged in government 

services. It has been found that a great percentage of both male (33.89 per cent) and female 

(15.30 per cent) populations of the Aiton community are engaged in business and trade 

(Table 4.4). It is to be mentioned here that the Ahomoni village of the Aiton community is 

located just adjacent to the National Highway 36 and thus many Aitons of Ahomoni village 

own shops in the Silonijan market area. This market is a buzzing hub for bus travelers from 

Dimapur and Bokajan for light refreshments. They even rent their shops to other people. 

The Turungs have the least percentage of their population engaged in business activities as 

majority of them are engaged in agricultural activities (Table 4.4). But it cannot be 

concluded by saying that they are not engaged in trade as most of the villagers of 

Rajapukhuri village of the Turungs are engaged in agricultural trade. They sell rice in a 

wholesale rate to as far as Dimapur. But as this trade is related to agriculture thus it is 

included within the agricultural and allied activities category.  

It has been found that a very high percentage of female population among the 

Turungs (82.90 per cent), Phakes (78.04 per cent) and Aitons (66.87 per cent) are engaged 

in weaving of traditional attires (Table 4.4). Majority of the Phake female population are 

engaged in weaving for the constant household requirements and sell the excess products 

occasionally in various festivals and carnivals which are periodically in different parts of 
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upper Assam. If available in excess they also sell their handloom products to tourists who 

visit their villages. But the Phakes do not produce handloom products in bulk as it is very 

tedious to weave in their ki huk (loin loom). Thus, it can be said that the Phakes make only 

a few earnings from the handloom products. According to the Phake women folks one can 

hardly sit in a loom for an hour because it causes back pain if one sits longer than one hour. 

Moreover, the Phake traditional attires are much different than the general Assamese attires 

thus the demand is only by the people who knows the culture and tradition of the Phakes. 

But unlike the Phakes, most of the Turung and Aiton women folk are engaged in weaving 

for commercial purpose. Their traditional attires specially the shin (wrappers) also known 

popularly as the Shyam mekhela by the other Assamese folks can be worn by all the 

communities. Most of their products are bought by the whole sellers in bulk from the 

nearby towns. The mekhelas produced by the Aitons and Turungs are of great demand 

among the neighbouring Karbis. Now-a-days even the Assamese communities use these 

shins. There are many households who have more than two looms. It becomes easier for the 

Aitons to produce huge quantity of cloth because they use the modern handloom which can 

produce cloth at a very faster and easier way. It has been found that very few women 

population among the Khamyang (6.71 per cent) and Khamti (32.69 per cent) community 

are engaged in weaving for commercial purpose (Table 4.4). But that does not mean that 

the women of these two communities do not weave. Almost all the grown up female 

population of these two communities know the art of weaving but most of them weave only 

for household requirements.  

It has been found that only a few people are engaged as daily wage labourer among 

all the Buddhist Tai communities in Assam (Table 4.4). There are a few daily wage 

labourers in the Ningam village of the Phakes. Among the Khamtis, there are only two 

male and two females who are engaged as wage labourers in the Borpathar Khamti village. 

But, the Turungs have no population engaged as daily wage labourer. But when enquired 

upon the matter, it has been found that though many of them do wage activities but are not 

engaged as daily wage labourers for their livelihood. They do labour only when they are 

required or else when they are free from their own agricultural activities. This is especially 

among the Turungs of Rajapukhuri village. 
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In the private service sector it has been found that the Turungs (10.80 per cent) and 

the Khamti (8.08 per cent) have a higher proportion of male population engaged in 

comparison to the other communities with the Aitons (1.12 per cent) having the least (Table 

4.4). During the survey it has been found that many youths of Rajapukhuri Turung village 

are engaged in small company jobs outside the states. It has been found that the Khamtis 

(35.35 per cent), Khamyangs (34.65 per cent) and the Phakes (31.67 per cent) have almost 

the same proportion of male population engaged in government jobs while among the 

females the Khamtis (42.30 per cent) have the highest percentage of females followed by 

the Khamyangs (30.87 per cent). It is to be noted that most of the males of Chalapathar 

Khamyang village are engaged as employees of OIL and ONGC which are located in 

nearby areas. Interestingly it has been found that the percentage of females engaged in 

government service sector among the Khamtis is higher than the male counterpart (Table 

4.4). This is mainly because now-a-days many women of the villages are engaged in 

various government jobs related to Anganwadi, National Rural Health Mission (NRHM) 

programmes especially as ASHA karmi and in government schools as mid-day meal 

helpers which are generally not done by male folks.  

The percentage of population engaged in making of traditional bamboo, cane and 

wooden articles is very low. It has been found that only the males are engaged in the 

manufacturing of these articles (Table 4.4). Among all the Buddhist Tai communities the 

Phakes extensively use the traditional bamboo products in their day to day life. There are 

few renowned personalities in the Namphake village of the Phakes who makes those 

articles. Chamchoi Chakhap makes traditional armaments of cultural aesthetics like Phake 

machete and small cutting tools. The Phake machete is a highly priced article in the Phake 

society and it has earned a huge respect among the Phake folks as it an important symbol of 

Phake culture. Another villager of Namphake village named Chaming Thamoung makes 

the traditional weaving shuttle known as taw. These shuttles are much longer than the 

common flying shuttles of the handlooms. It is said that even the Phakes of other Phake 

villages like Borfakial and Ningam purchases shuttles from him as these shuttles are not 

available in local markets. According to Phake women, in weaving a single piece of 

traditional attire one requites many shuttles having different colour bobbins because almost 
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all the traditional Phake attires are multi colours. Thus, the demands of these shuttles are 

very high in the Phake society. However, in the local Assamese market there is almost no 

demand of these shuttles as no other community in Assam use the Phake loom which 

requires this type of shuttles. Likewise, the Borfakial village is renowned for the herbal 

medicine for cancer far and wide. Ngilek Weingken and his wife Ampow Weingken makes 

the medicine which they learnt from their father. Another individual from the same village 

named Aikyo Saton also makes traditional herbal medicines. In the Balipathar Aiton village 

also a villager named Kule Lazom makes herbal medicine for broken bones, dog bites, 

cancer and many other ailments. In the same village there was an another individual named 

Munin Shyam who specialized in treating broken bones with natural procedures and herbal 

medicines and people from far and wide used to come for treatment. But Munin Shyam had 

expired few years back and now his works are continued by his assistant and helper who 

belong to the Garo community. 

 

Table 4.4: Occupational Composition (percentage of total male and female working population) 

among the Buddhist Tai Communities in Assam, 2013-2016 

Buddhist Tai 

Communities 

Agri 

and 

Allied 

B and 

Trade 
Weaving 

Daily 

Wage 

Private 

Service 

Govt. 

Service 
Crafts H.M 

M F M F M F M F M F M F M F M F 

Khamyang 

5
0
.7

5
 

3
5
.5

7
 

1
5
.5

0
 

3
.3

5
 

- 6
.7

1
 

1
.2

1
 

- 6
.6

8
 

4
.6

9
 

3
4
.6

5
 

3
0
.8

7
 

- - - - 

Aiton 

4
8
.0

2
 

1
4
.7

2
 

3
3
.8

9
 

1
5
.3

3
 

- 6
6
.8

7
 

1
.1

2
 

- 1
.1

2
 

- 2
0
.9

0
 

1
4
.7

2
 

- - 0
.5

6
 

- 
Turung 

7
0
.4

1
 

5
6
.3

8
 

2
.5

0
 

1
.0

6
 

0
.8

3
 

8
2
.9

7
 

- - 1
0
.8

3
 

1
.0

6
 

2
0
.8

3
 

1
2
.2

3
 

- - - - 

Phake 

6
5
.6

1
 

4
3
.9

0
 

1
0
.8

5
 

1
.9

5
 

- 7
8
.0

4
 

4
.5

2
 

- 4
.9

7
 

3
.4

1
 

3
1
.6

7
 

1
8
.5

3
 

4
.0

7
 

- 0
.9

0
 

0
.4

8
 

Khamti 

3
6
.6

6
 

1
5
.3

8
 

1
8
.1

8
 

3
.8

4
 

- 3
2
.6

9
 

2
.0

2
 

3
.8

4
 

8
.0

8
 

3
.8

4
 

3
5
.3

5
 

4
2
.3

0
 

4
.0

4
 

- - - 

Source: Field Survey, 2013-2016. 

Agri and Allied – Agriculture and allied activities 

B and Trade – Business and trade 

Govt. Service – Government Service 

H.M – Herbal Medicine 

M – Male 

F – Female  
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4.5 Income Pattern 

In the present study the income pattern among the Buddhist Tai communities in Assam has 

been analyzed on the basis of monthly income of the households surveyed. The monthly 

income has been again ranged into six categories. It has been found that only the Aitons 

have 1.22 per cent of the total households having income by kind (Table 4.5). It is because 

of the fact that these houses belong to very aged people who live alone and they are being 

helped by their neighbour and relatives for their livelihood. A house also belongs to a jasi 

(Buddhist nun) who lives on the alms given by the villagers as per the customs. It has been 

found that a very proportion of Turung household (48.34 per cent) have monthly income 

less than five thousand rupees as most of them are agrarian (Table 4.4) and agriculture 

gives a very less return. Within this category the Khamyangs (18.23 per cent) have the least 

percentage of households. Moreover, it has also been found that almost half of the 

Khamyang households (45.93 per cent) have a monthly income of five thousand rupees to 

ten thousand rupees (Table 4.5). Within this range the Aitons (16.99 per cent) have the 

lowest proportion of households but within the range of ten thousand to twenty thousand 

rupees the Aitons (31.22 per cent) have the highest proportion of population as most of the 

working populations are engaged in business and trade (Table 4.4). In the next category of 

twenty thousand rupees to forty thousand rupees the Khamtis (20.97 per cent) have the 

highest percentage of households in comparison to the other communities (Table 4.5). The 

community having the highest percentage of households having the monthly income of 

more than forty thousand is Khamyang (9.47 per cent) because most of the government 

sector employees of this community work in oil sector companies where the monthly salary 

is much higher in comparison to the other state level jobs. The Khamyangs are facilitated in 

this aspect as most of their villages are located in and around the oil producing areas. 

Within this category the Khamyangs are followed by the Aitons (Table 4.5) only because 

most of the Aitons of Ahomoni Aiton village has well to do business and even many of 

them have government employees. Though the Khamtis and the Phakes have a high 

proportion of their population engaged in government sector but the proportion of their 

population in the high income level category is less because majority of them are engaged 
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in lower grade government jobs where the monthly salary is low. It is important to note 

here that the Borfakial and Ningam villages of the Phakes, the Bhitor Kalioni village of the 

Aitons, the Basapathar village of the Turungs and the Powaimukh village of the 

Khamyangs have no households having monthly income of more than forty thousand 

rupees. Moreover, the Ningam village and the Basapathar village of the Phakes and the 

Turungs even have no households having monthly income more than twenty thousand. But 

the Ningam village has the highest percentage of households having monthly income of 

more than ten thousand. But in comparison to Ningam, Basapathar Turung village have 

only 2.50 per cent of their households having monthly income of more than ten thousand. 

This village has 85 per cent of its total households having monthly income of less than five 

thousand rupees. It is thus the least income level village among all the villages surveyed. 

The main reason behind this is the undulating topography, poor road connectivity, remote 

location of the village and high dependency of it population in agricultural sector.  

 

Table 4.5: Average Monthly Income (percentage of total households) among the Buddhist Tai 

Communities in Assam, 2013-2016 

Sl. 

No 
Buddhist Tai 

Communities 
Income 

by Kind 

Below 

5000 

5000 – 

10,000 

10,000 – 

20,000 

20,000 – 

40,000 

Above 

40,000 

1. Khamyang - 18.23 45.93 17.05 9.30 9.47 

2. Aiton 1.22 30.23 16.99 31.22 11.74 8.56 

3. Turung - 48.34 22.46 11.63 13.77 3.77 

4. Phake - 43.09 26.71 21.29 7.13 1.75 

5. Khamti - 29.50 25.67 17.08 20.97 6.76 

Source: Field Survey, 2013-2016. 
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CHAPTER 5 

SOCIO-CULTURAL PRACTICES AMONG THE BUDDHIST TAI 

COMMUNITIES OF ASSAM 

 

Culture can be categorized into social and material culture. Social culture includes beliefs, 

customs, traditions, traditional knowledge, etc. Material culture includes the physical aspect 

of culture. It highlights the capability of a person in adapting to their social and natural 

environment (Sharma, 2013). Each of the Buddhist Tai communities in Assam has 

possessed a rich heritage of social and material culture. The main reason behind their 

success in preserving their unique culture is their religion. Most of their cultural practices 

are directly or indirectly related to Buddhism. The strict, as well as calm nature of the 

religion has helped them to keep intact their tradition intact. The cultures among all the 

Buddhist Tai communities are almost similar with only a few differences which are being 

discussed. 

5.1 Religion  

Majority of the Tai people around the world are the followers of Theravada Buddhism 

which gives emphasis to the teachings of elders. Theravada Buddhism is the last surviving 

school of the Sthavira sect of Buddhism which was one of the two main divisions of 

Buddhism. These divisions were created in the 2
nd

 or 3
rd

 century BC during the Third 

Buddhist Council held at Pataliputra which was convened by Emperor Ashoka. The other 

division was the Mahasanghika sect from which Mahayana Buddhism emerged. After the 

split, the Sthavira sect was soon sub-divided into three sub-sects of which Vibhajjavada 

was one of them. Vibhajjvada further divided into four schools, of which Tamraparniya or 

the Sri Lankan sect was one of them. It was this Tamraparniya sect which was later known 

as the Theravada school (O‟Brien, 2017). 

The Tai Kings by religion were of Sakhya descendants 300 years before the 

emergence of Buddha. During Buddha‟s lifetime, the Sakhya kings were invaded by the 

King of Savatthi as a result of which they fled to Tagaung in the northern part of Myanmar 

and made up their stronghold there. Tagaung was a Tai city and the kings had good 
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relations with India at that time. It was thus Buddhism became the religion of the Tais. 

However, there were some periods of Tai history when Mahayana Buddhism took its 

stronghold among the Tais. During 24 B.C. to 12 A.D. Sur-Si-Hpa ascended the Throne of 

Mongmit. During his rule in 4 B.C., ten Mahayana monks from Tibet came to Mongmit. 

They preached Buddhism to the Kings and his people. Even in Laos in 69 A.D. during the 

rule of King Khun-Li-Mao of Aik Lao Dynasty Mahayana was greatly adopted by the Tai 

people.  But Mahayana slowly disappeared due to various reasons in due course of time 

(Sukham, 2013). 

 Among the Tai ethnic groups, the Thais were the first to adopt Theravada 

Buddhism. In 1253, some Thai monks went to Ceylon to learn Buddhism. They after 

coming back with some Sri Lankan monks started spreading Theravada Buddhism in 

Sukhothai during the 13
th

 century. Since then the Tai kings of Thailand recognized 

Theravada Buddhism as their national religion (Sukham, 2013). 

 It is believed that Buddhism has reached the Tai people in two ways: first by the 

ancient Mon kings of Nakhorn Pathom, who made Buddhism spread among the Thai 

people and later among all Tais who lived along the valley of Salween and Mekong river. 

But Theravada Buddhism was spread by King Anawartha of Mon Kingdom in the 11
th

 

century and King Bayinnaung during the 16
th

 century. Today there are two sects of 

Theravada Buddhism among the Tais and they are the Yun Buddhist sect of Thailand and 

the Myanmar Buddhist sect (Sukham, 2013).  

 At present, the five Buddhist Tai communities concerned are strict adherents of the 

Theravada school of Buddhism and most of their tradition, culture, and way of life are 

deeply rooted in the principles of Buddhism.  

Principles of Buddhism 

The Tai people in all the Tai villages are followers of sheels or principles of Buddhism. 

There are all total ten principles: 

1. One must refrain from any violence towards any creature 

2. Refrain from stealing. 

3. Refrain from uttering any falsehood 
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4. Adultery and harming others must not be done. 

5. Intoxication must be avoided. 

6. Never take food at odd times i.e. after the middle of the day. 

7. Singing, dancing, merriment, wearing jewelry, or perfume and sweetened oils 

should be prohibited. 

8. To serve other people and show respect to elders the Vikshoos in the Sangha 

9. Instead of a soft and comfortable bed, one should sleep on firm and low bed. 

10. To refrain from all comforts of family life and voluntarily accept a life of 

austerity. 

The villagers as a whole are all followers of the first five principles also called as 

Panchasheels. Many elderly villagers follow the first eight principles called Asthasheel 

during the three monsoon months called Varsha Vrat and the monks or the Sanghas are the 

followers of all the ten principles called Dasasheel.  

5.2 The Village Profile 

Each of the Buddhist Tai village has a village headman called Gaon Burha who plays an 

active role in administering the social and other important affairs of the village. However, 

important matters related to religious and other cultural affairs of the villages are always 

discussed through the platform of the village Buddha Vihar which is administered by the 

head monk. Thus, every household in Buddhist Tai villages are located around the Buddha 

Vihar of the respective villages. The village also has on representative villager who acts as 

a mediator between the villagers and the temple. 

Village Buddha Vihars 

Each Buddhist Tai village has their own Buddha Vihars (temples) and these Vihars are the 

center of all the religious activities in the village. Every Vihars has a worshipping place in 

front of the altar where people usually pray on religious occasions. These Vihars are 

maintained by the villagers.  Majority of the Buddhist Tai festivals are connected with the 

Vihar (Plate 5.1). These Vihars are mostly run and maintained by the villagers.  
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Borfakial Buddha Vihar                    Bhitor Kalioni Buddha Vihar 

                        

Plate 5.1: Buddha Vihars in some Surveyed Villages 

Vikshoos 

Most of the Tai Buddha vihars have Buddhist vikshoos or monks who are usually invited 

by the villagers to handle the religious matters of the respective villages. But the monks are 

always in the hierarchy. The head monks are called Chowsera or Bhante. There are 

normally only one Bhante in one Buddha Vihar. Next to the Bhante are the Chowmun or 

Chowke. They are the junior monks. The junior most are the Chowsang commonly known 

as Shramans. The Chowsangs are the disciples. There can be many Chowsangs in Buddha 

Vihars. 

Nuns 

There are also Buddhist nuns in some of the villages called a Yasi or Yasi or Vhikkhuni. 

Unmarried females or childless widow generally become a Vhikkhuni by choice. In the 

Namphake village, there is one nun who is unmarried but she does not live within the 

temple premise. She lives in her own house with her sister and her family. Another nun 

lives in the Ahomoni village of the Aitons. She lives in a small house beside the temple. In 

Borkhamti village of the Khamtis there were once three Yasis who lived outside the village 

Buddha Vihar in a house but within the temple premise. According to the villagers, those 

nuns never went to their homes even in their old age. In immense need, their family 

members used to stay with her. After the nuns expired the villagers demolished the house. 
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Pathek 

There is a Pathek in every Buddhist Tai villages. The Assamese speaking Khamyangs call 

him Pathek while he is called Chowsere by the Aitons, Turungs and the Khamtis. The 

Phakes call him Pojere. He is well versed in culture and tradition of the people and also 

knows to read the Holy Scriptures. In every Buddhist Tai village, it is the Pathek who plays 

the role of the middle man between the temple and the villagers.  

 

5.3 Household Prayer House 

Majority of the Buddhist Tai households has a small prayer hall with the household or a 

temple constructed within the courtyard where they perform the morning and the evening 

prayers called Si-Khu-Phra. The Phakes and the Khamyangs call it as Kyong-Lik and the 

Aitons and the Turungs call it Chong-Lik. Here, the words „kyong‟ and „chong‟ refers to a 

temple and „lik‟ refers to holy scripts.  The Khamtis of Assam calls it as Ti-Pai-Phra which 

refers to a place where Buddha resides.  

According to Aicheng Shyam of Bhitor Kalioni Shyam village, the Aitons generally 

prefer the temples to be outside the household because it is a pious place. Thus, the 

households having elderly members have the chong-liks. He said that they do not have any 

Chong-Liks outside or inside the household because if he would have the chong-lik than he 

has to perform the Si-Khu-Phra and he has to follow them. But in day to day life he has to 

do things that do not go in accordance with the first five principles of Buddhism. Thus, he 

said that when he would turn old and his son will take the hold of the household duties than 

he would build the Chong-Lik and perform the rituals. 

However, it is to be mentioned here that the statues of Buddha kept in the household 

prayer house in Buddhist Tai households are not given life unlike the statues kept in the 

village vihars. The statues in the temples are donated in a well-organized festival called 

Poi-Lu-Phra in which religious rites are performed by the monks to bestow life in the 

statues. Thus, the statues of the Buddha vihar are considered very sacred by the villagers.  
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5.4 Rituals  

The Buddhist Tai communities in Assam have many rituals which are mostly related to 

Buddhism. But there are also some rituals which are not related to Buddhism but animistic 

Tai faith. These non-Buddhist Tai rituals are still practiced by these communities in parallel 

with Buddhism. Some of the rituals among the Buddhist Tai communities of Assam are 

discussed as follows-  

1.  „Khao‟ means any kind of food and „som‟ refers religious offerings in Tai language. 

Thus, khao-som is a kind of food offering to the temple. Every morning food being 

prepared is first offered to Buddha and the monks. The concerned households which 

are responsible to offer the food separate the first portion of food and before any one 

consumes food the separated portion is offered to the temple before 6.30 am. But this 

phenomenon is quite different in other Southeast Asian countries. In countries like 

Myanmar, Thailand, Vietnam, Laos, etc, the monks are required to walk along the 

streets with an alms bowl where people offer food in stipulated time. 

2. The Buddhist Tai communities believe the first pillar of the house to be sacred. They 

believe it to be the household deity Phii-Nam. The elderly of the household worships it 

during the day of consumption of new rice and in New Year. 

3. The concerned communities believe that their village is protected by the village deity 

Phii-Su-Mong and is worshipped in the following day of the Sangken or seven days 

after it. The villagers believe the deity to be malevolent and require proper worship 

(Sarmah, 2001). 

4. All the Buddhist Tai communities worship both the Hindu Goddesses Saraswati and 

Lakshmi. According to the village elders, these two Hindu Goddesses are worshipped 

because of their benevolent nature. 

5. The Tai communities also believe in the spirit of the tree which they call Ruk-Kha-

Cho. Whenever someone suffers from a serious sickness they perform a ritual called 

kam-pothi (kam refers to support and pothi refers to banyan tree). In this ritual, the 

family members of the ailing person support the branches of the banyan tree with a 

bamboo pole. This in turns helps the patient to relieve him of his pain.  
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6. Almost all the non-Buddhist Tai communities in Southeast Asia believe in the concept 

of khwan. Khwans are the spiritual elements which complete a human body and each 

khwan is associated with a specific part of a body (Formoso, 1998). It is believed that 

whenever a particular khwan leaves a human body than a person suffers from the 

illness. Thus, in order to place back the khwan in its original place, some rituals are 

performed. The Buddhist Tai of Assam performs the San-Khwan and Han-Khwan 

rituals for this purpose.   

7. The Khamtis believe in their homestead deity Phii-Hun and it is worshipped during the 

Khao-Muu day, during the ancestral worship as well as before the cultivating paddy. 

Here, a small sand kong-muu (ritualistic sand mound) is constructed either in the north-

eastern or south-eastern side of the household courtyard. This ritualistic mound is then 

decorated with small white paper flags called tang-khon. The deity is offered with 

vegetarian food items like betel nut, tea, sugar, biscuits, etc. But this ritual is different 

for the Namchoom clan of the Khamtis who are of royal lineage. The Namchooms 

believe that their homestead deity is very malevolent and if they do not worship it 

properly then the entire household suffers from misfortunes and other epidemics. 

Unlike the other clans, the Namchooms have to construct two kong-muus in both the 

north-eastern and south-eastern side of the household courtyard. This deity requires 

meat of a red chicken which will include the heart, liver and kidney. Betel nut, tea, 

sugar and biscuits are also offered along with it. But the chicken is not killed by the 

family members since the killing of animals is prohibited in Buddhism. The chicken is 

usually killed by someone outside the village. According to Mrs. Mira Namchoom of 

Borkhamti village, after the death of her father-in-law, they had abandoned the 

worship of the Phii-Hun. But after that, a series of epidemics engulfed their family. 

They then showed their family horoscope to an astrologer and he asked them if they 

worshipped a deity. He said that the deity is angry and they should again start to 

worship it. Thus, they again started the worship if their household deity. After that 

those misfortunes ceased.  
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5.5 Major Festivals 

Many of the festivals of the Buddhist Tai communities in Assam are related to Buddhism. 

Thus, all the communities have the same kind of festivals. Festivals are called „poi‟ by most 

the Tai communities in south-east Asia. There are some festivals which are celebrated on a 

yearly calendar basis while there are some which are celebrated only in specific conditions. 

Most of the festivals of the Buddhist Tai communities are held in „amavaishya‟ (new 

moon) and „purnima‟ (full moon) which they call satang (Buragohain and Das, 2015). The 

important festivals of the Buddhist Tai communities starting from the beginning of the 

English calendar are as follows: 

1.   Mai-ko-Chumfai (January/February) 

2.   Poi-Nun-Si/Poi-Dun-Si (March) 

3.   Poi-Sangken (April) 

4.   Poi-Nun-Houk (May) 

5.   Khow-Wa (July/August) 

6.   Tsa-Le/Madhu-Purnima (September) 

7.   Mae-Pi (September/October) 

8.   Ok-Wa/Pot-Wa (October) 

9.   Poi-Leng 

10. Poi-Kathin 

11. Poi-Patesa 

12. Poi-Mou-Haing 

13. Poi-Simi-Thoung 

14. Poi-Lu-Phra 

15. Poi-Lu-Lik 

16. Poi-Kanto (November/December) 

17. Poi-Pee-Mau-Tai or Tai New Year (November) 

 

5.6 Marriage 

Marriage is a social acceptance of a man and a woman to live together and start a family. It 

is through marriage that even two different families come in relation to each other. Thus, 

marriage involves the society where the couple lives. It always involves a cultural and 

social procedure which involves many rites and rituals. These rites and rituals differ 

between different communities and from place to place. In some community, the marriage 

procedures are simple while in other communities it may be complex and long. The 
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marriage procedures among the Buddhist Tai communities of Assam are almost similar to 

each other with only a few differences. All the Buddhist Tai communities are clan 

exogamous and marrying someone from within the same clan is considered as a bad taboo. 

There are generally two forms of marriage among the Buddhist Tai communities in 

Assam viz, formal and informal. Formal marriage system is the one where the marriage is 

arranged by the brides and grooms family. It is a very expensive form of marriage and 

involves a long procedure. In this kind of marriage, the entire village contributes to the 

marriage expense. It is said that in a formal marriage the groom‟s family has to bear more 

expense than the bride‟s family. In the final day of the marriage, a feast is held in the 

bride‟s family where the groom‟s family has to bear some expense. Earlier the entire 

expense has to be shouldered by the groom‟s family but now-a-days a prior discussion is 

held before marriage and the expenses are shared by both the families.  

In informal marriage system a girl elopes with the boy and after that, a simple 

ceremony is performed. It is the easiest form of marriage and does not involve much 

expense and complex rituals and customs like the formal marriage. 

5.7 Death 

The entire death ceremony among the Buddhist Tai communities in Assam finishes within 

seven days. In the final day a final thomtara (blessing ceremony) is done and in the evening 

of the same day, antare (purification ceremony) is performed where Vikshoos purify the 

house. It is basically done for the well-being of the family members of the deceased. After 

that, the family members bring forth a token placed in a paan and the people bless the 

family in return. The family members of the dead are tied phuk-mai on their wrists which 

was purified during the antare. Even the entire house is also tied with it to protect it from 

evil spirits. A grand feast is generally organized by the household for all the visitors in this 

day. The Aitons believes that if someone expires the day after the new moon than it is 

auspicious. Thus, they observe a poi the day after the final seventh day ritual. Gulapi 

Shyam of Balipathar village expired the day after the new moon thus in the eighth day a poi 

was observed by her family members and many villagers were invited. A feast was also 

held.  
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However, it is to be mentioned that similar ceremony is not observed for the persons 

who commit suicide, women who lost their lives during delivery, victims of diseases like 

typhoid, cholera and smallpox and persons killed by a tiger. They are just buried in a simple 

way (Sharma, 2013). In Balipathar village a young boy in his late twenties committed 

suicide in the year 2017. His body was carried to the cremation ground hung in a single 

bamboo bier. His entire funeral ceremony was finished in three days in the village Vihar. 

Only his house was purified. 

The process of disposal of the dead body differs from community to community and 

also from village to village among the selected communities. The Phakes, Khamtis and 

Turungs cremate the dead body. The Aitons practice both burial and cremation, depending 

on the economic condition of the family. But among the Khamyangs, all the three surveyed 

villages follow different customs regarding the process of cremation. In both the 

Chalapathar and the Disangpani Khamyang villages the dead bodies are buried. But these 

two villages differ in one ritual. In the Disangpani village if an individual following the 

asthasheel expires than his dead body is carried to the cemetery in a box. People having 

simple panchasheel are carried in two bamboo bier while unmarried people are carried in a 

single bamboo bier. This system is not followed in the Chalapathar village. In Chalapathar 

all the dead bodies of are buried in a box. But in Powai Mukh village a completely different 

ritual is seen. Here, cremation has a superior status over burial. A person is cremated only if 

he/she has taken asthasheel. Moreover, if an aged person having grand children expiers 

then he is cremated, however, if someone older than him is still alive in the family, he is 

buried.  

5.8 Language 

Majority of the Buddhist Tai communities in Assam use Tai as their mother tongue. The 

Tai language spoken in Assam belongs to the south-western Tai branch of the Tai-Kadai 

family (Morey, 2005). Tai is a tonal language and a single word in different tones may have 

different meanings. According to Stephen Morey, both the Phakes and Khamyangs had 

tones up to six while Aiton language has only three.  
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The Khamtis, Phakes and Aitons still use Tai as their regular home language. But 

Turungs speak a dialect of the Singphos. It was because of their long stay with the 

Singphos when they abandoned the use of Tai and adopted Singpho as their language. 

However, some of their names and kinship terminologies still bear the imprints of Tai 

language. Like the Turungs majority of the Khamyangs also discontinued the use of Tai as 

their mother tongue. At present, there are only a few individuals in the Powai Mukh village 

of Tinsukia who knows the ancient Khamyang language (Table 6.). 

 Though all the communities speak Tai but there are dialectical variations among 

them. If a Phake talks in Tai Phake, an Aiton or Khamti can understand a little but not the 

whole as they have remained isolated from each other for much long. It is just like an 

Assamese can guess a little if one speaks in Bengali and Odiya but cannot understand the 

whole. Thus, for convenience, the five communities if come across one another uses 

Assamese or some other official languages like Hindi or English to communicate with one 

another.  According to Mr. Ngipethon Gohain of Namphake village, the Tai Khamti 

language is a soft language, while Phake is a bit rough in tone. Chow Arnab Khangkew of 

Borpathar Khamti village of Narayanpur is of the opinion that the Tai Khamti language 

which the Khamtis of Narayanpur speaks has become different in tone than the Tai Khamti 

language spoken in the Namsai district of Arunachal Pradesh. He opined that since they 

have lived along with the surrounding Assamese population for a long period of time and 

had to use Assamese frequently, their language was a bit influenced by the Assamese tone. 

The Tai Aiton language is considered as the most distinct in tonal grounds but it has some 

similarities with the Khamti. According to Chow Chaimet Chowpi of Ahomoni village, the 

only language that was very closely linked with it was Tai Ahom which is now almost 

extinct. But he said that the language of the Dehong Dais of China is so similar with the 

Aitons that they can understand whatever they say or sing.  

5.9 Writing Script 

An alphabet in Tai language is called „lik‟. The Tai alphabets were originally loaned either 

from Sanskrit or Pali after the initiation of Theravada Buddhism from South India to South-

East Asia (Blagden, 1912). Today, almost all national scripts of South-East Asian countries 
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have been derived from Indic sources like Burmese, Shan, Thai, Lao, etc. The origins of 

these scripts were from South India which was strongly connected with South-East Asia 

from first century A.D. With the spread of Buddhism from Sri Lanka both the Sanskrit and 

Pali scripts were spread widely by the Buddhist missionaries to the other parts of South-

East Asia. It is believed that a South Indian Pali script known as Makhot is the origin of all 

writing systems of Myanmar, Thailand and Cambodia. The Makhot writing system is 

further divided into the early and modern script. The Burmese or Mon script belongs to the 

early type while the Thai and Cambodian script belongs to the later type. The basic 

differences between these two broad categories are that the Mon script is round like the 

South Indian scripts of today while the other two are rectangular, thicker, wider and more 

beautiful. Thus, it can be said that most of the scripts used in South-East Asia belong to the 

Brahmic script family (Hartmann, 1986). All the Tai scripts used in Assam were originally 

derived from a form of Brahmi script of India.  

5.10 Traditional Personal Names 

All the Tai peoples around the world have a common system of giving names. They use 

prefix before the names which indicate which son or daughter he or she is. These names 

were borrowed from Sinitic language thousands of years ago (Morey, 2010). However, 

today most of them use general Assamese names as well as Tai names. The prefixes used in 

Tai names are listed as follows: 

Table 5.1: Prefixes used in Tai names 

Source: Field Survey, 2013-15 

Children in ascending order Prefix used in male child Prefix used in female child 

First Ai Ye/Je 

Second Ngi/Ni E 

Third Sam Am 

Fourth Sai Ay 

Fifth Ngo Oak 

Sixth Nuk Et 

Seventh Nak Aat 
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For example, names of sons in ascending order could be Aithon, Ngiong, Samthi, 

Saiweing, etc. Simalarly, names of daughters can be Yehom, Ephe, Amlon, Ayphe, 

Oakchon, etc. From the survey conducted it is seen that these types of names are very much 

popular among the Phakes. The Khamyangs and Aitons too use them but very few people 

have been found among them having the prefix system of names. Apart from the birth order 

prefix, the Tai names are also given on the basis of the day on which a child is born. Such 

kinds of names are used by majority of the Khamtis. The Khamtis do not use the birth order 

prefix in their names like the Phakes and the other communities but as nicknames they use 

those prefix frequently. There are also some traditional names which are given on the basis 

of some precious elements like gold (kham) and diamond (cheng). It is quite common to 

find individuals in the Tai villages with names like Konkham and Koncheng. 

5.11 Traditional Food Habits 

Food is one of the three basic needs of human beings. Different people in different parts of 

the world consume different types of food according to the availability. Thus, the similarity 

and dissimilarity among people can be easily judged by the type of food they consume. 

Traditional food item of the Buddhist Tai communities are either boiled, steamed or 

preserved and are prepared with minimal use of spices and oil. All the five Buddhist Tai 

communities have some similar traditional food items. A common food item among all the 

five communities is the steamed rice wrapped in kou leaves (Phyrinium sp. Lin.) and 

banana leaves which is popularly known as tupula bhat in Assam. It is usually made of a 

slight sticky variety of rice called lahi. It is called sewa-bhat by the Khamyangs, khao-nang 

by the Aitons, khao-hai by the Phakes and khao-ning by the Khamtis. Another special rice 

preparation is khao-lam which is rice cooked in a bamboo pipe. Other important food items 

are pa-sum (sour fish), nuu-sum (sour meat), pa-nao (dry fish), khao-tek (puffed rice). The 

Turungs call the sour fish as ngasan-chikhri (Gogoi, 1994). The Phakes and the Khamtis 

prepare another delicacy known as pa-saa which is made by pounding the leaves of urium 

tree (bischofia javanica), raw fish and condiments together. It is generally consumed as soup. 

All these communities use some special condiments which are generally not used by the 

general Assamese community. Two of such condiments which are easily found in almost all the 
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Buddhist Tai households are imkhim or thai basil (O. basilicum var. Thyrsiflora) and po-phoi-

hom  or Vietnamese coriander (Polygonum odoratum Lour.). 

 It is important to mention here that though the concerned Tai communities consume 

non-vegetarian food items they never kill animals. They purchase meat from the market just 

like vegetables.  

 All the five Buddhist Tai communities once consumed only these food items. But 

now-a-days the food habits have changed. Except for Phakes, the other communities do use oil 

and spices in preparing food items. The new generation does not prefer consuming the 

traditional food items all the time. Anang Lazom of Balipathar said that her sons do not like the 

smell of paa-sum when it is consumed. In her house only she and her husband consume the 

food item. Thus, they prepare the traditional items only in special occasion like the Sangken. 

The Phakes still consume food in the traditional manner. They still use spice and oil in minimal 

quantity. If one visits a Phake village and have food in a Phake household than he can observe 

that most of the food items are boiled, grilled or smoked (Plate 5.11). 

5.12 Traditional Attires 

Clothing is one of the three fundamental human needs. Though essentially it protects from 

the tyranny of nature but from the cultural view point it also plays an important role as a 

mirror which reflects the richness of tradition and custom which a community possesses. 

There are different communities in the face of the earth, each possessing their own inherent 

cultures and thus having different traditional attires. Today, in most of the western 

countries traditional clothing has become almost obsolete as modern clothing took its 

stronghold over the masses but in most of the countries of Asia, Africa, Eastern Europe and 

Latin America traditional clothing still has its significance. 

Each of the Buddhist Tai community in Assam has a unique pattern of wearing 

traditional attires. Some of them show similarities while some of them show the difference. 

They up to a great extent have succeeded in preserving their traditional attires. Even today 

if one visits any of the villages he would be surprised to see a majority of the villagers in 

their traditional attires of which they are proud of. Brief explanations of the various male 

and female Phake attires are discussed as follows. Of all the five communities the 
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traditional attires of the Phakes are completely different than the other four. The rest of the 

four communities use almost the same type of ethnic costume with only a few differences 

in patterns and names. The female and male attires of all the concerned five communities 

are discussed briefly. 

Female Attires  

1. Shin: It is a hollow cylindrical piece of dress which extends from waist to the ankle. The 

Khamyangs, Aitons, Turungs and Khamtis use a pitch black plain shin and it is common to 

all of them. However, now-a-days beautiful floral patterns are also woven to give it a rich 

look. These kinds of shins are mostly used by the Aitons and the Turungs. But one is 

required to wear only the plain black shin on religious occasions. The Khamyangs also use 

a different kind of floral shin (Plate 5.2). The Turung term for shin is „umphabu‟ because of 

their different dialect but the designs of their shins are similar to that of the Aitons.  

   
         Plain black Shin                   Khamyang Floral Shin      Aiton and Turung Floral Shin 

Plate 5.2: Types of Shins among the Khamyangs, Aitons, Turungs and Khamtis 

But unlike the shins of the four communities, a Phake shin is comprised of narrow 

and broad parallel bands of different colours which are arranged from ankle to the waist 

with the broad strips below and the narrow strips over them. It also comprises a dark piece 

of cloth which is woven separately but stitched along the upper part of the shin which is 

used as the tucking part of the dress. In general, a Phake shin is comprised of four pieces of 

cloth where three are vertically stitched together to make a hollow and the fourth piece is 
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stitched over the upper part of the hollow horizontally. It is mainly because the Phake ki-

huk (loin loom) cannot be used to make a broad piece of cloth. The colour combination of 

Phake shin changes from lighter and brighter hues to darker hues as one grows older. 

 

   
              Younger Age                             Middle Age                                  Old Age 

Plate 5.3: Types of Shins among the Phakes 

2. Long-wat: It is a short piece of cloth of one and a half meters used only by the married 

females of the Khamyang, Aiton, Turung and Khamti communities to cover the portion of 

the body from the waist up to the knees. The Khamyangs call it long-wat, the Aitons call it 

rang-wat, the Turungs call it nung-wat and the Khamtis call it lang-wat. This piece of cloth 

has a unique red border designed with multiple small colourful line motifs which the 

Assamese call kes-bosa. The Khamyangs generally use white and muga long-wat while the 

Aitons and the Khamtis use green. But with the tremendous increase in the price of muga 

they now-a-days use tassar yarn. Now-a-days the Khamyangs of Powai Mukh also have 

started using the green long-wat as it is difficult to maintain a white long-wat. However, the 

older ladies who have taken astasheel use white long-wat in all the communities.  

3. Nang-wat: Unlike the other Buddhist Tai communities, the Phakes do not use the waist 

wrapper long-wat. Instead they use nang-wat, which is a colourful chest wrapper which 

extends below the waist. It is used by a Phake lady as part of her daily attire after her 

marriage. However, a major portion of it remains hidden below the top which the female 
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folks regularly use thus making only the lower portion of the nang-wat visible. Like the 

shin, the Phake nang-wat also changes its colours from lighter to darker hue with the 

attainment of age and maturity.  

4. Sai-kap: It is a thick red cotton cloth belt tied around the waist to keep the shin and the 

long-wat intact. It is called sai-kap by the Khamyangs, sai-rang by the Aitons, sing-ket by 

the Turungs and sai-shin by the Khamtis. This piece of attire is same for all the four 

communities except the Phakes. The Phakes do not use any belt in their waist. However, in 

the past they used a very long fragile belt called sai-sin woven out of muga yarn to keep 

intact the shin in the waist. But no one can see the sai-shin outside the costume as it is 

hidden inside the waist. But gradually it was substituted by the petticoat.  

5. Pha-ho: A plain white cotton turban used by the elderly males and females in some 

special occasions. It is called pha-ho by the Khamyangs, Phakes and the Khamtis, pok-hu 

by the Aitons and boung-makai (Gogoi, 1994) by the Turungs. It is customary among the 

Buddhist Tai communities that a turban must never be stitched or pinned to hold it.  

6. Pha-mai: It is used by both male and female folks as cross shoulder attire just like the 

Assamese „cheleng-chadar‟ in religious and auspicious occasions. It is always white in 

colour decorated horizontally with beautiful muga or other colour motifs in both the ends. It 

is called pha-mai by the Khamyangs and the Khamtis, pha-bai by the Aitons, pha-fouk by 

the Phakes and um-ba-pai by the Turungs. 

7. Pha-sa-aloung: Colourful cross-shoulder attire used only by the Phakes. It is worn in 

place of pha-fouk. Previously this piece of dress was used only by the royalties and 

nobilities. Now-a-days it is not used that much widely. 

8. Thung: One-sided woven sling bag used by both male and female folks of all the five 

communities. The Turung term for this bag is „imtheng‟ (Gogoi, 1994). 

Male Attires 

1. Pha-Ho: Same as the female pha-ho. But a Phake male pha-ho is a checked piece of 

cloth. It has some thin small checked which are arranged in squares. The checks are mostly 
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of green, blue and yellow. Both the ends of the cloth are bordered with a thin muga floral 

border. A Turung male turban is called phum-bam. 

2. Pha-lung: A pha-lung is a beautiful multi-coloured checked cylindrical dress similarly 

worn like a Thai sarong (male wrapper). It is called pha-lung by the Khamyangs, pha-tong 

by the Aitons, baka by the Turungs, pha-noung by the Phakes and pha-noi by the Khamtis. 

But there are a few differences in this attire among the five communities. The pha-noung of 

Phake males also changes its colours from lighter to darker shades like the shin and the 

nang-wat.  

3. Pha-Mai: It is same as the female pha-mai. But unlike the female pha-mai a male pha-

mai has simpler and thinner motifs in both the ends. 

4. Pha-Chet: It is a scarf used just like the Assamese gamusa. It is made of different 

colours. The Khamyangs call it pha-chet and the Phakes and the Aitons call it pha-kong-

kho. The other communities do not use this attire. The Turungs however sometimes use the 

Singpho scarf „pha-jet‟.  

5. Pha-Po-Tchung: It is a unique attire used only by the Phake males and is worn in the 

pattern of a dhoti. It is a colourful broad checked piece of cloth with the colour yellow 

playing a dominating role.  

5.13 Traditional Looms 

Knowledge of weaving is an essential characteristic of all Buddhist Tai women folks in 

north-east. Girls learn the art of weaving at a very young age from their parents. Thus, 

majority of the Buddhist Tai households have their respective looms. Other than the Phakes 

all the other four communities use the general handloom which is very fast and easy to 

weave a broad piece of cloth. The Phakes weave their traditional attires in their traditional 

semi loin loom called ki-huk. So, broad pieces of cloth cannot be woven. Moreover, 

weaving is quite slow in this kind of loom. But the texture of the cloth produced is very 

thick in comparison to the cloths produced in handloom. There is a traditional belief among 

the old Phakes folks that any piece of traditional attire must have at least two-piece thus 
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most of their attires are prepared by joining at least two pieces of cloths. The Turungs also 

used loin loom in the past which they call „kanchanda‟. But it is no longer in use (Gogoi, 

1994). Still today one has to use a loin loom to make a sai-kap. Thus, this piece is mostly 

purchased from the Namsai district of Arunachal Pradesh where the Khamtis still make it.  

From the data collected it has been found that a very high percentage of households 

possess handloom in all the fife communities. Interestingly the percentage of Phake 

households having loom is higher than any other community. About ninety-four per cent of 

the Phake households possess at least one ki-huk. The main reason for this is because none 

of the Phake attires are available in the market. The plain black shin of the other 

communities can be made from readymade fabrics but the Phake shin has to be woven. In 

comparison to ki-huk, only ten percent of Phake households have the handloom. The 

community having the highest percentage of households having handloom is Aiton (Table 

5.2).  

However, during the field study, it was informed by the villagers of Balipathar that 

there are two females in Duboroni village who use the ki-huk. They were originally Phakes 

before marriage with Aiton. Thus, they carried their heritage with them. It has been found 

that two percent of Khamyang households use the ki-huk. Actually, these households are in 

the Powai Mukh village which is in close proximity to the Phake villages than the other 

Khamyang village. There are apparently three households in Powai Mukh which use the ki-

huk.  

Table 5.2: Percentage of households among the Buddhist Tai Communities having different types 

of looms, 2013-2016 

Sl. 

No 
Buddhist Tai Communities Ki-Huk Handloom 

1. Khamyang 2.0 78.83 

2. Aiton - 82.16 

3. Turung - 80.57 

4. Phake 94.23 10.78 

5. Khamti - 73.19 

Source: Field Survey, 2013-2016. 
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5.14 Traditional House Types 

The traditional house type of all the five Buddhist Tai communities in Assam was 

constructed on a raised platform which in Assamese is called chang-ghar. It is usually 

constructed at a height of about six feet from the ground which protects them from flood 

and wild animals. Almost all the villages surveyed are located adjacent to a river and out of 

them the Namphake and the Borfakial villages of the Phakes experienced the worst floods 

for which the entire settlement pattern of both the villages changed.  But now-a-days 

modern house types are generally preferred among the communities as they are long-lasting 

and require less maintenance. The chang-ghar always requires periodical maintenance and 

incurs high maintenance cost. But the response of the five communities is different in this 

regard these which has been discussed in the following chapter. But all the households in 

all the surveyed villages are constructed keeping in consideration the first pillar of the 

house which is considered as sacred. 

 

Plate 5.4: A Traditional Khamyang House in Powaimukh Village 

 

5.15 Agricultural Practices 

Rice is the staple crop among all the Buddhist Tai communities in Assam and agriculture is 

one of the basic traits of these communities. In fact, rice cultivation is done widely by all 

the Tai communities of south-east Asia. Like most of the other communities in Assam, the 

concerned communities also cultivate sali rice or winter rice in lowland areas. The 
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cultivation of this rice does not require any irrigation and is totally dependent on rainfall. In 

this cultivation, the seeds are sowed during the summer and the matured paddy is harvested 

during the winter. But unlike the other communities, these communities widely cultivates a 

kind of glutinous rice called lahi which they mostly prefer to consume and used in making 

the traditional steamed rice. They also consume other traditional varieties of rice like bora 

and various types of bor-dhan. All the houses surveyed cultivate the lahi rice in some 

quantity. However, modern high yielding varieties of rice like ranjit and masoori are widely 

cultivated now-a-days and in many cases, they occupy a larger area in the individual paddy 

fields than the traditional varieties. Beside  

 The traditional agricultural implements of the Buddhist Tai communities in Assam 

are not much different than the other communities. However, the Phake bamboo ladder 

which is used to break the soil has a long handle so that the person riding it can get a 

support and may not fall. It is traditionally called moi in all the five dialects. The Tai terms 

of some of the agricultural implements uses are as follows: 

5.16 Animal Domestication 

Man has been domesticating animals since ages for different requirements.  Today different 

groups of people domesticate different types of animals for different purposes based on 

their respective geographic location. But apart from geographical locations, religion also 

plays an important role in the selection of animals which are to be domesticated. However, 

all religions are not same in this regard. Much of the restrictions on the types of animals to 

be domesticated are put by Hinduism and Islam. These two religions prohibit the 

domestication of many different kinds of animals. For example, the domestication of pig is 

completely prohibited in Islam.  

In the present study, it has been found that Buddhism has also exercised its 

influence on the types of animals to be domesticated. Though domestication of cattle and 

buffalo is allowed, the domestication of many other types of animals such as, pig, chicken, 

duck, goat, etc., is prohibited among all the Buddhist Tai communities in Assam as these 

animals are considered as impure. According to Sharma Thakur (2013), a Buddhist monk 

from Myanmar disliked the culture of domesticating pigs and fowls. And thus the Phakes 
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abandoned the domestication of such animals for many years. This was later followed by 

all the other communities. Even today, majority of the households in all the five 

communities avoid domesticating these animals.  
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CHAPTER 6 

CONTINUITY AND CHANGE AMONG THE BUDDHIST TAI 

COMMUNITIES IN ASSAM 

6.1 Changes in Socio-Cultural Front 

Within the socio-cultural front of the Buddhist Tai communities, changes can be observed 

in the grounds of religious beliefs, language, inter-community marriage and traditional 

practices. Taking these indices, a detailed study of change is done regarding the changes 

that have occurred in the socio-cultural identity the Buddhist Tai communities. 

6.1.1 Changes in Religious Practices 

Change can be observed on the various aspects of religious practices and rituals among the 

Buddhist Tai Communities of Assam. Using a few attributes of religion, the data has been 

collected for investigating the pattern of change in religious front among the concerned 

communities. 

Daily Chanting of Prayers 

Prayers are considered as the most important aspect of religious aesthetics in Buddhist Tai 

societies. Earlier the reciting of the holy books or liks in the morning and the evening hours 

was mandatory in each and every household. This ritual is called Si-Khu-Phra and is done 

to purify the house. But now-a-days a change in the practice can be observed. Most of the 

younger generations do not perform this ritual at a regular basis. Only the houses having the 

elderly members are continuing to perform this ritual every day. From the survey data 

collected it has been found that almost all the households of the selected Phake villages 

practice this ritual in a regular basis (Table 6.1). The only household where this ritual is 

done on an occasional basis is the household of a man in Ningam village who lives alone 

and is separated from his wife. Following the Phakes (98.60 per cent), the Khamtis (83.94 

per cent) also have a very high proportion of their households practicing this ritual in a 

regular basis (Table 6.1). The few households who perform this ritual occasionally are 

mostly the households where both the husband and wife are engaged in service sector. 
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Likewise, the Khamyangs (64.44 per cent) also have a fairly high percentage of their 

households practicing this ritual (Table 6.1). But in comparison to these three groups, the 

Aitons (40.30 per cent) and the Turungs (48.16 per cent) have less than half of their total 

households who perform this ritual on a regular basis (Table 6.1). The main reason for this 

is because of the fact that many of their households do not have elderly members and the 

younger members are reluctant to do this ritual at a regular basis. They perform this ritual 

only when they feel to perform.  

Table 6.1: Percentage of Households performing the daily Si-Khu-Phra among the Buddhist Tai 

Communities in Assam, 2013-16 

Sl.No. Buddhist Tai Communities Everyday Occasionally 

1. Khamyang 64.44 35.56 

2. Aiton 40.30 59.97 

3. Turung 48.16 51.84 

4. Phake 98.60 1.4 

5. Khamti 83.94 16.06 

Source: Field Survey, 2013-16. 

Household Prayer House 

As discussed earlier that there is a tradition of maintaining a household prayer house among 

the Buddhist Tai communities which is known as Kyong-Lik by the Khamyangs and the 

Phakes, Chong-Lik by the Aitons and the Turungs and Ti-Pai-Phra by the Khamtis. But 

changes can be seen among some of the communities regarding this aspect of religion. It 

has been found that all the surveyed households of the Khamyang and the Phake 

communities have their individual prayer house inside the household where they offer the 

morning and the evening prayers. But a marked change has been found among the Aitons, 

Turungs and the Khamtis in this regard. It has been found that a quarter of the Aiton 

households (24.25 per cent) surveyed do not have their prayer house. These are mainly the 

households where there are no elderly members. Moreover, as discussed in the previous 

chapter majority of the Aitons believe that when a person is in a working age group he has 

to do many things which might go against the principles of Buddhism, thus they do not 

maintain a prayer house in their household when they continue to do such activities. They 
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maintain a prayer house only when they attain an age when an elderly individual retires 

from doing such activities. The Khamtis (3.04 per cent) and the Turungs (1.46 per cent) 

also have households which do not maintain a prayer house but the percentage of those 

households in comparison to the Aitons is much lower (Table 6.2). These households 

belong to the very poor families who do much hard work to maintain their livelihood. They 

offer prayers mostly in the village temples. 

Table 6.2: Status of Buddhist Tai Households in Assam having Individual Prayer Houses 

(percentage of total households), 2013-2016 

Sl. No. Buddhist Tai Communities Inside Outside No Prayer House 

1. Khamyang 100 - - 

2.  Aiton 47.96 27.79 24.25 

3. Turung 76.29 22.25 1.46 

4. Phake 100 - - 

5. Khamti 96.96 - 3.04 

Source: Field Study, 2013-2016. 

6.1.2 Changes in Rituals  

With the passage of time many religious rituals have been reformed, changed or removed 

among the Buddhist Tai communities.  In the past a ritualistic bihu (Assamese folk dance) 

was performed by the Khamyangs, Aitons and the Turungs in many of their religious 

ceremonies (Plate 6.1). According to discussions with the village elders of Balipathar 

village, from the last ten years bihu performance during religious functions have been 

restricted by the village authorities of all the Aiton villages. The bihu dance has been 

replaced by ritualistic Tai dances which were fading out. These dances were reformed and 

revived again to keep intact the Tai tradition among them. The main reason behind this 

phenomenon is the birth of ethnic consciousness among them. The villages started to have 

the feeling that bihu was diluting the Tai traits and hence replaced it with traditional Tai 

dance forms. According to Anang Lazom of Balipathar village, “Even today when I hear 

the sounds of bihu drums my hands and feet automatically move with the rhythm. I cannot 

resist myself dancing to the rhythm. Sadly, I am not allowed to do so now.” Like the 

Aitons, even the Khamyangs and the Turungs replaced bihu dance with traditional Tai 
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dances. Rupam Pratik Shyam, a Khamyang youth, who is currently an inhabitant of 

Guwahati says, “Previously in our Betbari Khamyang village even Magh Bihu was 

celebrated but now-a-days it is not celebrated anymore”. But this does not mean that the Tai 

communities are against Assamese culture. It is just because of their love for their culture 

they sadly had to discard some of the Assamese culture. Moreover, their low population 

strength is also another reason for compelling them to revive their culture. 

 
                               Photo Courtesy: Nang Rupa Lazom 

Plate 6.1: An old photograph of youths dancing Bihu in a religious procession in Balipathar Village 

As discussed in the previous chapter the Phakes have the tradition of worshipping 

their village deity Phii-Chao-Che-Pha twice a year and also maintain the ritual of Wan-

Kam in connection to this deity. But it has been found that at present only two Phake 

villages i.e. Namphake and Ningam have kept this tradition alive. The other seven villages 

do not perform this ritual anymore. The main reason for the disappearance of this ritual is 

the fact that only the male members of the senior clans can pay the obituary to the deity and 

there are very few households of senior clans in those villages. Senior Phake clans like 

Thommoung, Weingken, Chakhap, Chowhai and Hailoung mostly inhabit in Namphake 

and Ningam villages (Figure 6.1 and 6.3). In fact these two villages are mostly comprised 

of the senior clans. The Ningam village was originally established by the members of the 

Chakhap clan of Namphake village. In Namphake village all the five senior clans exist 

whereas in Ningam, the Chakhap and the Hailoung clans dominate. In Ningam, thus the 

Chakhap and the Hailoung clan performs this ritual where the members of the Chakhap 

clan offers white flowers and the Hailoung clan offers red flowers.  
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It has been found that the Borfakial village has almost all the clans of the Phakes in 

Assam since it is the oldest among the present villages of the Phakes where all the Phakes 

lived together once. But households belonging to the senior clans are very few (Figure 6.2). 

Ampow Weingken of Borfakial village said, “In the past even our village practiced the 

Wan-Kam cult but since there are only a few households belonging to higher clans in our 

village, it became difficult for the families to perform the biennial worship of Phii-Chao-

Che-Pha. Thus, our village elders bade farewell to the deity with full ritual and respect and 

we since then discontinued this ritual”.  

Thus, it can be said that the absence or presence of senior clans in smaller number 

have greatly affected the practice of an important ancient ritual of the Phakes which if not 

continued to be practiced by the Phakes of Namphake and Ningam village, would cease to 

exist in near future. 

                  

             Figure 6.1: Clans of Namphake                           Figure 6.2: Clans of Borfakial 

 

Figure 6.3: Clans of Ningam 
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6.1.3 Inter-Community Marriage 

From ages it is generally preferred by the parents and the other family members that a 

daughter-in-law or the son-in-law should belong to the same community. The main reason 

behind this preference is the fact that only the person belonging to the same community can 

easily cope up with the existing customs and traditions of the in-laws. According to Ulrich 

Braukamper (1983), endogamy within the ethnos is one of the basic criteria by which an 

ethnic community can be defined. If the newly married member belongs to a different 

culture it becomes very difficult and takes time to cope with the new traditions and 

customs. There can even raise situations when either the family members of the husband or 

the new bride may feel uncomfortable. In many cases the daughter-in-law adopts the new 

culture and in some cases new cultures are brought in by the new bride which later 

assimilates with the culture of her husband‟s home giving rise to a different culture. For 

example there are many Tai Ahom households where the wife belongs to the general 

Assamese society. In many of those households pork is restricted to be cooked inside the 

house as the wife belongs to a community which is not accustomed to pork consumption. 

This is more pronounced in nuclear families where there are no in-laws to teach the new 

member of the family. Likewise, it also creates problem in the continuity of language. India 

itself is a multi-lingual country where there are thousands of languages. If the wife belongs 

to a different community and is ignorant of her husband‟s native language it poses as a bar 

on the part of the children to learn the native language since it the mother from whom a 

child learns to speak. But now-a-days with the development of education, communication 

system and employment, people get to know people belonging to other communities and 

other cultures. Thus, inter-community marriage is a common phenomenon to observe in the 

modern world. Though the parents hesitate in the beginning but later the daughter-in-law is 

accepted regardless of the differences. 

 Though inter-community marriage is not preferred much among the Buddhist Tai 

communities in Assam, but at present the younger generations have started marrying 

individuals belonging to other communities. In the past even the inter-community marriage 

between the five Buddhist Tai communities was not preferred. But now-a-days marriage is 
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conducted even between communities other than the Buddhist Tai communities. Primary 

data has been collected regarding the communities of daughter-in-laws of the five Buddhist 

Tai communities concerned. For the purpose of analysis the data set has been categorized 

into nine categories. The first category belongs to the percentage of daughter-in-laws 

belonging to the same community. The next four categories belong to the percentage of 

daughter-in-laws belonging to the other four Buddhist Tai communities.  The main reason 

behind categorizing the other four Buddhist communities separately is because of the fact 

that all these communities have almost the same customs and traditions thus inter-

community marriage among the five Buddhist communities would not create any hindrance 

in continuing the ongoing rituals and customs in the concerned communities. The sixth 

category belongs to the percentage of daughter-in-laws belonging to the Ahom community. 

It is to be mentioned that though Ahom community is also considered as an Assamese 

community but on the other hand it is also a Tai community, thus this community has been 

separately enumerated. The seventh category belongs to the daughter-in-laws belonging to 

the other Assamese communities which includes all the Assamese communities excluding 

the tribes like the Brahmins, Kalitas, Moran, Motok, etc. The eighth category includes the 

daughter-in-laws belonging to the various other tribes of Northeast India and the last 

category includes the daughter-in-laws belonging to the communities who came to Assam 

in a very later period and are not considered as Assamese.  This has helped in 

understanding the degree of assimilation among the Buddhist Tai communities in Assam. It 

has been found that the Phakes have 81.95 per cent of their daughters-in-law belonging to 

the same community whereas the Khamyangs have 60.74 per cent, the Aitons have 55.84 

per cent and the Khamtis have 51.89 per cent respectively. The Turungs have only 35.32 

per cent of their daughters-in-law who are from the same community.  

Among the Khamyangs it has been observed that other than the Khamyang 

daughter-in-laws the percentage of Ahom daughter-in-laws (17.6 per cent) is very high 

among them. It is mainly because most of the Khamyang villages other than the 

Powaimukh village are located in the Ahom inhibited areas. Moreover, both the 

Chalapathar and Disangpani villages are located in the newly created Charaidew district of 

Assam which is mostly comprised of the Ahom population. Other than the Ahoms they also 
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have a few daughters-in-laws belonging to the Phakey community (6.62 per cent) and other 

tribal communities (6.60 per cent) of Assam and Northeast India. The Phakey daughter-in-

laws and other tribal daughter-in-laws among the Khamyangs are in higher proportion in 

the Powai Mukh village of Tinsukia because this is surrounded by many Phake villages and 

villages of other tribes like the Singpho and the Tangsa. But the number of daughter-in-

laws belonging to the Aiton (0.91 per cent), Khamti (1.75 per cent), Turung communities 

(2.09 per cent), other Assamese communities (0.84 per cent) and non-Assamese 

communities (2.85 per cent) is very low among the Khamyangs. There are even some 

Baruah Buddhist daughter-in-laws among the Khamyangs which are also included under 

the non-Assamese category. There are many Baruah Buddhist daughter-in-laws in 

Chalapathar village. 

Among the Aitons, except the Turung community (9.97 per cent), the percentage of 

daughter-in-laws belonging to the other Tai communities including the Ahoms is very low 

and among them the Phake have the least proportion (0.38 per cent). There is only one 

daughter-in-law belonging to the Phake community in the Balipathar village who was 

originally from the Namphake village. The other two villages do not have any Phake 

daughter-in-laws. However, it has been informed by the villagers that the Duboroni Aiton 

village has two daughter-in-laws belonging to the Phake community. But this village is not 

a part of the sample selection.  Likewise, there are 1.66 per cent of Khamti daughter-in-

laws and 2.76 per cent of Khamyang daughter-in-laws among the Aitons. The Aitons also 

have 18.0 per cent of their daughter-in-laws belonging to various tribes like the Karbi, 

Garo, Singpho, Bodo, Thengal, Mech and Naga who are mostly the neighbouring 

communities in and around the surveyed villages. Likewise, the daughter-in-laws belonging 

to the other Assamese communities accounts for 6.26 per cent of the total population of the 

daughter-in-laws. There are also a few daughter-in-laws belonging to communities like 

Bengali, Tea Tribe and Nepali which together accounts for 3.19 per cent of the total 

daughter-in-laws. 

An interesting phenomenon has been observed among the Turungs. They have a 

very high proportion of their daughters-in-law belonging to the Aiton community (23.81 

per cent). In fact the percentage of Aiton daughter-in-laws in Turung households is not 
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much less than the percentage of the Turung daughters-in-laws (35.32 per cent). Both these 

communities are the closest neighbours and have been living together for centuries. It is 

mainly because of the treaty between the Aitons and the Turungs. Stephen Morey in his 

work on the Turung language mentioned about the treaty between the Aitons and the 

Turungs was made in an around the year 1806. This treaty is in a form of Tai manuscript. 

According to this manuscript three Turung groups namely Takum, Tarung and Tarai 

approached the Aiton leader if they could live together. The later accepted the proposal 

given by the three groups and since then both these groups settled together in Morongi of 

the present Golaghat district of Assam in the year 1821 (Morey, 2010). Later both these 

communities moved in different villages but at an accessible distance from each other. As 

mentioned earlier only in the Balipathar village both the Aitons and the Turungs still live 

side by side.  

Though both these communities lived side by side inter-community marriage was 

not held between them for many years. According to Chow Aicha Lazom of Balipathar 

village, it was only during the early 1940s when the elders from both the communities 

amiably discussed about the matter and marriage between both the communities started.   

At present, other than the Aiton speaking daughter-in-laws there are also daughter-

in-laws belonging to the Khamyang community which accounts to 7.38 per cent of the total 

daughter-in-laws in the surveyed villages. The main reason behind this is the close 

proximity of the Rajapukhuri Shyam village which is inhibited by the Khamyang 

community. This village is adjacent to the Rajapukhuri Turung village. Other than 

Khamyang there are about 18.83 per cent of the daughter-in-laws belonging to various 

tribes like the Singpho, Bodo, Thengal, Karbi, Mishing and Naga. The Turung households 

of Balipathar village have an overwhelming number of daughter-in-laws belonging to the 

Karbi community since this village is located adjacent to the Karbi inhibited area. On the 

other hand it has been observed that the percentage of daughter-in-laws belonging to other 

non-Assamese communities (5.16 per cent) is also higher in comparison to the other 

communities and they mostly belong to the Nepali, Bengali, Tea Tribe and the Barua 

Buddhist community. The Turungs also have a few Ahom (4.56 per cent) and other 

Assamese (4.59 per cent) daughter-in-laws. The daughter-in-laws belonging to the Ahom 
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community have been found only in the Rajapukhuri village. Likewise, the daughter-in-

laws belonging to the Khamti community are also found only in the Rajapukhuri village 

which accounts to 0.35 per cent. No daughter-in-laws belonging to the Phake community 

have been found in any of the surveyed villages. 

It has been found that the percentage of daughter-in-laws belonging to the other 

communities is very less among the Phakes. In the surveyed villages not a single daughter-

in-law belonging to the Aiton and Turung community has been found because all the Aiton 

and Turung villages are located at a very far distance from the Phakey villages. There are 

only a handful of Khamyang (4.84 per cent) and the Khamti (4.48 per cent) daughter-in-

laws among them. The percentage of Ahom daughter-in-laws is only 0.60 per cent. And 

likewise the percentage of daughter-in-laws belonging to the other Assamese communities 

(1.21 per cent), tribes (6.18 per cent) and other communities who are not indigenous to 

Assam (0.74 per cent) are also much lower in proportion. 

It has been observed among the Khamtis that the percentage of daughter-in-laws 

belonging to the same community is only 51.89 per cent. Whereas, the daughter-in-laws 

belonging to various tribes like the Mishing, Deori, Bodo, Singpho, Monpa and Nishi 

accounts for 22.48 per cent of the total daughter-in-laws among the Khamtis. Among these 

tribes the Deori, Mishing and the Bodos together accounts for the highest share. There is 

only one Monpa daughter-in-law in the Borkhamti village, one Singpho daughter-in-law in 

the Borpathar village and one Nishi daughter-in-law in the Sri-Bhuyan village. Both Monpa 

and the Nishi communities are from the neighbouring state of Arunachal which is located in 

a very close proximity to the Narayanpur region. The Khamti community in Narayanpur 

also have 14.84 per cent of daughter-in-laws belonging to the Ahom community which is 

also another Tai community living side by side in the region. In regards to the daughter-in-

laws belonging to the other Buddhist Tai communities the Khamtis have daughter-in-laws 

belonging to only the Khamyang community (4.27 per cent). No daughter-in-laws 

belonging to the Phake, Aiton and Turung community has been found in any of the three 

surveyed villages. There are only a few daughter-in-laws belong to other Assamese 

community which accounts for only 4.38 per cent of the total. Likewise, the daughter-in-

laws belonging to the Nepali community which is categorized as a non-indigenous 
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community accounts for only 2.14 per cent of the total daughter-in-laws. Other than the 

Nepali there are no daughter-in-laws belonging to other non-indigenous communities. 

 

  
 Figure 6.4: Daughter-in-laws among the Khamyangs       Figure 6.5: Daughter-in-laws among the Aitons 

 
 

  
    Figure 6.6: Daughter-in-laws among the Turungs        Figure 6.7: Daughter-in-laws among the Phakeys 

 

 
Figure 6.8: Daughter-in-laws among the Khamtis 
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6.1.4 Changes in the Knowledge of Mother Tongue 

Every individual have a mother tongue which he uses in his family. He also acquires the 

skills of other languages from his surroundings and friends in due course of time as he 

grows older. But it is his mother tongue which defines him and the community to which he 

belongs. Usually a baby learns to speak from his mother since it is the mother who spends a 

great amount of time with the child. Thus, the language which he learns first to 

communicate is called a mother tongue. Consequently the language of a community 

continues from one generation to another through the mother. But if a mother is from a 

different community and is completely unfamiliar with the language of her husband‟s 

community, a great barrier is imposed on the part of the new born child to acquire the 

language skill of his father. This creates greater problems for the minor communities 

speaking a minor language within a major community speaking a different language. 

As discussed in the previous chapter, Tai is the mother tongue among the Phakes, 

Aitons and Khamtis while Turungs speak a dialect of Singpho and majority of the 

Khamyangs speak Assamese. However, at present the scenario is gradually changing. 

During the survey it has been observed that when the daughter-in-law belongs to other 

community and do not know the mother tongue of the husband‟s community a problem of 

communication in mother tongue arises and in order to communicate with her Assamese is 

used as a lingua franca. Moreover, the presence of such individuals in public gatherings 

also compels others to use a language which is intelligible to all the members present. This 

problem is created even between the Tai speaking communities. Though Khamyang, Aiton, 

Phake and the Khamti speak Tai but they speak different dialects of Tai. Thus, though one 

can guess what an individual belonging to other Tai speaking communities is speaking but 

it is difficult to understand the whole. For example, the wife of Chow Padme Lazom of 

Balipathar village belongs to the Khamti community but the Aiton speaking villagers 

mostly communicate with her in Assamese because according to them Khamti is much 

different than the Aiton language and they cannot make out what she speaks. There are 

even some youths in the concerned communities who do not know to speak Tai. This 

mostly occurs when the mother of the child is unfamiliar with the Tai language and has 
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brought up the child using her own mother tongue. Moreover, as discussed earlier Tai is a 

tonal language and thus if one do not learn to speak Tai right from childhood it becomes 

very difficult for an individual to master the language after he grows up. The similar case is 

also with the knowledge of Tai scripts. According to the village elders the number of 

individuals knowing the traditional scripts is gradually decreasing. 

It has been found that the Phakes have the highest percentage of both male (51.74 

per cent) and female (37.55 per cent) population knowing both to speak and write Tai 

Phake language in comparison to the other communities in this aspect. Majority of the rest 

of the male and female population knows only to speak Tai Phake (Table 6.3). The main 

reason behind this is the regular teaching of Tai scripts to the younger generation of the 

Phakes in the evening hours at the village school campus by learned persons of the village. 

According to the village elders the Tai Phake language was on the process of decline during 

the 1950s but when the elders became aware of the situation they gave much stress on the 

native language and since then the Tai Phake language got a strong footing in the ethnic 

identity of the Phake community. The Phakes have only 0.99 per cent of the total male 

population not knowing the language. These are actually the individuals whose mothers 

belong to different community. But since the rate of inter-community marriage among the 

Phakes is very low, thus the percentage of population not knowing the language is also very 

low. Moreover, in many cases a newlywed daughter-in-law belonging to other community 

is warmly supported by her in-laws to learn the Tai Phake language and the whole village 

gives an equal support in this regard. It thus helps the community to keep the language in 

continuity.  

Rekhamoni Weingken, wife of Ngi Moon Cheng Weingken of Namphake village 

was a Motok girl who was married to a Phake man. She said, “At first it was difficult for 

me to cope with the family but with great effort and support of my in-laws and neighbours, 

I now know how to speak Phake fluently. But sometimes I make some silly mistakes in 

tones and people laughs at me. I am still learning the proper use of tones”. Now both her 

son and daughter can speak fluent Phake. Another Nyot Thommoung living in the outskirts 

of Namphake village married an Assamese girl from nearby Sasoni village. But unlike 
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Rekhamoni, his wife could not learn Tai Phake and thus her only son also do not know to 

speak Tai Phake. Now the entire family speaks Assamese as their home language. 

Among the Aitons the percentage of male (7.77 per cent) and female (1.88 per cent) 

population having the knowledge of both the script and language is very low. The female 

population is even much lower than the male population in this regard. Generally, in the 

Aiton society the persons who know how to write the Tai Aiton scripts are the people who 

are mostly engaged in religious activities or the persons who have spent some years serving 

at the temple as a novice or shraman. These people are mostly the elderly people. It has 

been found out that the among the population knowing only to speak Tai Aiton is higher 

among the males (86.84 per cent) than the females (82.46) as there are many daughter-in-

laws belonging to other communities. It has been found that 4.93 per cent of the male 

population among the Aitons does not know to speak their own mother tongue. Alarmingly 

14.10 per cent of the female population does not know the language (Table 6.3). Another 

important thing is to be mentioned here that there are many Turung speakers in Aiton 

households and Aiton speakers in Turung households because of the high rate of inter-

community marriage between these two communities (Figure 6.2). Thus, there are many 

Aiton children who know to speak both Tai Aiton and Turung who have Turung mothers. 

For example, Aisan Chiring of Ahomoni village of Silonijan married a Turung girl from 

Tipomiya Turung village of Titabar. Even both of his younger brothers married Turung 

girls. Moreover, his mother was also a Turung. His third son Chow Sengthong Chiring said, 

“I and my brothers use Turung with our mother. It took us great amount of time to excel in 

Tai Aiton since we use Turung in our house. Often the villagers would make fun of our 

Aiton tones when we were young”.  

Though Turung is not a Tai language it is the recognized mother tongue of the 

Turung community now. It has been found out that only less than 5.0 per cent of both the 

male and female population among the Turung population surveyed knows both the Turung 

script and language. The percentage of male (94.55 per cent) and female (82.32 per cent) 

population knowing to speak the language is also very high among the Turungs. Only 1.29 

per cent of the male population and 12.24 per cent of the female population does not know 

to speak Turung (Table 6.3). Though the rate of inter-community marriage is highest 
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among the Turungs in comparison to other Buddhist Tai communities (Figure 6.3) the 

number of Turung speakers is much high among the Turungs as Turung is not a tough tonal 

language like Tai and one can learn this language even at a later stage. Moreover, even 

many daughter-in-laws belonging to other community have learnt the language in due 

course of time. 

It has been found out that among the Khamtis the percentage of both male (17.87 

per cent) and female (6.94 per cent) population knowing the art of both writing and 

speaking Tai Khamti is high in comparison to the Aitons, Turungs and the Khamyangs but 

much lower in comparison to the Phakes. Surprisingly, almost three-fourth of both the male 

and female Khamti population surveyed knows to speak Tai Khamti. The percentage of 

male (10.10 per cent) and female (18.75 per cent) population not knowing to speak Tai 

Khamti is very high in the surveyed villages in comparison to the other major Tai speaking 

communities (Table 6.3). The main reason behind this is the high rate of inter-community 

marriage among them. There are many daughter-in-laws in the Khamti community of 

Narayanpur belonging to the Ahom, Mishing, Deori and other communities who do not 

know how to speak Tai Khamti (Figure 6.5). Moreover, it is said that among all the Tai 

languages spoken in Northeast India the Tai Khamti is the most difficult and the most tonal. 

This creates another problem in the process of learning Tai Khamti. Thus, now-a-days 

Assamese is mostly used as a lingua franca in these Khamti villages. It has been informed 

that there are even some households in the Borkhamti village where despite of both the 

parents belonging to the Khamti community the children of those parents do not know to 

speak Tai Khamti. On the other hand there are also households where though the mother 

belonged to a different community but the children learned at a very later stage to speak the 

language with utmost devotion. Thus, it can be said that the Khamti community gave a 

mixed response in the process of continuity of the Tai Khamti language.  

 Unlike the other communities the context of Tai Khamyang language is very 

different. It has been discussed how majority of the Khamyangs lost their language in 

chapter three. At present it is the least spoken Tai language in Assam and is on the verge of 

extinction. Majority of the Khamyangs have not used the Tai Khamyang language for the 

last three generations. Only in the Powaimukh village there are original Tai Khamyang 
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speakers. But their numbers are quite few. Only in few households it is spoken as a daily 

language. Moreover, this village is located at a very interior part and one has to travel quite 

a long distance for educational purpose. Thus, many young families take rented house in 

nearby towns to facilitate their children to take good quality education. As most of the 

children of the village lives in the urban areas along with their parents it becomes difficult 

in the part of the village elders to teach the Tai Khamyang language. These children get the 

opportunity to learn Tai Khamyang language only during the vacation. But the time period 

is very short and lack of practice makes them to forget whatever they learnt in due course 

of time. But a quite different phenomenon has been observed in the Chalapathar village. It 

has been found that there are higher numbers of Khamyang youths in the Chalapathar 

village knowing to speak the language roughly than the older generation. These youths 

have learned the language in the village Tai language school which was established in the 

year 2005 within the premise of the village temple. In the beginning even the elders of the 

village took admission in the classes but they later discontinued. Moreover, in 2011 a Tai 

language workshop was initiated in the village in which Tai language teachers from 

Powaimukh village as well as Namphake village are invited to impart the art of speaking 

the Tai Khamyang language. The youths of this village have today set an example to the 

other villages that it is possible to revive their mother tongue with a little dedication. But it 

is to be mentioned here that the people of Chalapathar do not use Tai Khamyang as a lingua 

franca among themselves. They use Assamese as a common language. Tai Khamyangs is 

used by them only in important occasions and gatherings where other Tai speaking 

communities also gather or in literary works. However, the Disangpani village which is 

located in a close proximity to the Chalapathar village has no male individuals knowing 

speak Tai Khamyang. It has only little more than two per cent of female population 

knowing the Tai language. But these females are all daughter-in-laws mostly from 

Powaimukh village where Tai Khamyang is used as a lingua Franca and other Tai speaking 

communities.  

Thus, it can be said that though the Khamyangs in all the three selected villages 

showed different response regarding the knowledge of mother tongue. While a declining 

trend has been seen among the original Khamyang speakers of Powaimukh a rising trend 
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has been observed among the Khamyangs of Chalapathar. On the other hand the 

Disangpani village remained the same like most of the other villages where Tai Khamyang 

is not used. It has also been found out that unlike the other Buddhist Tai communities the 

impact of inter-community marriage has a very little impact on language since majority of 

the Khamyangs are Assamese speakers for some generations.  

 
Table 6.3: Status of Mother-Tongue among the Buddhist Tai Communities in Assam (percentage of 

male and female population above one years of age), 2013-2016  

Sl.No Buddhist Tai 

Communities 

Script and 

Language 
Only Language Do Not Know 

Male Female Male Female Male Female 

1. Khamyang 3.0 3.18 29.45 24.56 67.54 72.26 

2. Aiton 7.77 1.88 86.84 82.46 4.93 14.10 

3. Turung 4.14 4.26 94.55 82.32 1.29 12.24 

4. Phake 51.74 37.55 43.59 53.16 0.99 3.61 

5. Khamti 17.87 6.94 72.02 74.30 10.10 18.75 

Source: Field Study, 2013-2016. 

 

If the percentage of male and female population among the Aitons, Turungs, Phakes 

and Khamtis above one year is compared with the percentage of population of daughter-in-

laws belonging to non-Tai speaking communities, than it can be observed that the more is 

the number of daughter-in-laws belonging to non-Tai speaking communities, the more is 

the percentage of both male and female population who do not know to speak the mother 

tongue (Table 6.4). However, it can also be observed that the case is quite different among 

the Turungs, where though the Turungs have the highest percentage of daughter-in-laws 

belonging to non-Turung speaking communities (56.95 per cent) but the percentage of 

population not knowing to speak Turung is much lower in comparison to the three Tai 

speaking communities since the Turung language do not belong to the Tai language family 

and is easier to learn the language even in the later stage of life. Thus, the children in most 

of the cases, though have not learned the language from their mother learn the language 

from the other members of the family or the villagers. Moreover, even most of the 

daughter-in-laws also learn Turung in due course of time. Another important thing which 

has been noticed is that the percentage of female population not knowing the mother tongue 
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is always higher than the male population since the female population also includes the 

daughter-in-laws belonging to the other non-Tai speaking communities. 

 

Table 6.4: Relationship between the Percentages of Daughter-in-laws belonging to non-Tai 

speaking Communities and Percentage of Female population above one year not 

knowing to speak Mother-Tongue, 2013-2016 

Sl.

No 
Buddhist Tai 

Communities 

Percentage of DIL 

belonging to non-

Tai speaking 

Communities 

Percentage of Male 

population above one 

year not knowing to 

speak Mother-Tongue 

Percentage of Female 

population above one 

year not knowing to 

speak Mother-Tongue 

1. Phake 13.57 0.99 3.61 

2. Aiton 32.15 4.93 14.1 

3. Khamti 48.11 10.1 18.75 

4. Turung* 56.95 1.29 12.24 

*Non-Tai speaking community (the percentage of daughter-in-laws enumerated belongs to non-Turung 

speaking communities), DIL= Daughter-in-laws 

Source: Field Study, 2013-2016. 

 

 

6.1.5  Changes in the use of Traditional Personal Names 

Now-a-days it is common to find many people among the concerned communities using 

other types of personal names rather than traditional Tai names. This may be because of the 

impact of Sanskritization on some of these communities which have also occurred 

throughout the Indian history and which is still continuing. It is actually a process through 

which tribal and other groups of people changes their customs, traditions and rituals to be at 

par with the caste Hindus so that they may also claim a higher status in the society 

(Srinivas, 1969). At present the use of Hindu and traditional Assamese names is quite 

common to be observed among most of the Tai communities in Assam due to the rapid 

process of acculturation. In fact some communities have a very high majority of their 

population having Hindu and Assamese names. A significant use of Pali names has also 

been observed among some of the communities. For example, names like Inawati, 

Bafawati, Mansistra, Suwana, etc. are quite common. The use of Pali styled names has been 

mainly influenced by the Theravada Buddhism which all the communities follow. 

However, the response of the five communities is much different in this regard.  
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It has been found that almost the entire Phake population uses the traditional Tai 

names (Table 6.5). There are only a few cases among the Phakes using other types of 

personal names. But the other types of names mostly belong to the daughter-in-laws 

belonging to the other communities. The Phakes have strictly maintained their tradition in 

naming the new born only with traditional Tai names. Another reason behind this is the fact 

that the Phake community keeps themselves isolated from the influence of other 

communities. They are in fact much orthodox regarding their customs and traditions thus 

they generally do not promote using other types of personal names unlike the other four 

communities. The Khamtis (42.96 per cent) and the Aitons (42.11 per cent) on the other 

hand have only less than half of their population using Tai names while the Khamyangs and 

the Turungs have only less than a quarter of their population using Tai names.   

The use of Pali styled names is highest among the Khamtis (8.70 per cent) followed 

by the Aitons (2.51 per cent) and Turungs (2.05 per cent). The Khamyangs and the Phakes 

have only less than one per cent of their total population having these kinds of names. All 

the five communities also have few persons having personal names of other tribes. These 

are all in fact daughter-in-laws belonging to other non-Tai tribes of Northeast India. These 

types of names are more among the Aiton, Phake and Turung because the villages of these 

three communities are mostly surrounded by other non-Tai tribes and inter-community 

marriage sometimes occurs among these communities. But the proportion of these types of 

names is very less in comparison to Tai, Hindu and Pali styled names. It has also been 

observed that there quite a few incidents where the parents gave English names to their 

children. But individuals with such names have been observed only among the Turungs, 

Aitons and Khamyangs. The use of such names has not been observed among the Phakes 

and the Khamtis (Table 6.5). 

There has been quite a high use of Hindu or Assamese names among the 

Khamyangs (76.04 per cent) and the Turungs (74.22 per cent) as most of the villages of 

these two communities are located in places which are mostly dominated by other Hindu 

Assamese communities. The Aitons and the Khamtis also have almost half of their 

population using such names. The use of these kinds of names is very rare to be observed 

among the Phakes. It has been found that only 2.91 per cent of the Phake population uses 
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Hindu or Assamese names and all of them belong to the daughter-in-laws belonging to 

other communities. But since inter-community marriage is very rare among the Phakes thus 

other types of names are also rare among them (Figure 6.7). 

Table 6.5: Types of Names among the Buddhist Tai Communities in Assam (percentage of 

total population), 2013-2016 

Sl.No Buddhist Tai 

Communities 
Tai Pali 

Hindu/ 

Assamese 

Other 

Tribal 
English 

1. Khamyang 22.72 0.31 76.04 0.40 0.53 

2. Aiton 42.11 2.51 53.27 1.21 0.90 

3. Turung 21.0 2.05 74.22 1.24 1.49 

4. Phake 94.82 0.99 2.91 1.28 - 

5. Khamti 42.96 8.70 47.89 0.45 - 

Source: Field Study, 2013-2016. 

When comparison is made on the basis of age-group a different result has been 

found. For this the population from 0-35 years of age has been categorized as younger age-

group, 36-64 years has been categorized as middle age group and population above 65 

years has been categorized as older group. However, the daughters-in-laws belonging to 

other non-Buddhist Tai communities have been excluded from this analysis to show the 

status of names only within the communities. It has been found that the Phakes have almost 

cent per cent of its population having traditional Tai names in all the three age groups 

which signifies that the community is static and conservative in this aspect of culture. A 

peculiar phenomenon has been observed among the Khamyangs and the Turungs. It has 

been found that the younger age-groups of these two communities have much higher 

proportion of individuals having traditional Tai names than the middle age-groups. In fact 

the proportion of younger age-group having Tai names is also slightly higher than the older 

age-groups among both these communities (Figure 6.9). This signifies that both these 

communities are in a process of revival of their Tai culture which was diminishing one 

generation ahead. The people started realizing that they are losing their actual identity in 

the midst of the Assamese culture which is in fact a very rich and unique identity. Actually 

this realization was more among the individuals of the middle age-group who on realizing 

the change in their culture started naming their children with traditional names rather than 
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other Hindu and Assamese names. The middle age-group has lower proportion of 

population having Tai names among these two communities because their parents did not 

give much emphasis to the Tai cultural identity then. Thus, a positive move can be seen 

among the Khamyangs and Turungs in respect to the process of cultural revival.  

Among the Aitons also it has been observed that the middle age group (40.35 per 

cent) has lower proportion of population having Tai names than the younger group (48.33 

per cent) but the difference is not much. The older group (72.22 per cent) of this 

community has much higher proportion of its population having Tai names than the other 

two age-groups (Figure 6.9). Thus, it can be said that identity consciousness among the 

Aitons is also increasing like the Khamyangs and the Turungs. In fact they are more 

conscious than the Khamyangs and the Turungs. 

The Khamtis on the other hand have almost same proportion of population among 

the middle (57.59 per cent) and older age-groups (57.37 per cent) having Tai names. But 

the younger age-group (43.22 per cent) of this community has less proportion of its 

population having Tai names in comparison with the other age-groups and the difference is 

almost fourteen per cent (Figure 6.9). This means that it is the middle age-group which was 

not much concerned about this aspect of cultural identity and thus most of them opted for 

Hindu and other Assamese names to name their children. However, at present the new 

generation is much concerned in preserving the Khamti culture and reviving the traditions.  

 

Figure 6.9: Percentage of total Population having Traditional Tai Names among Different Age-

Groups among the Buddhist Tai Communities in Assam, 2013-2016 
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6.2  Changes in Material Culture 

Changes can also be observed in the material culture of the Buddhist Tai communities of 

Assam. The indices selected to study the rate of change in material culture among the 

concerned communities include change in dress pattern; change in weaving practices; 

change in types of looms among the Phakes; change in house types; change in the types of 

domesticated animals and change in agricultural implements used. 

6.2.1 Changes in Dress Pattern 

Over the years a lot of alteration has occurred in the traditional dressing pattern among all 

the five Buddhist Tai communities in Assam. Detailed information regarding the various 

changes in the traditional outfits has been taken in the course of discussion with the village 

elders who had observed the transformation in the dressing pattern during their life time.  

Changes in the Traditional Attires among the Khamyangs 

There has been two major phases of transformation in the traditional attires among the 

Khamyangs. In the first phase the transformation was from Tai traditional attires to 

Assamese attires and the second phase was from Assamese attires to Tai traditional attires 

again. Although it is unclear what exactly the Khamyangs used to wear when they first 

came to Assam but it is said that the use of the black shin by the females is since time 

immemorial. But according to the some of the senior village elders, the elderly male folks 

among the Khamyangs one generation ahead used to wear white dhoti like the other 

Assamese communities (Plate 6.2). According to Kunja Shyam of Disangpani village, her 

father-in-law continued to wear dhoti till his death. But at present the use of dhoti has been 

completely discarded and pha-lung has been adopted as the traditional male attire. During 

the field survey not a single person wearing dhoti has been encountered in any of the three 

villages surveyed. The elderly male folks can be observed wearing the pha-lung in their 

day-to-day life. The younger generations though sometimes prefer to wear the pha-lung in 

their home but in festivals and rituals it is customary for all the male folks to wear the pha-

lung. She also said that in the past even sai-kap was also an integral part of the traditional 
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Khamyang costume but now-a-days it is used only used in marriage and while performing 

traditional dances. According to Deepa Shyam, a Khamyang resident of Duliajan, her 

mother gave her the sai-kap in her wedding and she had used it only in her wedding day. 

After that she never used it in any occasions and it had since then it lied in one corner of her 

cupboard. 

 
Source: Kyong, 2016. 

Plate 6.2: An Old Photograph of Khamyang Males Wearing Dhoti in Disangpani 

It has also been informed that during the last decade of the twentieth century most 

of the female folks of the Khamyang villages of Sibsagar and Jorhat districts started using 

Assamese mekhela chadar by almost discarding their traditional outfits. Only the old 

female folks were seen using the traditional outfits. But from the beginning of the twenty-

first century the Khamyangs started realizing that their cultural identity was fading at a very 

rapid rate, thus from 2003-2004 discussions were held among the various village elders of 

various Khamyang villages under the leadership of the Chalapathar village and the use of 

traditional attires like the black shin and the white or muga long-wat was promoted among 

the females. At present all the married female folks in all the Khamyang villages use the 

traditional Khamyang attires when they are in home and village. Even when they visit 

nearby places they prefer to use their own attires. Even the grown up girls now-a-days 

prefer to wear newly designed wrappers when they are in villages. The use of traditional 

outfits by the Khamyang people now-a-days has helped the other Assamese communities 

and outsiders to identify the Khamyangs from the other Assamese communities. Now-a-
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days it is very common among the Khamyang females to use Burmese wrappers in their 

day-to-day lives. These kinds of wrappers according to the villagers are actually 

comfortable and even affordable and are mostly purchased from traders from Moreh of 

Manipur who visits the villages periodically. 

Changes in the Traditional Attires among the Aitons 

Like the Khamyangs the Aiton males also used to wear dhoti in the past. But now-a-days 

they prefer their own traditional pha-tong. The middle and the older male folks in the Aiton 

villages always prefer to wear their traditional attires while they are in the village. The 

younger generation however prefers to wear the traditional costume only during the 

festivals and rituals.  

A significant change in the female apparels among the Aitons is the change in the 

colour of the rang-wat among the Aitons. According to Nang Rupa Lazom of Balipathar 

village, in the past all the married females among the Aitons and the Turungs used to wear 

white rang-wat but during the last two and a half decade the white rang-wat was gradually 

substituted by the green rang-wat which was generally used only by the Khamtis. At 

present almost all the married females use the green rang-wat. Only a few elderly ladies 

can be seen wearing the white one. She also said that her mother till her death used only the 

white rang-wat and never used the green one during her life time. Muga and tussar rang-

wats are used only in special occasions like marriage and other important festivities.  

According to the same respondent, in the past after the girls attain puberty they used 

a white piece of attire called pha-bing-khing to cover the body from breast to the waist. 

Even the married females used the same attire along with the rang-wat. But during that 

period the Aiton females mostly used the common Indian blouse which covered only the 

breast portion but as the naval portion remains exposed thus, they used the pha-bing-khing 

on the top of the blouse to cover it. But later the use of modern long tops became a trend 

among them and thus the pha-bing-khing was no longer required. Thus, at present the use 

of pha-bing-khing ceased to exist among the Aitons. 

It has also been informed that even in the past the Aitons had their own white 

traditional scarf, pha-kong-kho but with the passage of time it was gradually replaced by 
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the Assamese fulam gamusa. But nearly ten years back the use of the traditional pha-

khong-kho was revived among the Aitons by discontinuing the use of Assamese gamusa in 

their traditional rituals as it was diluting their ethnic stronghold. Now-a-days the Aitons 

youths use pha-kong-kho in many festivals and dances. 

Like the Khamyangs, the Aiton females do not use the traditional belt sai-rang in 

their daily life. They only use it while performing traditional dances and in weddings. 

However, during the field study an elderly lady in the Silonijan market area was observed 

wearing the sai-rang in her waist. She was from the Borgaon village which was not much 

far from the Ahomoni village. In the same way the Aitons females too use Burmese 

wrappers in their daily life. It is also common among the Aitons to use Phake styled shins 

by both married and unmarried females in their day-to-day life. But the married females do 

not use these kinds of shins in religious occasions. In such occasions they mostly prefer 

only their own shins. 

Changes in the Traditional Attires among the Turungs 

As discussed in the previous chapter that a lower male traditional garment of the Turungs 

called baka is different from the other Buddhist Tai communities with respect to the colour 

combination and designs. This traditional lower garment is in fact much similar or almost 

same with the Singpho community with which the Turungs bears much resemblance in 

language and some culture. But now-a-days it is quite common among the Turungs to use 

the lower garments belonging to the other Buddhist Tai communities along with their own 

garment. During the field visit to the Basapathar village, not a single person was observed 

using the traditional Turung baka and all of the male villagers encountered were wearing an 

Aiton pha-tong. However, in Rajapukhuri and Balipathar many Turung males still do use 

the traditional design. However, it is very rare among the males of the other Buddhist Tai 

communities to wear a Turung baka. According to the Aiton female folks the Turung lower 

garment of the males is quite simple in comparison to them. Now-a-days it is also quite 

fashionable among the Turung youths to use the Singpho head scarf pha-jet. 
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Like the Khamyangs and the Aitons females the Turung females also no longer use 

their traditional belt sing-ket in their daily life. They too use this belt only in traditional 

dances and weddings. 

Changes in the Traditional Attires among the Phakes 

Like the other communities the Phakes also made many changes in their traditional attires 

in due course of time. While there are some attires which are no longer used, there some 

which are now-a-days used only in some specific occasions. Like the other Tai 

communities the Phakes also had used a very long fragile belt called sai-sin woven out of 

muga yarn to keep intact the shin in the waist. But no one can see the cloth outside the 

costume as it is hidden inside the waist. But gradually it was substituted by the petticoat. At 

present it is present only in few households as family heirloom.  

The Phakes also had a very beautiful smooth and soft colourful head scarf called 

pha-sa-pa which was used by the young Phake girls many years ago. It was made of pure 

soft silk but it was not woven by the Phakes, thus the girls in olden days went on foot to the 

neighboring Myanmar to purchase them. Today it is available in only some few households 

where they are preserved with utmost care. Now-a-days younger girls use pha-kong-kho as 

a head dress instead of pha-sa-pa. 

According to Oak Chon Weingken of Namphake village, the Phakes in the past did 

not use the pha-noung. Instead they used the pha-po-tchung which was worn like a dhoti. 

Now-a-days no one uses pha-po-tchung in any of the Phake villages. Only in few weddings 

it is used by the grooms. Moreover, the weaving of pha-po-tchung was done in pure muga 

silk which was dyed in natural colours which the present generation finds very difficult to 

weave. She also said that the design of the white cross-shoulder attire pha-fouk which the 

Phakes wear now-a-days was actually borrowed from the Khamti pha-mai. In the past the 

Phakes mostly used Assamese chadar for this purpose.  

Ngipethon Gohain of Long Jong village in the outskirts of Namphake, said that in 

the past the Phakes used the pha-ho in many occasions but at present only the elderly males 

and females use the pha-ho and that too only in religious occasions.  
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Unlike the other Buddhist communities the Phake female folks rarely use shins of 

other communities. During the field visits no females were seen wearing shins belonging to 

other communities. They only use their own traditional costume. 

Changes in Traditional Attires among the Khamtis 

Unlike the other four communities the original traditional costumes of the Khamtis are 

quite simple and elegant. As discussed earlier that the original shin of the Khamtis is pure 

black and till today the married and aged Khamti females wear only the pure black shin. 

However, now-a-days the young unmarried Khamti girls of Narayanpur prefer to use multi-

coloured floral shins like the Aitons. But unlike the Aiton shin, a Khamti shin does not 

have the bottom floral border. The Khamti floral motifs in the shins are in fact very large 

and cover most of the part of the shin. But unlike the pure black shin these floral shins are 

not stitched and are mostly worn like wrappers (Plate 6.3). According to Nang Nika 

Namchoom of Borkhamti village, the floral designs in the Khamti shins were actually 

borrowed from the Aiton shins.  

 According to Mrs. Mira Namchoom, mother of Nang Nika Namchoom, earlier the 

traditional green lang-wat was used even by the unmarried girls. However, the lang-wat 

was not worn in the waist like the way married women does but was wrapped around the 

chest. Thus, it was possible to distinguish between the married and unmarried females. 

There were two ways to wear the lang-wat by the unmarried females, one was above the 

top and the other was inside the top by letting one corner of the lang-wat outside the top 

above the waist. But now-a-days the unmarried females no longer use lang-wat. According 

to Nang Lopani Manlong of Sri Bhuyan village, in the past even the Khamtis used to wear 

muga lang-wat like the Khamyangs, Aitons and Turungs in some special occasions but 

now-a-days they no longer use muga lang-wat since muga yarn is obtained by killing the 

pupa and killing of any living beings is against the principles of Buddhism. She also said 

that in the past even the Khamtis girls who attained puberty had to start wearing a white 

apparel to cover their chest but it was replaced by the lang-wat.  Later on and even the 

lang-wat was not used any more by the unmarried girls. Likewise, there were many other 
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types of attires among the Khamtis but most of them have disappeared with the due course 

of time. 

 Like the Khamyangs and the Aitons the young Khamti girls also use the Burmese 

wrappers extensively but the married females only use their own pitch black shin. The 

married Khamti women of Narayanpur avoid using other new types of apparels.  

 
          Picture Courtesy: Lengdon Handique 

Plate 6.3: Young Khamti girls wearing floral Shins 

6.2.2 Changes in Weaving Practices 

As discussed in the previous chapter that the art of weaving is one of the basic inherent 

quality which almost all the Buddhist Tai women possess. In fact the women folks of the 

communities are renowned for their weaving skills all over Assam. Thus, weaving is one of 

the most important identity aspects for the Buddhist Tai communities in Assam. At one 

point of time each and every households had looms and weaving was a continuous process 

all throughout the year. After one piece of cloth is completed another gets started. Another 

reason behind this is the fact that traditional Tai attires are not available in the local markets 

and since the Buddhist Tai communities do not use other kinds of Assamese attires, thus 

they weave out their own attires. But now-a-days a slight change can be observed in the 

practice of weaving among the selected communities. It has been found that some of the 

households in the surveyed villages do not practice weaving. These members of these 
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households normally depends on the finished products of other households where weaving 

is done professionally. In some cases the yarn is purchased and given to the weavers where 

the later divides the finished products equally between both the parties. The households 

which do not practice weaving mostly belong to the families where both the husband and 

wife are service holders. The wives do not get sufficient time to engage in weaving and 

thus the art slowly disappears from the household as the technique of weaving cannot be 

imparted to the daughters by their mother. Later on, when these daughters will be married 

to a different family this process of discontinuity will spread.  

 It has been found that the Phake community has 94.23 per cent the households 

engaged in weaving activities. It is mainly because none of the Phake attires are available in 

the local markets. Moreover, since there is a tradition among the Phakes that all the major 

attires of the Phake like the pha-noung, shin, nang-wat, etc. should be of at least two 

pieces, thus it becomes almost mandatory for each of the households to weave their attires 

in their own traditional loin loom. The Khamyangs also have 93.33 per cent of households 

where weaving is still practiced which is almost equal with the Phakes.  

From the data collected, it has been found that only 82.19 per cent households 

among the Aitons and 80.57 per cent of the Turung households are engaged in weaving. 

This is mainly because of the engagement of the females in some of those households in the 

service sector. The other few households belongs to the families where the female members 

are either too old to continue weaving or households where there are no female members. 

But during the field survey it has also been found that there are even cases of male 

members engaged in weaving activities. Two such cases were found in Rajapukhuri Turung 

village, where the males were engaged as professional weavers.  

The Khamtis have the least percentage of households engaged in weaving activities 

where only 73.19 per cent of the total households practice weaving. According, to Nang 

Nika Namchoom, now-a-days Khamti attire like pha-mai is mostly made by the 

neighbouring weavers belonging to the Mishing community. The Mishings women are very 

skill weavers and thus the Khamti women gave them the motif designs which are required 

to be woven in a pha-mai. Now-a-days the Mishing makes exquisite pha-mais and they sell 

the finished products to the needy Khamti buyers.  
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Figure 6.10: Percentage of Households among the Buddhist Tai Communities in Assam where 

weaving is practiced, 2013-2016 

Other than changes in weaving practices another gradual change has been observed 

among the Phakes. As discussed in the previous chapter that the type of loom used by the 

Phake community is much different than the other communities. The Phake loom is in fact 

a semi-loin loom. Though all the weaving households in the Phake villages use the 

traditional loom but now-a-days other types of looms such the modern handloom and 

Assamese loom can also be observed in some of the households. But the three villages have 

different responses in this regard. It has been observed that the people of Namphake still 

hold their traditional pattern of weaving. There is only one household in the Long Jong 

village in the outskirts of Namphake where the ki-huk is not used. The wife of this 

household belongs to the Assamese community and she does not know how to use the 

traditional Phake loom. Thus, only 9.23 cent of the total households in Namphake has other 

types of handlooms. While in Borfakial, 29.73 per cent of the households have modern 

handlooms (Table 6.6). On querying about why the people in the Borfakial village opted for 

the modern handloom along with the traditional one, Ampow Weingken said that it was 

only a superstitious belief of the old women folks about the joint garments. According to 

her, in the past the Phake people had only the traditional looms on which they cannot 

weave broad pieces of fabrics. Today, with the availability of modern handlooms they can 

save much time and energy. Moreover, they can make shins and nang-wats in one piece. 

But in traditional rituals they still use the old fashioned attires (Buragohain and Das, 2017). 

There are only two households in Ningam where the females use modern handlooms.  
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Thus, it can be said that the Phakes of Borfakial are more welcoming to embrace 

change and are not much guided by taboos and superstitions.  

Table 6.6: Percentage of Households having different types of looms among the Phakes, 2013-2014 

Sl.No Phake Villages Ki-Huk Modern Handloom 

1. Namphake 92.10 9.23 

2. Borfakial 94.60 29.73 

3. Ningam 96.0 8.0 

Source: Field Survey, 2013-2014. 

 

 

Plate 6.4: A Phake Woman weaving a Traditional Nang-Wat in a modern Handloom in Borfakial 

Village 

6.2.3 Changes in House Types 

There have been a lot of changes in the house types among all the Tai communities in 

Assam. A rapid conversion from traditional raised platform houses to modern RCC and tin 

roofed concrete houses can be observed in the field. It has found that the Phakes have a 

very high number of traditional houses in comparison to the other communities. However, 

even among the Phakes a different type of modification in their traditional house type has 

been noticed in the field. It has been observed that now-a-days there has been a tendency 

among the Phakes to avoid making the traditional parallel twin roofed houses. Instead of 

twin roof most of the families have started making single roofed houses or construct the 
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houses in „L‟ pattern as discussed in the previous chapter. According to Late Aichelet 

Hailoung of Namphake village, who himself was an expert in traditional house construction 

said that in the twin roofed houses there is a constant problem of leakage in the canal  

located in between the two parallel roofs during heavy rainfall. This canal was originally 

made from the trunk of the sewa tree (Caryota urenes. L). Moreover, excretion of birds in 

the canal often leads to the germination of seeds which the birds consume. These later 

cause great deal of problems. Thus, new families now-a-days prefer to construct single 

roofed houses or „L‟ shaped twin roofed houses (Plate 6.5). Other than traditional houses 

modern concrete house types (8.84 per cent) are very rare among the Phakes. From the data 

collected it has been found that the Namphake village (44.73 per cent) the highest 

percentage of traditional parallel twin roofed houses in comparison to the other two 

villages. The proportion of parallel twin roofed houses in the Borfakial and Ningam village 

is less than half the percentage in Namphake village. Borfakial and Ningam have much 

more modified roofed houses than Namphake village (Table 6.7). 

Table 6.7: Types of Traditional Houses among the Phakes (percentage of total households), 2013-

2014 

Sl.No. Phake Villages Traditional Paralleled 

Double Roofed Houses 

Modified Roofed 

Houses 

1. Namphake 44.73 30.26 

2. Borfakial 18.91 72.97 

3. Ningam 16.0 84.0 

Source: Field Study, 2013-2014. 

         
     „L‟ Roofed Traditional Phake House in Ningam      Single Roofed Traditional Phake house in Namphake 

Plate 6.5: Modified Versions of Traditional House Types among the Phakes 
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Thus, almost ninety per cent of the households among the Phakes are traditional 

raised platform houses. Other than traditional house types there are also other house types 

among the Phakes. But such kinds of houses are present only in the Namphake and 

Borfakial villages. The Ningam village does not have any modern house types. The Assam 

type mud-baked houses (2.19 per cent) mostly belong to new families who are not strong 

economically. The Assam type concrete houses and RCC houses mostly belongs to the 

wealthy families. The Khamtis also have 49.88 per cent of the total households constructed 

in traditional manner. But it has been found that the Turungs (4.48 per cent), Aitons (5.51 

per cent) and Khamyangs (8.57 per cent) have much lower number of households 

constructed in traditional way (Table 6.8). In fact the Basapathar Turung village and the 

Chalapathar Khamyang village has no traditional house types. Majority of the houses in the 

Basapathar village are Assam type mud-baked. There are only three semi-concrete tin 

roofed houses in Basapathar. According to Aicha Lazom of Balipathar village, earlier every 

household were constructed in a traditional manner. But later it became very difficult to 

collect the raw materials like timber and other forest produce for constructional purpose 

ever since many became forests became protected and the villagers were not permitted to 

cut trees for construction. Among the Khamyangs, only the Powaimukh village of the 

Khamyangs has few traditional houses left. It has thus been found that the Turungs have the 

highest percentage of Assam type mud-baked houses followed by the Aitons and the 

Khamyangs. In fact more than half of the total households of the Aiton and the Turung 

community are mud-baked houses as many of the households among them have very low 

monthly income and thus they cannot afford to construct concrete houses (Table 4.12).  

The Assam type concrete houses are highest among the Khamyangs (26.34 per 

cent), Khamtis (25.95 per cent) and the Aitons (21.58 per cent). Some of the concrete 

Assam type houses have also been constructed under the government scheme of Indira 

Gandhi Awas Yojana. The other houses belong mostly to the families which are financially 

sound. There are even some Assam type semi-concrete households among the Aitons 

(17.64 per cent), Turungs (8.68 per cent), Khamyangs (15.31 per cent) and the Khamtis 

(9.06 per cent). The age of the semi-concrete households are actually much older than the 

concrete houses. The walls of these houses are mostly half concrete and half reed which 
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have been plastered with clay. Now-a-days such types of houses are not constructed by any 

one in Assam since it has become very difficult to collect reeds in such a large quantity to 

construct such house types.  

The RCC house types are highest among the Khamyangs (7.38 per cent) because 

many Khamyang families of Chalapathar and Disangpani villages are engaged in highly 

paid service sector. There are very few RCC houses among the Aitons, Turungs and the 

Phakes. No RCC houses have been found among the Khamtis during the field survey 

(Table 6.8). 

Table 6.8: House-Types among the Buddhist Tai Communities in Assam (percentage of total 

households), 2013-2016 

Sl.No 
Buddhist Tai 

Commmunities 
Traditional 

Assam Type 

mud-baked 

Assam 

Type 

Concrete 

Assam Type 

Semi-

Concrete 

RCC 

1. Khamyang 8.57 42.40 26.34 15.31 7.38 

2. Aiton 5.51 52.79 21.58 17.64 2.48 

3. Turung 4.48 66.62 16.44 8.68 3.78 

4. Phake 88.97 2.19 4.87 - 3.97 

5. Khamti 49.88 15.11 25.95 9.06 - 

Source: Field Survey, 2013-2016.                    

6.2.4 Changes in Agricultural Practices 

Agriculture is one of the basic ethnic identity indicators among the Buddhist Tai 

communities in Assam. All the surveyed villages were surrounded by paddy fields. Though 

many of the households do not practice cultivation they at least lease out their agricultural 

land to families who are actively engaged in cultivation. But now-a-days there are many 

households in the surveyed villages which do now own any agricultural land. It has been 

found that 17.36 per cent of Aiton households do not possess any agricultural land. This is 

mainly because of the high fragmentation of land between the families. Moreover, the 

population of the Aitons and Turungs is very high in comparison to the agricultural land in 

the Balipathar village. The Bhitor Kalioni village of the Aitons is surrounded by the river 

Kalioni from all the sides. Thus, expansion of agricultural land is impossible. Moreover, 
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this village is constantly raided by wild elephants. These elephants regularly destroy the 

crops and thus, the villagers of this village opted for other sources of living.  

The Phakes and the Turungs have few families who do not possess agricultural 

land. 5.32 per cent of the Phake households and 3.28 per cent of the Turung households do 

not possess their own agricultural land. All the households of Borpathar Khamti village and 

Sri Bhuyan village have their own paddy fields. But 17.14 per cent of the households in 

Borkhamti village do not have any paddy fields as most of the agricultural lands have been 

sold off to people belonging to other communities. This village is located near to the 

Narayanpur town and thus there is a high demand of land in that area. Moreover, the 

population density of the village is also very high.  

It has been found that only 0.66 per cent of the total Khamyang households 

surveyed do not have possess agricultural land. This proves that though the Khamyang 

community is economically stronger than the other communities but they have still retained 

the tradition of cultivation.  

Another significant change which has been observed in the surveyed village is the 

modernization in the process of cultivation. Modern technologies have successfully made 

their way into the agricultural sector among the concerned communities. Tractors and 

power tillers are now-a-days used by many families along with the traditional equipments 

to increase the productivity of the crops. Many of the households own these modern 

implements, while some households borrow these implements from the households having 

those implements. The use of these agricultural equipments helps the cultivators to cultivate 

the crops efficiently and at a very fast rate. It thus saves time and energy as harvesting and 

tilling becomes very easy when those equipments are engaged in agriculture. Moreover, 

traditional method of cultivation requires much larger labour force in comparison to 

modern methods of cultivation. This, in turn saves money which was once required to pay 

the wage labourers.  

It has been found that the Phakes have the highest percentage of households who 

still practice cultivation using the traditional implements and techniques in comparison to 

the other communities. 78.52 per cent of the total households engaged in cultivation use 

only the traditional implements in the cultivation process. Half of the rest of the households 
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uses both traditional as well as modern agricultural implements while the other half uses 

only modern implements. Unlike the Phakes, the Aitons have 19.04 per cent of the total 

agricultural households who use only the traditional equipments. 49.60 per cent of their 

agrarian households use only the modern equipments like tractors and power tillers. The 

rest of the households use both the traditional and modern techniques (Table 6.10). 

Among the Turungs an interesting observation has been made. It has been found 

that the Turung agriculturalists use either the traditional agricultural implements or only 

modern implements. 44.02 per cent of their cultivating households use only the traditional 

implements while the other half (55.98 per cent) uses only the modern implements. In fact 

the Turungs have the highest percentage of households which use only modern agricultural 

implements (Table 6.10). 

It has been found that the Khamyangs have 25.02 per cent of the total cultivating 

households who use only modern agricultural equipments. 40.98 per cent of the households 

use both traditional and modern implements whereas 34 per cent of the households use only 

the traditional implements (Table 6.9). But there is an intra-community difference among 

the Khamyangs regarding this matter. It has been found that almost all the households in 

Powai Mukh village cultivate using only the traditional agricultural tools and implements 

because most of the households belongs to the low income-families who cannot afford 

modern agricultural implements. Only one household use the modern tools along with the 

traditional implements. In the Chalapathar village there are no households where only 

traditional implements are used. In almost all the households, modern tools are used along 

with the traditional ones. Among the Khamtis, 61.91 per cent of the households use both 

the traditional and modern agricultural implements while the rest of the households use 

only the traditional implements. There are no households which uses only the modern 

implements (Table 6.9).  

  Thus, it can be said that the majority of the concerned communities have accepted 

the modern technologies and innovations which were made on agricultural sector. Use of 

these techniques can help these communities to make themselves self sufficient in 

agricultural sector. Another thing which has been noticed is that the Phake community is 
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not much prone to change in many factors. They are in fact much inclined towards their 

traditional methods of cultivation in comparison to the other communities. 

Table 6.9: Agricultural implements used by the Buddhist Tai Communities in Assam (percentage 

of total household engaged in agricultural activities), 2013-2016 

Sl.No Buddhist Tai 

Communities 
Only Traditional 

Both Traditional 

and Modern 
Only Modern 

1. Khamyang 34.0 40.98 25.02 

2. Aiton 19.04 31.36 49.60 

3. Turung 44.02 - 55.98 

4. Phake 78.52 10.42 11.06 

5. Khamti 38.09 61.91 - 

Source: Field Study, 2013-2016. 

6.2.5  Changes in Animal Domestication and Livestock Rearing Practices 

As discussed in the previous chapter, the Buddhist Tai communities are not supposed to 

domesticate animals such as duck, chicken, pig, goat, etc. as they are considered as impure 

according to Buddhism. Thus, majority of the households refrain from domesticating such 

animals. But now-a-days there is a growing tendency among the households to domesticate 

animals which are prohibited. It has been found that majority of the households of all the 

five communities domesticate cows for milk and cultivation. But only a few Phake (1.33 

per cent) and Khamyang (1.09 per cent) households have domesticated buffaloes for 

agricultural purposes. These two animals as discussed in the previous chapter are actually 

allowed to be domesticated according to Buddhism. However, it has been found that a 

majority of the households of the Khamyang, Turung, Phake and Khamti have country 

chicken in their houses. The Khamyangs (77.11 per cent) have the highest percentage of 

households followed by the Phakes (66.51 per cent). Both the Turungs and the Khamtis 

have almost half of their total households having country chickens (Table 6.10). But these 

households rear country chicken mainly for eggs. They never kill the chicken for 

consumption. The Aitons (15. 79 per cent) have least households having chickens. 

However, now-a-days there are also some cases among the Aitons where some individual 

households own broiler chicken farms for business purposes.  Hukhe Lazom of Balipathar 

village has a broiler farm by the side of the road which leads to the Balipathar village (Plate 
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6.6). This chicken farm helps him to run his family smoothly. Even his wife helps him in 

his business whenever she gets time. Like chicken, ducks are also now-a-days reared in 

some households for eggs. But unlike chicken, ducks are reared only in a few households 

since rearing of ducks requires constant vigilance of the owners. No Phake households have 

been found in the surveyed villages where ducks are reared (Table 6.10).  

Other than poultry, livestock like pigs and goats are also reared now-a-days in some 

households of the concerned communities. Pigs are reared for the purpose of selling to the 

butchers of the local markets. No members of the concerned communities slaughter pigs for 

consumption. In marriages and other occasions if it is required than people belonging to 

other communities are called upon to kill the pig for the feast outside the village. It has 

been found that the Phakes (36.75 per cent) have the highest percentage of households 

rearing pigs in comparison to the other communities (Table 6.10). However, it requires to 

be mentioned here that in the Namphake village not a single households have been found 

where pigs are reared. This village is very strict regarding this matter. According to some of 

the villagers of Namphake, other than religious issues another important reason why they 

avoid rearing pigs is because of the fact that when pigs are reared a very foul smell is 

created which makes the environment unhygienic. The Khamyangs (34.04 per cent) stands 

in second position after the Phakes in pig farming whereas the Khamtis stand in third 

position. The Aitons (3.27 per cent) and the Turungs (6.59 per cent) have the least 

percentage of households having pig farms. The percentages of households among these 

two communities are much less in comparison to the other three communities (Table 6.10). 

But like chicken farming, a growing tendency for pig farming can also be seen among the 

Turungs. Purna Turung of No. 1 Rajapukhuri village, who earns his livelihood by trading 

rice in the nearby markets said, “Though farming of pigs is prohibited according to 

Buddhism, I want my younger son to start a pig farm since he did not complete his 

graduation and has nothing to do to earn his livelihood. Starting such a business would help 

in bringing financial stability in my family since pig farming is a very profitable business 

and the demand of pork in the local market is very high”. 

Like pigs goats are also reared in few households among all the communities. The 

Khamyangs, Phakes and the Turungs have almost twenty per cent of their total households 
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rearing goats but like pigs goats are also not reared in any households in Namphake village. 

The Aitons (2.06 per cent) and the Khamtis (5.55 per cent) have the least numbers of 

households rearing goats (Table 6.10). Like pigs, goats are also reared for the sole purpose 

of trading to the local butchers. 

Thus, it can be said that the Aiton community have shown much resistance to 

change regarding the traditional religious norms related to animal domestication. It has 

been found that very few households among the Aiton community are engaged in 

domesticating animals which are prohibited according to the Buddhist traditions. On the 

other hand the Phake community and the Khamyang community have shown an equally 

liberal attitude regarding this matter. It has also been found that the economic conditions of 

some families also compelled them to break the social and religious norms and engage 

themselves into businesses which are actually prohibited in the community. 

Table 6.10: Types of Livestock among the Buddhist Tai Communities in Assam (percentage of 

total households), 2013-2016 

Sl.No 
Buddhist Tai 

Communities 
Cow Buffalo Chicken Duck Pig Goat 

1. Khamyang 83.07 1.09 77.11 11.49 34.04 22.23 

2. Aiton 68.18 - 15.79 2.06 3.27 2.06 

3. Turung 68.50 - 51.36 5.41 6.59 18.22 

4. Phake 84.01 1.33 66.51 - 36.75 19.17 

5. Khamti 81.11 - 50.25 2.77 20.13 5.55 

Source: Field Study, 2013-2016. 

 

Plate 6.6: A Broiler Farm in Balipathar Village 
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6.2.6 Changes in Liquor Consumption 

As a Buddhist it was once mandatory to strictly follow the first five principles or 

Panchasheels of Buddhism. It was this strictness that the cultures and traditions of these 

communities were strictly maintained. But now-a-days deviation can be seen among the 

people who go against some of the Buddhist principles. 

 Consumption of any intoxication is against Buddhism and it is directly against the 

fifth principle of Panchasheel and a person who consumes intoxications is not seen with a 

good eye in a Buddhist Tai society. But now-a-days individuals of many households do 

consume alcohol. There are also other forms of intoxications consumed by some youths but 

data has not been collected on those forms. Data has been collected regarding the number 

of households where alcohol is consumed by the male members. For the convenience of 

study the data set has been categorized into households where the male members consume 

alcohol occasionally, regularly and never consume. It has been found that the Phakes have 

more than three fourth of their total households where alcohol is consumed occasionally. 

The Phakes are followed by the Khamyangs (62.60 per cent) and the Khamtis (61.34 per 

cent). The Aitons however have only 45.48 per cent of the total households where the male 

members consume alcohol in occasional basis. The Turungs (26.04 per cent) have the least 

proportion of households in this category (Table 6.11). 

 Regarding the households where there is an individual consuming alcohol on a 

regular basis, it has been found that the Aitons (6.06 per cent) have the highest percentage 

of households in comparison to the other communities. But the percentage of households is 

less than ten per cent of the total households. The Phakes and the Turungs also have such 

households but their proportion is below five percent of their total households. Only 0.30 

per cent of the Khamyang households have regular drinkers. The Khamtis have no such 

households in the surveyed villages (Table 6.11). 

 The community which has the highest percentage of households where alcohol is 

not consumed by any individual is Turung (71.10 per cent). Following Turung, are the 

Aiton, Khamti, and Khamyang. The Phakes (15.59 per cent) have the least numbers of 

households where alcohol is never consumed (Table 6.11).  
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 However, it requires to be mentioned here that the Buddhist Tai communities in 

Assam never prepares homemade liquor or rice beer unlike the Tai Ahoms. The alcohols 

which they consume are usually bought from wine shops. In certain occasions like marriage 

and other gatherings the male folks usually consume alcohol but they never consume in a 

high amount and lose their control. It is very rare to see someone belonging to any of these 

communities in a drunken state and creating public nuisance. The society is very strict in 

this regard.  It has been found that the persons who consume alcohol in a regular basis are 

mostly the people who had tough time in their lives. For example there is a person in the 

Ningam village of the Phakes whose wife left him. He was alone with his children and is 

engaged as a wage labourer to maintain his family and even does the household works. He 

consumes alcohol daily to relax himself of the tiredness which he incurs because of his hard 

work.  

Table 6.11: Status of Liquor Consumption among the male Buddhist Tai Population in Assam    

(percentage of total households) 2013-2016 

Sl. No. Buddhist Tai Communities Occasionally Regular Never 

1. Khamyang 62.60 0.30 37.10 

2. Aiton 45.48 6.06 48.46 

3. Turung 26.04 2.86 71.10 

4. Phake 80.43 3.98 15.59 

5. Khamti 61.34 - 38.66 

Source: Field Survey, 2013-2016. 

 

6.3 State of Cultural Continuity among the Buddhist Tai Communities 

Measuring the state of cultural continuity helps us to know which ethnic group possesses 

stronger ethnic traits in comparison to the other ethnic communities. Though all the five 

selected Tai communities retain ethnic Tai traits but it has been found that the individual 

responses of the communities are different in different grounds. Thus, a composite 

comparison of important attributes of ethnic dimension will help us to understand which 

community ranks highest in terms of ethnicity. In this study, for the purpose of measuring 

the intensity of ethnic identity, composite Z-score has been applied. Though, composite Z-
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score in general is used to determine the level of socio-economic development among 

different individuals or groups, it can also be used to measure the level of ethnicity using 

meaningful attributes. Thus, eight ethnic attributes which defines the ethnicity of the five 

Buddhist Tai communities in Assam to a large extent has been selected to give an overall 

picture. The attributes selected are: percentage of population knowing the mother tongue 

(X1); percentage of population having traditional personal names (X2); percentage of 

daughter-in-laws belonging to the same community (X3); percentage of traditional house-

types (X4), percentage of households practicing weaving (X5); percentage of households 

where individuals consume liquor (X6); percentage of households were prohibited animals 

are being domesticated (X7) and percentage of households having no agricultural land (X8). 

Here, percentage of households where individuals consume liquor, percentage of 

households were prohibited animals are being domesticated and percentage of households 

having no agricultural land have been considered as negative attributes since these 

attributes diminishes the ethnic traits of a Tai community (Table 6.12). 

 After computing the composite Z-score of the selected attributes, it has been found 

that the cultural continuity among the Phakes (5.1) is much higher in comparison to the 

other communities. In fact it is only the Phake community which has scored a positive 

score among all the communities. It is mainly because of the conservative nature of the 

Phakes which has helped them to retain their ethnic identity. All the other communities 

have scored negative values. Among the negative scorers the Aiton community (-0.61) has 

the highest score which means that the Aiton community ranks second in terms of 

continuity of culture, followed by the Turungs (-0.85) and the Khamtis (-0.96). The 

Khamyang community (-2.64) rank lowest in terms of cultural continuity (Figure 6.11).  
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Table 6.12: Attributes associated with the Continuity of Culture among the Buddhist Tai 

Communities in Assam, 2013-2016 

Buddhist Tai 

Communities 
X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 

Composite 

Z-Score 

Khamyang 30.15 22.72 60.74 8.57 93.33 62.90 77.11 0.66 -2.64 

Aiton 89.47 42.11 55.84 5.51 82.19 51.54 15.79 17.36 -0.61 

Turung 93.15 21.0 35.32 4.48 80.57 28.90 51.36 3.28 -0.85 

Phake 94.66 94.82 81.95 88.97 94.23 84.41 66.51 5.32 5.1 

Khamti 85.74 42.96 51.89 49.88 73.19 61.34 50.25 5.71 -0.96 

Mean 78.63 44.72 57.14 31.48 84.70 57.81 52.20 6.46  

SD 24.43 26.70 15.05 33.38 8.01 18.00 20.76 5.73  

Source: Field Study, 2013-2016. 

 

 

 

Figure 6.11: State of Cultural Continuity among the Buddhist Tai Communities in Assam, 2013-

2016 
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CHAPTER 7 

LOCATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE AND ITS IMPACT ON CULTURE 

 

The site and situation of a village is a very important factor which determines the state of 

culture of a particular community or a society. The physical setting of the region and the 

human environment plays a vital role in this aspect. Physical features play the role of the 

site whereas the surrounding human settlement plays the role of situation. Physical features 

like rivers, seas, deserts, mountain, plateau, valley, etc. always have an immense impact on 

human culture as the mode of life in these natural landscapes varies and they offer different 

possibilities for human development. People perform their economic activities on the basis 

of the natural landscape over which they establish their cultural landscape. This in turn 

shapes their culture in a long span of time. Thus, culture in one hand is shaped out of the 

long run interaction between the nature and man. Likewise, the composition of population 

in a given area also influences the pattern of culture of a given community. The culture of a 

community always influences the culture of the other.  

7.1 Locational Impact on Culture 

The Buddhist Tai communities in Assam live in different villages of upper Brahmaputra 

Valley. While the Aiton community lives in the western part of the valley, the Phake 

community lives in the eastern most part of the valley. After plotting the location of all the 

Buddhist Tai villages over the map of Assam it has been found that almost all the villages 

of the Aitons, Turungs, Phakes and the Khamtis are located at a close proximity to each 

other except the Khamyangs. Though the Khamyang villages are very few but they are 

located quite far from one another. It is the only community whose villages have spread 

over four districts in upper Assam. Most of the villages of all the other four communities 

are in close proximity to each other and thus cooperation between all the villages becomes 

easy. This cooperation helps in keeping the minor culture in continuity. This may also be 

another reason for which the state of cultural continuity among the Khamyang community 

is lowest and Phake has the highest. 
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Living in close proximity helps in binding a community in close contact with one 

another. This is particularly more important when the community is an ethnic minority 

living within the influence of a large major different community speaking different 

language and having different culture and religion. Living in isolation leads to gradual 

acculturation and assimilation of culture which with the passage of time will wipe out most 

of the parent culture and tradition.  

7.2 Influence of Neighbouring Communities on Culture  

The composition of the neighbouring communities also plays a significant role in 

influencing the culture of the host community. There is always a tendency to follow the 

traditions of a community which is attracting and friendly in nature. Moreover, a 

community having a rich cultural heritage always inspires their neighbouring communities 

to keep their culture intact and rich just like their neighbours. This perception is created 

either consciously and unconsciously among the individuals of the communities.  

 The villages of the five concerned Buddhist communities are located in different 

places surrounded by the villages of different communities. From the field study it has been 

found that almost all the Phake villages are surrounded by the villages of other tribes like 

Nocte, Singpho, Tangsa, etc. These tribes have larger population in comparison to the 

Phakes. These communities still retain their cultural heritage and their lifestyle still reflects 

their ethnicity like traditional house-types, dress, food habits, etc. Thus, living in the midst 

of these communities the Phakes too must have been inspired to keep intact their own rich 

cultural diversity. Like the villages of the Phakes, the villages of the Khamtis of Narayanpur 

are also surrounded by the villages of the Mishing and Deori tribe. These two tribes are also 

well-known to have preserved their language and traditional house-type.  

 It has been found that though the Aitons live among the Karbi and the Garo 

community in Karbi Anglong but the neighbouring Karbi and other communities do not 

construct their houses in traditional manner. Rather they have switched to modern house 

types. Thus, majority of the Aiton households also construct their houses in modern way. 

Likewise, as most of the Khamyang villages are located in the midst of the Assamese 

speaking population thus their culture and language also have assimilated much with the 
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Assamese population as was discussed in the previous chapter. However, as the Powaimukh 

village of the Khamyangs is located in the midst of the tribal dominated region, their 

attachment with their ethnic tradition is also greater than the other Khamyang villages. 

 Thus, it can be said that the nature of the majority community which surrounds a 

minor ethnic community plays a very important role in determining the level of continuity 

of culture. It is the inspiration from a similar greater community which drives a smaller one 

to love and respect its culture. 

7.3 Influence of the Buddhist Tai Communities on the Neighbouring Communities 

It would be unjust to conclude by saying that only the smaller communities get influenced 

by the larger communities. Sometimes the rich cultural heritage of a small community 

mesmerizes the surrounding population and they gradually start following those cultural 

traits. 

The Buddhist Tai communities, because of their rich and peaceful cultural heritage 

have now-a-days attracted people from other religion and ethnicity to participate in their 

religious and cultural function. Moreover, some religious customs are also being followed 

by the neighbouring population. For example, there is a custom of wearing an eight metal 

alloy stone which is distributed in the Mounglang Khamti Buddhist monastery of Tinsukia 

for the general well-being of the individual. It is generally given by the Bhante of the 

monastery and is worn either in the form of a ring or a pendant. It is believed that the effect 

of the stone in everyday life is very good. Slowly people from the neighbouring villages and 

communities also started using that stone and found that the results were good. At present it 

is very common to find the alloy stone studded ring in the fingers of many people from 

upper Assam districts especially from the Hindu population. 

Apart from customs it has also been found that even Buddhism as a religion as been 

embraced by the neighbouring villagers belonging to different religion and ethnicity. It has 

been observed that few Mech Kachari households located in and around the Balipathar 

village of the Aitons and Turungs have adopted Buddhism as their religion. The members of 

these households migrated from Dimapur of the state of Nagaland which is located not far 

away from the village. They originally professed Hinduism but after migrating to the region 
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which is predominantly inhabited by the Tai communities who are Buddhist they too 

converted to the religion so that they can all share the same religious customs and traditions. 

Moreover, the calm and peaceful nature of Buddhism also might have attracted them. 

Thus, it can be said that assimilation and acculturation have always occurred and 

will be occurring in future among communities which in turn will determine the nature of 

change and continuity of the culture and tradition of the community but the nature of the 

communities will play a pivotal role in this regard. 
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CHAPTER 8 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

 

The present research work as enumerated in the preceding chapters is basically a detailed 

cultural and social geographic analysis of the state of continuity and change of culture and 

tradition among the five Buddhist Tai communities in Assam. This is the outcome of 

research work carried out on the origin and migration, demographic and socio-economic 

characteristics, cultural identity and change of the Buddhist Tai communities in the region. 

The summaries of the chapters are presented below. 

8.1 Summary 

Chapter 1 is the introduction of the research work which includes the statement of the 

problem, review of relevant literature, objectives of the research work, research questions, 

hypothesis and the database and the methodology of the research work. A detailed review of 

many relevant published works on continuity and social change and Tai communities have 

been done to get a concrete picture of the phenomenon, and based on the review, the 

objectives of the research project have been formulated. Apart from these a brief 

explanation of the methodology adopted for the study has also been incorporated in this 

chapter. It may be mentioned here that the five Buddhist Tai communities which have been 

selected in the present study are Khamyang, Aiton, Turung, Phake and Khamti. But 

according to the Census of India, there are only two Tai speaking communities in Assam; 

one is Khamti and the other is Man (Tai Speaking). But linguistically and culturally the 

Man (Tai Speaking) community can be divided into four sub-tribes. These sub-tribes are 

Khamti, Aiton, Turung and Phake and are undertaken as different communities in the 

present study. Thus, altogether there are five Buddhist Tai communities including the 

Khamtis. Out of the five communities only the Khamti community has its complete 

enumeration in the Census of India report of Assam as they have been given both Scheduled 

Tribe (Hills) and Scheduled Tribe (Plains) status. But  the Man (Tai-Speaking) community 

has only the Scheduled Tribe (Hills) status as a result of which only the proportion of the 

Man (Tai-Speaking) population which resides in the hill districts are incorporated in the 
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Census report. It may be mentioned here that only five villages out of thirty-one Man (Tai 

Speaking) villages are located in Karbi Anglong district which is categorized as a hill 

district in Assam and the rest of the villages are in the plain districts of upper Assam. 

Majority of the Buddhist Tai population has been left out in the census report. Since, census 

data for majority of the villages are not available the census data could not be incorporated 

in this study. The study is thus based primarily on field data collected from household 

survey conducted in three villages from each of the five communities where every house 

have been considered (census survey). Besides, secondary information has been collected 

from various published articles in books and journals. A brief geographical description of 

the selected sample areas has also been incorporated in this chapter. 

 Chapter 2 incorporates an in-depth review regarding the origin, migration and 

present distribution of the five Buddhist Tai communities in Assam. All the Tai 

communities around the world have their roots in the Yunnan Province of China. Most of 

them migrated from there to different directions in search of fertile lands and establish new 

kingdoms. At present the Tai communities are mostly concentrated in Myanmar, Thailand, 

Laos, Vietnam, China and India. In India the first Tai group to enter is Ahom. They came in 

1228 A.D. in Assam from Myanmar through the Pang Sau pass. They came as conquerors 

and ruled over the valley for 600 years. Majority of the Ahoms profess Hinduism along 

with their pagan religion Phura-Lung. The other Buddhist Tai communities migrated to 

Assam from Myanmar at a very later period during the eighteenth century because of the 

constant oppressions by the Burmese autocracies in their original habitat. Their population 

is much lower in comparison to the Ahoms. Today they are concentrated in small pockets in 

all the upper Assam districts.  

 Chapter 4 is an analysis of the demographic characteristics of the Buddhist Tai 

communities of Assam based on the sample villages. The study is completely based on 

primary data collected in the field. On demographic grounds the main focus is made on the 

birth and death rate, male-female composition, age-sex composition, child-women ratio, 

total fertility, dependency ratio, marital status and age at marriage. A very satisfactory result 

on the grounds of male-female composition and age-sex composition has been found among 
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all the Buddhist Tai communities in Assam. The study has shown a sign of a developed 

community in them in this regard.  

Chapter 4 is an analysis of the socio-economic status of the Buddhist Tai 

communities where an analysis has been made on the family types, literacy and educational 

pattern, work participation, occupational composition and income pattern. It has been found 

that nuclear family is much preferred among all the concerned communities. A very high 

literacy rate of above 90 per cent has been found among all the Buddhist Tai communities 

in comparison to the national literacy rate 74.04 per cent which is in fact a very positive 

indicator in terms to the level of socio-economic development among them. But among 

them, the Khamtis (99.28 per cent) have the highest percentage of literates whereas the 

Aitons (95.42 per cent) have the lowest. As regards of work participation it has been found 

out that the Turungs have the highest percentage of both male (69.02 per cent) and female 

(60.72 per cent) working population in comparison to the other communities whereas the 

Phakes (60.23 per cent) have the lowest male and the Khamtis (28.05 per cent) have the 

lowest female working population. Regarding occupational composition it has been found 

that the Turungs have the highest proportion of both male and female population engaged in 

agricultural activities in comparison to the other communities. A very high percentage of 

females are engaged among the Turungs, Aitons and Phakes in professional weaving which 

helps them to support their family. It has been found that the Khamtis (35.35 per cent), 

Khamyangs (34.65 per cent) and the Phakes (31.67 per cent) have almost the same 

proportion of male population engaged in government jobs while among the females the 

Khamtis (42.30 per cent) have the highest percentage of females followed by the 

Khamyangs (30.87 per cent). Regarding income pattern it has been found that a very 

proportion of Turung household (48.34 per cent) have monthly income less than five 

thousand rupees as most of them are agrarian and agriculture gives a very less return. 

Within this category the Khamyangs (18.23 per cent) have the least percentage of 

households. 

Chapter 5 deals with the cultural background of the Buddhist Tai communities. A 

detailed study has been conducted on various aspects of both the social and material culture 

among all the five communities. Information regarding the culture of the concerned 
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communities has been collected by in-depth discussions and interviews with the villagers 

who are expert in this regard. In social cultural sphere detailed discussion has been made on 

the religion, festivals and rituals, non-Buddhist faiths and rituals, language, writing system, 

types of personal names, marriage and death among them. Many similarities have been 

found on this aspect of culture among them because of their common origin and common 

religion. Along with Buddhism the concerned communities also follow many non-Buddhist 

rituals which they have been practicing even before they converted to Buddhism. Though 

the five communities have shown many similarities in the festivals, rituals and social norms 

but there are also differences among them in many aspects. The disposal of the dead is 

different among all the communities and also within a single community from village to 

village.  

In respect of material culture of the Buddhist Tai communities, the study has been 

made on the food habits, traditional dress, traditional looms, traditional house types and 

agricultural practices. It has been found that most of the articles among these communities 

are same but are known by different names.  It has been found that though the dress pattern 

is almost same for the communities the Phakes bears a distinction in this regard. Their dress 

pattern is much different and distinct than the other communities. The traditional house-

types of all these communities are raised platform house which are locally called as chang-

ghars which protects them from flood as most of the villages are located near the river 

banks. It has been found that the Buddhist Tai communities like most of the other 

communities practice winter rice cultivation and every household cultivates some quantity 

of glutinous rice as it is of constant requirement in their traditional food habit. 

 Chapter 6 is the main analytical chapter of the present research work. This chapter 

enumerates the level of change among the Buddhist Tai communities in different cultural 

aspects; their level of socio-economic development; and intensity of ethnicity among them. 

The interrelationship between the level of socio economic development and intensity of 

ethnic identity is also studied in this chapter. The study on social change has been done on 

the basis of the data collected on those attributes of culture which has deviated from the 

established ethnic identity of the communities. Much change has been observed n the 

practice of daily prayers and availability of household prayer house among the concerned 
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communities. The Phakes have shown a very strong position in this regard. Almost all the 

households perform the daily prayer in the houses and all the households have prayer 

houses. The other communities are liberal in this regard. It has been observed that there has 

also been change in many rituals among the communities. Some changes are because of 

ethnic revival while some changes are because of other difficulties.  

A very high rate of inter-community marriage has been observed among the 

Turungs and the Aitons. The Turungs have only 35.32 per cent of their daughter-in-laws 

belonging to the same community which is lowest in comparison to all the other 

communities, whereas the Phakes (81.95 per cent) have the highest.  It has also been 

observed that inter-mixing with large number of daughter-in-laws belonging to non-Tai 

speaking communities have made a great impact on the traditional Tai languages among 

them.  Among all the Tai speaking communities excluding Khamyangs, the Khamtis have 

the highest percentage of both male and female population who does not know to speak 

Khamti because high inter-community marriage. There has also been change in the use of 

traditional Tai personal names among the Buddhist Tai communities. It has been found that 

the Phakes (94.82 per cent) have the highest percentage of population using traditional 

names while the Turungs (21.0 per cent) have the lowest. Some changes have also been 

observed in the pattern of traditional attires among all the communities concerned. A 

detailed explanation has been made on how the traditional attires have changes among them 

throughout ages. A little change has also been observed in the continuity of weaving 

practices among the Buddhist Tai communities. It has been found that there is a growing 

tendency among the Phakes to use modern handloom apart from their traditional loin loom.  

A significant change has been observed in the continuity of maintaining traditional 

house types. It has been found that the Phakes (88.97 per cent) have the highest percentage 

of households which are constructed in traditional manner whereas the Turungs (4.48 per 

cent) have the lowest. Modern house types are now-a-days much preferred among the other 

communities as they require less maintenance and are more durable.  

A growing tendency has been observed among the concerned communities to 

domesticate animals which have been prohibited according to their religion. But the Aiton 

community has shown much rigidity in this regard. Only 15.79 per cent of their total 
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households domesticate such animals. On the other hand the Khamyang and the Phake 

community have shown a liberal attitude in this regard. A very high percentage of their 

households domesticate such animals. It has been found that the consumption of liquor 

which is also prohibited in Buddhism is highest among the Phakes (80.43 per cent) whereas 

it is lowest among the Turungs (26.04 per cent).  

By selecting meaningful attributes the level of cultural continuity among the 

Buddhist Tai communities has been found out. The Phakes (5.1) are found out to be scoring 

the highest score and the Khamyangs (-2.64) scored the least. 

Chapter 7 deals with how the site and situation of the Buddhist Tai communities 

plays an important role in determining the level of cultural continuity and change. It has 

been observed that the Buddhist Tai villages which have more other tribal neighborhood 

have more tendency to clutch upon their tradition and culture in comparison to the villages 

surrounded by general Assamese population. It has also been observed that the Buddhist Tai 

communities, because of their rich and peaceful cultural heritage have now-a-days attracted 

people from other religion and ethnicity to participate in their religious and cultural 

function. 

8.2 Major Findings 

The major findings which are derived from the study are presented as follows: 

1. Almost all the villages of the Aitons, Turungs, Phakes and the Khamtis are located at a 

close proximity to each other except the Khamyangs. Though the Khamyang villages are 

very few but they are located quite far from one another. It is the only community whose 

villages have spread over four districts in upper Assam. 

2. The sex-ratio among the Buddhist Tai communities in Assam except the Phakes has 

shown a much satisfactory result in comparison to the national ratio according to the 2011 

census. It has been found that the Khamti (1069), Aiton (1065) and the Khamyang (1015) 

community have higher female population than their male counterparts. The sex-ratio 

among the Phakes (903) is lower than the national ratio of 940. 
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3. The Aitons have the highest percentage of aged unmarried population and is because of 

the urge of the parents to marry their daughter within the same community but since the 

community is numerically very small and all the males are not well to do, thus the girls 

remain unmarried. 

4. The traditional Tai house-types are not much big to fit larger families. Thus, there has 

always been a tendency among all the selected communities to live in nuclear families. If 

there is more than one son, the parents generally allot a new plot of land or a part of the 

homestead after his marriage to start his own family. Among the Phakes there is a popular 

folk belief that two daughter-in-laws must not share the same kitchen. It has been found that 

the Aitons (71.13 per cent) have the highest percentage of nuclear families in comparison to 

the others. Even the other concerned communities have higher proportions of nuclear 

families than the joint and extended families because of similar reasons.  

5. The literacy rates among the Buddhist Tai communities (more than 90 per cent) are very 

high in comparison to the literacy rate of India, which was just 74.04 per cent according to 

the 2011 census. All the communities have more than ninety per cent literacy rate which is 

in fact a very satisfactory progress made by these communities in socio-economic field. 

However, if the level of educational attainment is observed, it is seen that the percentage of 

population having higher level of education is very low. The Khamtis have the highest 

percentage of both male (12.46 per cent) and female (8.43 per cent) graduates in 

comparison to the other communities whereas the Aitons have the lowest percentage of both 

male (4.89 per cent) and female (3.77 per cent) graduates. 

6. The Turungs have the highest proportion of both male (70.40 per cent) and female (56.30 

per cent) population engaged in agricultural activities in comparison to the other 

communities, therefore, the proportion of their population having monthly income less than 

five thousand rupees is the highest (48.34 per cent). In government sector the Khamti and 

the Khamyang communities have the highest percentage of population (because of their 

advantageous locations) in comparison to the other communities. 
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7. Along with Buddhism there are many non-Buddhist faiths which are still practiced by all 

the communities. They have been following them since ages even before they converted to 

Buddhism. Phii (spirits) and Khwan (divine particles) are two of the important non-

Buddhist beliefs which all the five communities believe.  However, animal sacrifices related 

with those beliefs have been replaced by other non-violent rituals like offering of flowers, 

since violence towards animals is against the principles of Buddhism. 

8. The Buddhist Tai communities in Assam have a rich heritage of traditional costumes 

which are distinct from the general Assamese attires. Though the costumes are simple but 

they bear a great respect in the Assamese society. It has been found that the traditional 

attires of the Khamyangs, Aitons, Turungs and the Khamtis are almost similar to each other. 

But in comparison to them the Phake traditional attires are much different and distinct. The 

Phakes have still maintained strict rules in wearing specific traditional attires according to 

age-groups. The colours of many major Phake attires changes from lighter to darker shades 

as one grows older. The Phake believe that lighter colours signify the light and carefree life 

of the youth while the darker hues signify older age when people become more wise and 

thoughtful. 

9. The inter-community marriage among the Aitons and the Turungs is very high because of 

the treaty between the Aitons and the Turungs. There are many Aiton speakers in Turung 

households and Turung speakers in Aiton households. The Turungs have in fact higher 

percentage of daughter-in-laws belonging to other communities compared to their own. The 

Phake community (81.95 per cent) on the other hand has the highest percentage of 

daughter-in-laws belonging to their own community. This is mainly because of their 

conservative nature. 

10. The higher the number of daughter-in-laws belonging to non-Tai speaking community 

the higher is the percentage of population not-knowing to speak Tai. The Khamtis have the 

highest percentage of both male (10.10 per cent) and female (18.75 per cent) population not 

knowing to speak Tai Khamti in comparison to the other major Tai speaking communities. 

It is mainly because of their high intermixing with many Ahom, Mishing, Deori and 

Kachari population. But this phenomenon cannot be applied to the Turungs. It has been 
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found that though the number of daughter-in-laws belonging to other communities is very 

high among the Turungs but the percentage of male and female population not knowing to 

speak Turung is very low compared to other communities. The main reason behind this is 

that Turung is not a Tai language but a variant of the Singpho language. The tones used in 

Turung are not much difficult to apprehend in comparison to Tai. Thus, people can easily 

learn the language even at a later stage. The Tai language on the other hand is a tonal 

language and a single word in different tones has different meanings. It is said that a single 

Tai word may have up to six tones and thus is very difficult to learn at an older stage. 

11. Out of the five Buddhist Tai communities, only the Aitons, Phakes and Khamtis 

continued to speak Tai in majority. Majority of the Khamyangs abandoned to speak 

Khamyang for decades because of their isolation, except few individuals of the Powai 

Mukh village of Tinsukia. This language was on the verge of extinction. But it has been 

found that the younger generations of the Chalapathar Khamyang village have started to 

revive the Tai Khamyang language. At present different workshops and language classes 

are regularly held in the village under the guidance of Tai language teachers from Powai 

Mukh and Namphake to develop their skill. But on the other hand the Disangpani village 

which is located in a close proximity to Chalapathar has not started any such workshops for 

language revival.  

12. Because of assimilation and acculturation, Assamese and other Hindu personal names 

became much popular among the Buddhist Tai communities except the Phakes. However, 

of late a growing trend in using traditional Tai personal names has been observed among all 

the communities. It has been found that the proportion of individuals having traditional Tai 

names is much higher among the younger generation than the middle-age groups. This 

signifies that a process of ethnic revival has started among the Buddhist Tai communities.  

13. There is a system of using prefix in traditional Tai names. These prefixes are based on 

hierarchical order on the basis of the eldest to youngest child. The prefixes are different for 

both the male and female child. For the male child the prefixes are ai, ngi, sam, sai, ngo, 

nuk, nak and for the female child the prefixes will be ye, e, am, ay, oak, et, aat. For, 

example if Aithon is the first male child then Yehom will be the first female child. 
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However, these prefixes are mostly used by the Phakes in their personal names. The other 

communities use these prefixes mostly in home for general communication with their 

children. 

14. The process of disposal of the dead body differs among the five concerned Buddhist Tai 

communities and also from village to village. The Phakes, Khamtis and Turungs cremate 

the dead body. The Aitons practice both burial and cremation, depending on the economic 

condition of the family. But among the Khamyangs, all the three surveyed villages follow 

different customs regarding the process of cremation. In both the Chalapathar and the 

Disangpani Khamyang villages the dead bodies are buried. But these two villages differ in 

one ritual. In the Disangpani village if an individual following the asthasheel expires than 

his dead body is carried to the cemetery in a box. People having simple panchasheel are 

carried in two bamboo bier while unmarried people are carried in a single bamboo bier. 

This system is not followed in the Chalapathar village. In Chalapathar all the dead bodies of 

are buried in a box. But in Powai Mukh village a completely different ritual is seen. Here, 

cremation has a superior status over burial. A person is cremated only if he/she has taken 

asthasheel. Moreover, if an aged person having grand children expires then he is cremated, 

however, if someone older than him is still alive in the family, he is buried.  

15. A process of revival has been observed among the Khamyangs, Aitons and Turungs. 

The consciousness of these three communities in regards to their Tai ethnicity has 

compelled them to exclude the Bihu dance from many of their religious rituals and replace 

it with traditional Tai dance forms which were almost forgotten by the younger generations. 

Ethnic consciousness has compelled the Khamyang youths of Chalapathar to learn the Tai 

Khamyang language and the Khamyang female of all the Khamyang villages to wear the 

traditional black Tai Khamyang shin and long-wat when they are in Khamyang villages 

which was almost abandoned by them.  

16. Among all the Buddhist Tai communities in Assam only the Phakes use loin loom. It is 

because of this loom that most of the traditional Phake attires had to be stitched as broad 

pieces of fabrics cannot be woven in loin looms. Majority of the Phakes still prefer to use 

only this traditional loom which is well reflected among the Phakes of Namphake and 
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Ningam who are very conservative in this regard. But it has been found that there has been 

a growing tendency among the Phakes of Borfakial to use modern handlooms along with 

the traditional loom ki-huk. 29.73 per cent of the Phake households in Borfakial village use 

the modern handloom. This shows their willingness to accept modern techniques along with 

their traditional tools which they do not want to do away with being religiously identity 

conscious.  

17. Women of all the Buddhist Tai communities are expert in weaving their own traditional 

attires who can weave fairy tales in their fabrics. Each community has their own tapestry of 

rich motifs. Sometimes these motifs are shared between the five communities. The Khamtis 

borrowed the floral motifs of shins from the Aitons and the Turungs, while the Phakes 

borrowed the design of their pha-fouk from the Khamtis. But the communities always 

acknowledge the community from whom the design or the pattern has been borrowed which 

in turn helps in maintaining a cordial relationship among them. 

18. The traditional house-types of all the concerned Tai communities are built in raised 

platform which is termed as chang-ghar in Assamese language. They build these types of 

houses to protect themselves from flood, since they mostly settle in the river banks. The 

Phakes (88.97 per cent) have the highest percentage of households having constructed in 

traditional manner. The Phakes are followed by the Khamtis (49.88 per cent). The other 

communities have very few households which are built in traditional style. Though the 

Phakes are economically backward they still have maintained the traditional pattern of 

housing only to maintain their ethnicity. The majority of the households of other 

communities have started building modern house types like Assam-type mud-baked house, 

Assam-type semi-concrete house, Assam-type concrete house and RCC by demolishing the 

traditional houses because it is very expensive to maintain a traditional raised platform 

house.  

19. Because of religious restrictions on the domestication of many animals like chicken, 

duck, pig and goat, they were not domesticated by the Buddhist Tai communities in the 

past. But now-a-days many households have started domesticating these animals. In some 

cases the economic condition of the families also compels them to break the traditional 
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norms and domesticate such animals for economic purposes. The Khamyangs (77.11 per 

cent) have the highest percentage of households domesticating such animals whereas, the 

Aitons (15.79 per cent) the least. Thus, it can be said that the Aitons are more bound by the 

Buddhist principles in comparison to the other communities. But they never kill these 

animals for consumption.  

20. Consumption of intoxications of any form is also prohibited in Buddhism. But it has 

been found that the Phakes (80.43 per cent) have the highest percent of households where 

some of the individuals consume liquor. The Phakes are followed by Khamyangs (63.60 per 

cent). But the Turungs (26.04 per cent) in this regard has the least number of households 

followed by the Aitons (45.48 per cent). 

21. The level of cultural continuity among the Buddhist Tai communities has been 

calculated using composite z-score. It has been found that the level of cultural continuity is 

found to be highest among the Phakes because unlike the other communities the Phakes are 

very rigid and conservative in many aspects to maintain their Phake ethnicity intact as 

reflected by their various aspects of social and material culture. They are very less receptive 

to change and have a strong desire to cling to their customs and traditions. They are 

followed by the Aitons, Turungs and Khamtis. It may be mentioned here that the 

Khamyangs have accepted change to a considerable extent and has let loose their ethnic 

identity, but interestingly, of late they have also started to revive their lost identity as 

reflected by various practices as already mentioned. 

8.3 Suggestions 

Based on the findings, a few suggestions have been made for the development of the 

Buddhist Tai communities by preserving their ethnicity. 

 Mother tongue should be taught at home since childhood. If the mother belongs to a 

different community then the family and villagers must support her in learning the 

indigenous language. Moreover, such daughter-in-laws must try to respect the rich 

culture of the new household so that she may help the community in preserving the 

ethnicity of the community as a whole. Indigenous language classes must be started in 
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all the Buddhist Tai villages so that the new generations can learn to write and speak 

the mother-tongue accurately. 

 The use of Tai traditional names must be promoted among all the Buddhist Tai 

communities like the Phakes. This will help in maintaining ethnicity at individual level. 

 Youths of the concerned Buddhist Tai communities must be trained to excel in the art 

of making traditional basketry and practice weaving in their spare time. The elders who 

are well trained in this field should guide them in this regard. This will help the 

communities in keeping alive their cultural heritage. 

 Commercialization of ethnic products can build enthusiasm among the younger 

generations as well as the villagers to practice the traditional arts and crafts. 

 Since the Buddhist Tai communities in Assam have a rich cultural heritage and are 

concentrated only in a few villages, a welcoming gate could be constructed in every 

village so that it can attract more tourists to those villages. This will help in the 

establishment of tourism in those villages which will in turn help in generating income 

for the villagers through different sources like lodging, fooding and sale of ethnic 

products like traditional attires, traditional articles, mementos, etc.  

8.4 Conclusion 

Distributed over the upper Brahmaputra Valley in the river banks, the Buddhist 

communities although numerically weak, have always played an important role in 

enhancing the ethnic diversity of Assam with their rich cultural legacy. Even though they 

have migrated into the Brahmaputra Valley from Myanmar during eighteenth century they 

have well adapted with the general Assamese society. The high status of their legacy is also 

well reflected in their demographic and socio-economic profile which shows signs of a 

developed community. They have a rich and unique heritage of both social and material 

culture which makes them distinct from the general Assamese society.  

 But with the passage of time, change has also been observed in some aspects of their 

culture. Some changes are because of their ethnic consciousness while some are because of 

acculturation. But the individual responses of the five Buddhist Tai communities are 

different in different aspects. While the Phakes have shown great resistance to changes in 
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material culture, the Aitons and the Turungs have shown equal resistance to changes in 

religious ethics. At present, ethnic consciousness among these communities has generated a 

process of ethnic revival among them which is playing a pivotal role in the conservation of 

the Tai ethnicity among these selected communities. In the conclusion it can thus be said 

that the  spirit of Tai nationalism among the concerned Tai communities have supported 

them in continuing and reviving their rich cultural heritage though living in the midst of a 

complex heterogeneous Assamese society. 
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